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Introduetion

1.1

Objective and motivation

In this monograph, we study single-item divergent multi-echelon inventory systems. A divergent multiechelon system is a network of stockpoints in which every stockpoint has a unique supplier but may
have several successors. As an illustration of the applicability of multi-echelon systems we give two
examples. In these examples some interesting questions arise, which are exarnined in this monograph.
The first example is a distribution system of a single item. The secoud example is a hierarchical planning approach to allocate the available productsof a product group to the multiple product types within
the group.
In the first example, we consider the distribution system of a single item as depicted in Figure 1.1,
where a triangle represents a stockpoint. A production facility in New York supplies a large European central depot in Brussels. This depot supplies national distribution centers in Germany and the
Netherlands. Finally, these national distribution centers supply regionat depots from where market
demand is satisfied. The customer demand is satisfied at the regionat depots by the stock on hand.

NewYork

~--~----~

I

I

I

I

I

Production facdtty

Amsterdam

Figure 1.1. A distribution network as an example of a divergent multi-echelon system.
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In case of insuftkient stock the unsatisfied demand is backlogged. The central depot in Brussels issues a replenishment order periodically. The order size is chosen such that the stock level is raised
tosome order-up-to-leveL Aftersome lead time (production time plus distribution time) the replenishment orders arrive at the central depot. Some part of the order may be kept at tfue central depot as
backup inventory. The remaining part is allocated among the national depots. The allocated amounts
are dispatched immediately to the national depots, where they arrive after some distribution time. In
this monograph we provide insight in the following questions:
• How much safety stock to attain in this distribution system?
• Where to locate this safety stock in the system?
• How to deal with shortages in the central depot and in the national depots?
To answer these questions we need to know the objective of the distribution system. Two different
objectives are addressed in this monograph. First, the system is controlled such that some cost function
is minimized, for example, the expected systemwide holding and penalty costs per period. Second, the
system is controlled such that prespecified customer service levels are attained. The latter objective has
gained in popularity, since nowadays for many companies high service levels are a competitive edge.
For both objectives it is eminent to understand the material flow in the system in order to answer the
questions raised above. Therefore an important part of this monograph is devoted to the analysis of
the system dynamics of divergent multi-echelon systems.
In the second example, we consider a single depot which faces demand fora single product group;
see Figure 1.2. This product group consists of a number of product types. Demand is satisfied immediately from stock on hand and backlogged otherwise. Periodically, an orientation on the production
volume at product group level is passed to the production facility. This orientation is chosen such that
the total amount ofproducts is raised tosome order-up-to-level. The time between orientation and the
delivery from production consists of: ( 1) an orientation lead time, during which the total volume of
the product group is fixed, but changes in the product mix are still possible, and (2) a frozen lead time,
during which both the total volume and the product mix are fixed.

Productgroup

Production
facility

\}-----~~oo~

.

.. ..
Orientation
lead time

Prozen
lead time

Figure 1.2. A hierarchical planning approach as an example of a divergent multi-echelon system.
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In this hierarchical planning approach there are several questions of interest:
• How many items for the product group as a whole should be ordered periodically?
• How to allocate the available products within the product group to the different product types?
In this monograph we address these questions by analyzing a model of divergent multi-echelon systems.
Both the distri bution system and the hierarchical planning approach can be modeled as a divergent
multi-echelon system. In this monograph we are concerned with determining how to control the material in this system such that one of the aforementioned objectives is satisfied. Quite a lot of research
has been done in this area. We distinguish between two types of models. First, there are models describing explicitly how each control parameter affects the material flow in the system. This make it
possible to optimize the system, i.e., determine all the control parameters in the system such that some
objective (e.g., target customer service level) is satisfied. Unfortunately, due to the restrictive assumptions made in these models, the applicability to real-world supply chains is usually limited. Second,
there are the more general applicable models which are used in practice. These do not explicitly model
how the control parameters affect the material flow in the system, and therefore are hard to optimize.
Let us elaborate on the disadvantages of both types of models. As already mentioned, the applicability of the first type of model in practice is limited. There are several reasons for this. First, only
small systems consisting of one central depot supplying a number of end-stockpoints can be studied.
In practice, however, weneed to be able to analyze larger systems (e.g., the distribution system as depicted in Figure 1.1). Second, rather restrictive assumptions with respect to the end-stockpoints are
made. For instance, it is assumed that all end-stockpoints are identical, or at least that the lot sizes at
each end-stockpoint are identical. Both these assumptions are invalid in practice, since the EOQ formula (cf. Harris [1913]) tells us that lot sizes depend on the demand at each end-stockpoint and the
cost structure of each end-stockpoint, which are quite different in practice.
The second type of model consists of Distribution Resource Planning (DRP) models, which have
been implemented in many companies as the front-end of their integrated logistics control systems.
DRP (cf. Martin [1990]), is the equivalent MRP, Manufacturing Resource Planning (cf. Vollmann,
Berry & Whybark [1992]), forthe distribution chain. The planning logic ofDRP consolidates demand
forecasts at different stockpoints into time-phased dependent demand at intermediate stockpoints and
ultimately into time-phased demand at the manufacturing location. This top-down logic does not explicitly take into account possible (future) shortages at stockpoints. To circumvent this problem socalled re-scheduling messages are generated to inform a planner that the logic identified a shortage at
a certain stockpoint and the planner is supposed to solve this shortage. However, if the planner solves
this problem, inevitably his solution impacts a number of decisions already made by the DRP system
at downstream stockpoints and most likely also at upstream stockpoints. Hence the planner is forced
to overrule the decisions of the planning system, since these decisions are not consistent. This manual replanning process can be quite time-consuming and intricate. Due to this intangible replanning
process it is very hard to determine how to control the system such that operational objectives regarding customer service at end-stockpoints are satisfied. Therefore optimization of a DRP-system is a
time-consuming and inscrutable process.
The objective ofthis monograph is to develop algorithms that optimize the material flow in the system, i.e., that determine the control parameters such that either each end-stockpoint attains its target
service level (service measure objective), or the expected total costs to operate the system are minimized (cost measure objective). Hence in this monograph we consicter optimization models instead
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of DRP models. In the development of the algorithms to solve these models we focus on numerical
tractability and applicability, in order to provide a tooi to control the material flow in divergent multiechelon systems (e.g., production/distribution systems). Our model differs from the models developed
so far by its large applicability and its optimization potential. The strength of our model is that it can
handle
• A general divergent network.
We consider a divergent N-echelon system (instead of a 2-echelon system). The N denotes the
highest number of stockpoints on a path between the unique most upstream stockpoint to an
end-stockpoint
• Heterogeneons end-stockpoints.
We do not require that all end-stockpoints are identical (or the lot sizes of end-stockpoints are
identical).
• Optimization.
Unlike DRP we can optimize the system.
Finally, we give an outline of the remainder of this chapter. The subject of this monograph is the control
of divergent multi-echelon systems. In Section 1.2 we introduce the model which is analyzed throughout this monograph. A general overview of the most important contributions to the control of divergent
multi-echelon systems is given in Section 1.3. The outline of this monograph is given inSection 1.4.

1.2 The model under consideration
In this monograph, we consider a single-item divergent N -echelon system. In such a system we distinguish between two different types of performance measures: intemal and exterv.al measures. The
latter are related totheservice provided to costomers at the most downstream stockpoints (e.g., the
customer service leveland customer waiting times). The former is related to intemal customer service
andrelevant costs (e.g., set-up, holding and transportation costs). We emphasize that, insome sense,
intemal service is irrelevant as long as extemal service is according to prespecified targets at minimum
intemal costs. A prerequisite to determine these performance measures is to have models which analyze the system dynamics (i.e., operational characteristics) of divergent multi-echelon systems. When
such analysis yields insight in the evolution of material stocks of a divergent multi-echelon system over
time we are able todetermine the service and costs measures. InSection 1.2.1 we present the major elements that constitute a single location stockpoint in our model. An extensive discussion of our model
assumptions is given in Chapter 2. Next, inSection 1.2.2, we address the interaction between these single location stockpoints. In Section 1.2.4, we give an overview of the literature related to the analysis
of the model formulated in Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2. From this we identify some interesting research
directions, which has been carried out in some parts of this monograph.

1.2.1

The control of a single location stockpoint

Which control policy is the most appropriate one to control a stockpoint in a multi-echelon system
depends on: the demand process, the lead time process, the ordering process, and the control concept.
Let us elaborate on these elements.

Demand process
The nature of a product largely determines the behavior of the customer demand process. In this monograph we concentrate on consurnables, which usually have high demands (and low costs). The demand
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process for these products may be described by the mean and varianee of the demand over a certain
period. We model the demand process by fitting an appropriate distri bution to this mean and variance.

Lead time
The lead time is defined as the time between placing an order and its arrival. In this monograph we
investigate both the fixed and random lead time case. In a distribution environment the lead time can
usually be regarded as fixed. However, in a manufacturing environment the lead time usually is liable
to fluctuations.

Ordering policy
The most upstream stockpoint which is supplied by the extemal supplier (e.g., the central depot in
Brussels; see Figure 1.1) inspects its stock level every R periods (also called a review period). After
each inspeetion an order is placed such that the stock level returns to a target order-up-to-level. All the
other stockpoints in the system also adopt an order-up-to-policy. They place an order immediately after
an order arrival at its supplier. Note that for the fixed lead time case this means that every stockpoint
inspects the stock level every R periods. For the random lead time case the review period is random
(except for the most upstream stockpoint) due to the random interarrival times of orders.

Control concept
Every stockpoint in the system is controlled by aso-called echelon stock policy. Cl ark & Scarf [ 1960]
introduced the concept of echelon stock. The echelon stock of a stockpoint equals all stock at this
stockpoint plus in transit to or on hand at any downstream stockpoints minus the backorders at its
downstream end-stockpoints. The echelon inventory position of a stockpoint is defined as the sum
of its echelon stock and the material in transit to this stockpoint

1.2.2

Interaction between stockpoints

We assume that only the end-stockpoints face customer demand. This customer demand is satisfied
from the stock on hand and backlogged otherwise. Every R periods the most upstream stockpoint
issues a replenishment order at the extemal supplier to raise the echelon inventory position to its orderup-to-level. This order arrives aftera certain lead time. Then, every successar places an order such that
its echelon inventory position is raised to its order-up-to-level. There are two possibilities:
1. The physical stock is sufficient to raise the echelon inventory position of all successors to their
order-up-to-levels. Then the required amounts are sent to the successors and excess stock is kept
at the most upstream stockpoint to be allocated at the next occasion.
2. The physical stock is not sufficient to reach the order-up-to-levels. Then material rationing is required to allocate the available physical stock over its successors appropriately. For this purpose
we introduce allocation functions.
A similar procedure is applied at the other intermediate stockpoints, i.e., when a replenishment order
arrives at an intermediate stockpoint this order is allocated. Again we have the two possibilities as
stated above.
We like to pay special attention to the notion of imbalance, which is specific for divergent systems
controlled by echelon stock policies. Eppen & Schrage [1981] define imbalance as the phenomenon
that the allocation policy is not able to allocate the available products such that each end-stockpoint
faces an equal stockout probability. Verrijdt & De Kok [ 1996] generalize the definition by defining imbalance as the phenomenon that the allocation policy of an intermediate stockpoint allocates a negative
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quantity to at least one of its successors. Since the analysis of divergent systems under echelon stock
polides requires that no imbalance occurs, we make the balance assumption: the allocation policy
always allocates nonnegative stock quantities.

1.2.3 Objectives
In this monograph, we develop several algorithms todetermine the control parameters of the divergent
multi-echelon systems as formulated in Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2. In this developmbntwe distinguish
between two objectives: the service measwe objective and the cast measure objective. Let us briefly
elaborate on these objectives.

The service measure objective
This objective requires a target service level at each end-stockpoint In this monograph we consider
three different service measures (cf. Lagodimos [1992]):
• The non-stockout probability (a): the probability that the net stock (the stock on hand minus
backorders) is nonnegative at the end of an arbitrary replenishment cycle.
• The fill rate (/3): the fraction of the period demand that is satisfied directly from the stock on
hand.
• The modified fill rate (y ): one minus the ratio of the average shortage immediately before arrival
of a replenishment order and the average demand during an arbitrary replenishment cycle.

The cost measure objective
This objective minimizes the expected total costs per period. Note that this objective requires a cost
framework. In this monograph we only consicter holding costs at each stockpoint and penalty costs at
the end-stockpoints.
For both objectives several algorithms are developed. Depending on the objective each algorithm
has its disadvantages. For example, a prerequisite for applying an algorithm considering the former
objective is that the mean amount of stock at each intermediate stockpoint has to be known. But also
an algorithm consictering the latter objective bas its disadvantages. Let us address the two most important disadvantages. First, the penalty costs at each end-stockpoint bas to be known. In practice,
however, one usually is not able to assign these costs, since often the primary consideration of the
penalty costs is the lossof customer goodwill (Schneider [1981]). To deal with this, one usually determines the penalty costs indirectly by a certain service measure. Even in situations where penalty
costs can be determined (e.g., in the case of contractual arrangements regarding shortage penalties),
service measures are needed in order to have direct information on physical performance of the supply
chain. Second, the applicability in practice is limited due to the rather restrictive assumptions that are
required (i.e., identical holding and penalty costs at the end-stockpoints, and identicallead times at the
end-stockpoints). In this monograph we extend some of the existing algorithms such that these can be
applied to a Iarger class of divergent multi-echelon systems.

1.2.4 Literature
In this section, we discuss the literature on divergent multi-echelon systems, which control their inventory by periodic review echelon order-up-to-policies. In this discussion, we distinguish between
the two objectives of Section 1.2.3.

1.2. . The model under consideration
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Service measure objective

An important contribution in this field is the paper of De Kok [ 1990], which constitutes the basis for
many papers. De Kok analyzed how to control a divergent 2-echelon system with a stockless depot
such that target fill rates are attained. De Kok, Lagodirnos & Seidel [1994] generalizedthe results toa
2-echelon system where the depot is allowed to hold stock. They also introduce the Consistent Appropriate Share (CAS) rationing policy, which is a generalization of the Fair Share (FS} rationing policy
ofEppen & Schrage [1981]. Verrijdt & De Kok [1995] extended the results to arbitrary divergent Neche1on systems without intermediate stocks. Numerical experirnents reveal that the CAS rationing
policy perforrns well for systems where the end-stockpoints have similar service level requirernents.
However, when the service level requirernents differ significantly the performance is rather poor. This
is caused by the severe violation of the balance assurnption. For this reason Verrijdt & De Kok [ 1996]
developed a modification of the CAS rationing policy to cope with significantly ditTering target service
levels at the end-stockpoints. Recently, Van der Heijden [1997b] developed the Balanced Stock (BS)
rationing policy for arbitrary divergent N -echelon systems with stockless intermediale stockpoints.
In Chapter 3, we extend the results of Verrijdt & De Kok [ 1995] and Van der Heij den [ 1997b] to
arbitrary divergent N -echelon systems in which each stockpoint is allowed to hold stock. Furthermore,
we detected an inconsistency in the logic of the CAS rationing rule. For that purpose we introduce an
adaptation of the CAS rationing rule.
Cost measure objective
Most literature on multi-echelon systems focuses on cost-optirnization issues. Usually the cost frarnework just consists of holding costs at each stockpoint and penalty costs at the end-stockpoints. The
holding costs are incurred prior to every order arrival at a stockpoint, and are proportional to its stock
on hand plus all products in transit to its successors. It usually is assurned that the holding cost rate is
non-decreasing on every path frorn the upstrearn stockpoint to an end-stockpoint This assumption is
standard; in most applications, holding cost rates consist prirnarily of the cost of capital, and are thus
increasing with the curnulative value added (cf. Federgruen [1993]). The penalty costs are incurred
prior to every order arrival at an end-stockpoint, and are proportional to the nurnber of backorders.
The start of research on multi-echelon inventory roodels is generally attributed to Clark & Scarf
[1960], whostudiedan N-echelon serial system (i.e., a system with N stockpoints in series) operating
under periodic review ordering policies. They proved that the cost-optimal policy for the N -echelon
serial systern with discounted penalty costs and holding costs, are characterized by N so-called echelon
order-up-to-levels. These echelon order-up-to-levels can be cornputed by decomposing the problem
(exactly) into N separate single location problems, which can be specified and solved recursively. The
modeland solution were originally suggested by Cl ark [ 1958]. In order to prove the optimality of these
polides we need that only at the most upstrearn stockpoint set-up costs can occur.
The workof Clark & Scarf rnainly concentrates on determining the order-up-to-level at each stockpoint. Eppen & Schrage [1981] focus on determining appropriate allocation functions. They exarnine
a divergent 2-echelon system in which a central depot supplies multiple end-stockpoints. Sorne restrictive assumptions are made. First, the depot cannot hold any stock. It acts as a transshiprnent center,
not as a stocking point. This assumption is appropriate, for exarnple, when the depot serves rnerely as
a coordinator; allocating incorning produels irnrnediately. Note that the exarnple in Section 1.1 conceming the hierarchical production planning approach can also be modeled as a divergent 2-echelon
system with a stockless depot. Second, the holding and penalty costs at the end-stockpoints are identical. Third, the demand per period at each end-stockpoint is normally distributed. Fourth, the lead
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time of the end-stockpoints are identical. Finally, each time an allocation is made, the depot receives
enough material from the supplier to be able to allocate the material toeach end-stockpoint so that an
equal fractile point is achieved on an appropriately chosen demand function. In other words, after ordering each end-stockpoint faces an equal stockout probability. This assumption referred to as the
allocation assumption, and is a special case of the balance assumption as introduced in Section 1.2.2.
Simulation studies (cf. Van Donselaar & Wijngaard [ 1987]) indicate that this assutnption is not a serious restriction. The resulting allocation rule is referred to as Fair Share (FS) rationing. Under these
assumptions Eppen & Schrage derive an optimal order-up-to-policy at the depot, assuming no set-up
costs .. In case of fixed set-up costs, an approximately optimal policy is derived.
Federgruen & Zipkin [ 1984] extend the model and the results of Eppen & Schrage. Holding and
penalty costs do not have to be identical across the end-stockpoints and period demands at the endstockpoints do not have to be normally distributed, but may belong to a larger class of demand distributions (e.g., Erlang and gamma distribution). Furthermore, set-up costs are incurred by orders placed
by the depot. In their paper the allocation of material at the depot is deterrnined by frequently solving
the myopie allocation problem. This problem minimizes the expected costs in the period that the allocation actually takes effect, ignoring costs in all subsequent periods. Another important distinction is
that Eppen & Schrage requires that the ordering policy is an order-up-to-policy. Given this restriction,
they show how to compute the optimal order-up-to-level. In the paper ofFedergruen & Zipkin [1984],
however, the ordering policy is determined by an (approximate) dynarnic program. lt tums out that the
myopie allocations are optima! given the allocation assumption. For an excellent overview conceming
dynamic programming techniques to analyze multi-echelon systems we refer to the survey paper by
Federgruen [1993].
Langenhoff & Zijm [1990] and Zijm & Van Houturn [ 1994] extended the Eppelil & Schrage model
by allowing the demand at each end-stockpoint per period to be arbitrarily distribu;ted. From an average cost analysis they concluded that decomposition results fora divergent 2-echelón system are exact
given the balance assumption (although, both papers do notprovide any prooffor this). For an extensive analysis (including the proof) we refer to Van Houturn & Zijm [ 1991 b]. For ~ detailed overview
of these average cost analyses we refer to the survey paper of Van Houtum, Inderfurth & Zijm [ 1996].
From these aforementioned papers it was feit that the existing results could be generalized to divergent
N -echelon systems with less restrictive assumptions, and that from an extensive cost analysis more insight could be obtained in the structural properties of the optima! policy. Therefore in Chapter 5 we
prove that, indeed, these restrictive assumptions can be relaxed, and that decomposition is exact for a
divergent N -echelon system given the balance assumption. Decomposition reduces the complex control problem to (1) determining the optima! order-up-to-Ievel at each stockpoint, and (2) determining
the optimal allocation functions at each intermediate stockpoint

i*

1.3 General divergent multi-echelon models: an overview
So far we concentrated on divergent multi-echelon system controlled by period review echelon orderup-to policies. In Section 1.2.4, we gave an overview of the literature conceming the control of that
systetn. Besides this, a lot of Iiterature has appeared on other morleis of divergent multi-echelon systems. In this section, we present an overview of this literature by again distinguishing between the
major elements that constitute a single location stockpoint and affects it controL InSection 1.3.1, we
address how to model the customer demand process. InSection 1.3.2, we discuss whether lead times
can be regarded fixed or random. InSection 1.3.3, we present some practically useful continuous and
periodic review ordering policies. The ordering polkies either follow the already mentioned echelon
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stock concept, or the instaBation stock concept, which bases its decisions on more local information.
InSection 1.3.4, we present the operating details of both control concepts, and demonstrate the differences.

1.3.1 Demand process
The nature of a product largely determines the behavior of the customer demand process. We distinguish between products with low demands and high demands.
An important class of products which usually have low demands are the repairables (which usually have high cost). In the literature the demand process forthese productsis usually assumed to be
a compound Poisson process, or simply a Poisson process. One of the first papers which models the
system interactions of repairables in divergent multi-echelon systems is the METRIC model of Sherbrooke [1968]. METRIC stands for 'Multi-Echelon Technique for Recoverable Item Control'. This
model constitutes the basis for many papers on divergent multi-echelon systems. Several extensions
of METRIC have been developed over the years. For extensive reviews we refer to Nahmias [1981],
Mabini & Gelders [1990], Cho & Parlar [199l] and Axsäter [1993].
Another important class of products are the consomables (which usually have low cost). Forthese
products the de mand process may be described by the mean and varianee of the de mand over a certain
period as well as a compound Poisson process. The former approach models the demand process by
fitting an appropriate distribution to its mean and variance. In this monograph we use this approach
instead of the (compound) Poisson assumption.

1.3.2 Lead time
As already mentioned, we define the lead time as the time between placing an order and its arrival.
This lead time can have several interpretations. For instance, in the distribution network as depicted
in Figure 1.1 the lead time from New York to Brussels consists of a production lead time plus a distribution lead time. This production lead time is the time required to produce the products. It is usually
liable to fluctuations due to material unavailability (e.g., in order to assembie weneed all required subassemblies), or due toa shortage of capacity (e.g., a machine is needed to produce the product). The
distribution lead time only consists ofhandling & transportation time and therefore is not liable to fluctuations in most cases. So, the lead time in a production/assembly environment usually is regarded as
random, unlike the lead time in a distribution environment. Both the fixed and random lead time cases
are investigated in this monograph. For the random lead time case we require that subsequent orders
do not cross in time.

1.3.3 Ordering policy
In principle there are two major ordering disciplines: continuous review polides and periadie review
polides. In case of continuons review, the stock level is monitored after each customer demand and,
immediately after the stock level drops below a reorder point, an order can be placed to replenish the
stock. In case of periodic review, the stock level is inspected periodically, such that orders are generated
at review moments only. In this case the demand per review period may have an arbitrary distribution.
In practice there is need for useful replenishment polides that are easy to implement. Examples
of such policies are the order-point, order-up-to-policy and the order-point, order-quantity policy. The
order-point, order-up-to-policy is characterized by the control parameters (s, S) (if s equals S, then the
s is suppressed). This means that at any time when the stock level equals or drops below s, an order
is placed immediately. The quantity of this order is such that the stock level returns to a target order-
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up-to-level S. This policy is optima! fora single location inventory system with constant set-up costs,
linear holding and penalty costs, fixed replenishment lead time and which allows for backordering of
unsatisfied demand. The proof has been given by Scarf [ 1960] for a finite horizon, and by Iglehart
[ 1963a,b] for an infinite horizon. Under some assumptions ( among other things replenishment orders
do notcross in time) Kaplan [1970] extends this result by proving that the (s, S) policy is also optimal for the random lead time case. The periodic review analogue of the (s, S) policy is denoted by
( R, s, S). This means that every R periods the inventory is inspected, and orders are generated at these
review moments only. The order-point, order-quantity policy is characterized by (s, n Q). This means
that when the stock level x falls to or below reorder-point s an order of n Q products.is placed where Q
is the order-quantity ( also-called lot size) and n is the minimum integer with x +n Q > s. The periodic
review analogue ofthe (s, nQ) policy is denoted by (R, s, nQ). Note that in case the demand process
is a discrete process without batehing the (s, n Q) policy reduces to the better knoWn (s, Q) policy.
Which control policy is the most appropriate one to control the supply chain depends on several
factors. First, the set-up costs play an important role. When these costs are considerable there is an
incentive to minirnize the numberof orders placed. In a (s, S) policy (or (R, s, S) policy) this means
that S-s should be large, while in a (s, nQ) policy (or (R, s, nQ) policy) this means that Q should
be large. The appropriate lot size S-s (or Q) depends on the trade offbetween the set-up costs and
the holding costs. For instance, fora repairable the lot size usually equals one, i.e., s = S - 1 (or
Q = l ). While fora consomabie the lot size usually exceeds one. Second, the jlexibility ofmonitoring
the stock plays an important role. This flexibility determines whether we can consider the inventory
system under continuous review or periodic review. Although a deeroase of the length of the review
period can be observed, we feel that periodic review reflects practice in most (large) companies, in
particular the consumer market Finally, whether to use an order-up-to-policy or an order-point policy ·
depends heavily on the jlexibility of the supplier. Some suppliers require that the amount ordered is a
multiple of the lot size Q. Quite some literature is devoted to determining appropriate lot sizes. The
lot-sizing flexibility depends on the order discipline. For a stockpoint controlled by a periodic review
policy typically holds: the shorter the review period, the less Iikely the supplier is able to satisfy the
demand in any quantity (cf. Van Houtum, lnderfurth & Zijm [1996]).

1.3.4 Control concept
The control of multi-echelon systems is often completely decentralized in the sense that ordering decisions at a stockpoint are solely based on its inventory position, which is defined as the sum of all
planned orders at this stockpoint plusits physical stock minus its backorders. This concept of controlling the inventory of a stockpoint is referred to as the instanation stock concept. An obvious advantage
of an instaBation stock policy is that it does not require any information of the inventory situation at
other stockpoints. However, due to this lack of information about the entire system the cost effectiveness of these policies is limited. For instance, excessive demand may not be identified at upstream
stockpoints due to the delay in information through resulting replenishment orders upstream. One way
of taldng such information into account is to control the inventory based on the echelon stock. Since in
echelon stock policies the order decisions are basedon the complete knowledge of how much stock is
downstream, weneed information about the product flow through the system. Due to the developments
in the area of information technology this is no longer a problem.
An important difference between instanation stock and echelon stock polkies is pointed out by
Chen & Zheng [1994]. In the former policies the inventory position of a stockpoint includes all outstanding orders, i.e., in transit to this stockpoint or backordered at the supplier, while for echelon stock
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polides the echelon inventory position of a stockpoint only includes the in transit orders to this stockpoint. Consequently, a stockpoint using an installation stock policy can always raise its inventory position to a desired level. If some part of the order cannot he delivered immediately it is backordered
at its supplier. So we may model every stockpoint as a single location inventory system with a random lead time, i.e., the transportation time plus an additional waiting time. In echelon stock policies
this lead time exactly equals the transportation time. However, in these polkies it is more difficult to
determine the echelon inventory position, since the stockpoint cannot be regarded as a single location
inventory system.
Axsäter & Rosling [1993] compared installation stock polides and echelon stock polides. They
proved (under some initia! conditions on the stock levels and unit demand) that, when every stockpoint in a multi-echelon system is controlled by a continuons time order-up-to-policy, an installation
stock policy can always he replaced by an equivalent echelon stock policy, and vice versa. When every
stockpoint in aserial system is controlled by a continuons time (s, n Q) policy an installation stock policy can always he replaced by an equivalent echelon stock policy, butnotvice versa. This result also
hold for (R, s, nQ) policies. Furthermore, Axsäter & Rosling [1993] showed that an echelon stock
policy that cannot be duplicated by an installation stock policy may yield lower (holding) costs. So,
in serial systems echelon stock policies dominate installation stock polides. Whether this also holds
for divergent systems is unclear up to now.
As pointed out by Diks, De Kok & Lagodimos [ 1996], the complexity of the analysis for the installation stock and echelon stock concept manifests at different aspects. For installation stock policies the
major difficulties are the determination of the demand process at upstream stages and the determination of the delay time characteristics. For echelon stock polides the major problems are the imbalance
and the analysis of divergent systems with lot sizing. In the remainder of this section we review some
important papers using the installation stock concept and the echelon stock concept, respectively.

lnstallation stock policies
Deuermeyer & Schwarz [1981] analyze installation stock (s, nQ) policies in a divergent 2-echelon
system. A METRIC based approach is adopted to analyze the system, i.e., the whole system is decomposed into several single location systems. Furthermore, several assumptions are made:
1. Fixed lead times.
2. In case of shortages at the depot aretailorder is delayed until it can be satisfied completely (nosplitting assumption).
3. Identicallot sizes for all end-stockpoints.
4. Poisson demand at the end-stockpoints.
The samemodel was examined by Lee & Moinzadeh [1987] and Svoronos & Zipkin [1988]. Svoronos
& Zipkin propose several refinements of the technique of Deuermeyer & Schwarz, and performed a
numerical study which indicates that due to these refinements their approach is more accurate than
Deuermeyer & Schwarz and Lee & Moinzadeh. Furthermore, they claim that assumption 1 can be
relaxed.
Assumption 2 usually is violated, since it is quite common to splitlotsin ca~e of material shortages. Lot splitting also impacts the cash flow of the supplying companies and their capital tied up in
inventory. Indeed, if lot-splitting is applied, remnant stock does not occur in case of shortages and
customers can be invoiced immediately for the products shipped. Moreover, customers may be able
tostart operations before the complete order arrives. Diks, De Kok & Lagodimos [1996] pointed out
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that more research is required on this topic.
In practice assumption 3 is invalid. E.g., suppose that the end-stockpoints are in fact wholesalers,
power retailers and other stockpoints of the company that owns the depot. Then the EOQ formula
(Harris [1913]) tells us that lot sizes depend on the demand at each end-stockpoint and its cost structure. These are in practice quite different. To our knowledge few results are available dealing with
non identicallot sizes. Rosenbaum [I98la,b] developed a beuristic modelfora divergent 2-echelon
system with non identical end-stockpoints. However, in our opinion the applicability is limited due
to the various assumptions made. Extension to larger systems with three or more echelons is not very
tractable.
Axsäter, Forsberg & Zhang [ 1994] relax assumption 3 by assurning that one of the end-stockpoints
has the smallest order quantity and all other quantities in the system are integer multiples of this smallest order quantity. Furthermore, assumption 4 is relaxed by consirlering different compound Poisson processes with discrete batch sizes. They replace the compound Poisson process at every endstockpoint by an 'equivalent' Poisson process such that the ratio between the mean and standard deviation is the same as for the real distribution. Next, the algorithm of Axsäter [1990a] provides the orderquantities in the Poisson demand model. These are used to compute the order quantities in the original model (compound Poisson demand). The algorithm of Axsäter is exact for two end-stockpoints
but approximative for more than two end-stockpoints. So far the extension to systems with three or
more echelons is not available. Principally the approach of Axsäter, Forsberg & Zhang is developed
for systems where every stockpoint is controlled by a continuous time order-up-to,policy, since then
the order-up-to-levels in the Poisson model can be determined optimally by applyil\g the algorithm of
Axsäter [1990b]. Then, the extension to systerns with three or more echelons is strjûghtforward.
Van der Heijden [1992} analyzes (R, S) policies in divergent N-echelon systeins. An important
feature of the model is that it incorporates lot sizing by allowing fora different review period at each
end-stockpoint Furthermore, the model of Van der Heijden is less restrictive than the models ofDeuermeyer & Schwarz [ 1981 ], Lee & Moinzadeh [ 1987], and Svoronos & Zipkin [1988], since it considers
random lead times and compound Poisson processes at the end-stockpoints. A similar system is considered by Schneider, Rinks & Kelle [1995]. They do not allow for different review periods at the
end-stockpoint, but consider (s, S) policies to incorporate lot sizing. As in Deuermeyer & Schwarz
[1981] the analysis is also basedon the aforementioned METRIC based approach.

Echelon stock polides
The echelon stock concept is not applied as widely as the installation stock concept. Furthermore,
most papers using echelon stock policies only consider a serial system. Clark & Scarf [ 196Q] proved
the optimality of the pedodie review echelon stock policies for serial systems with set-up costs only
at the highest echelon. When each stockpoint intheserial system faces set-up costs, Clark & Scarf
[1962] suggested (s, S) policies. Chen & Zheng [1994] study (s, nQ) policies in serial systems, and
developed a recursive procedure to derive the exact steady-state echelon inventory positions, which
can be used to evaluate the long-run average holding and penalty costs, as well as service measures.
Their results apply to both continuous review systems with compound Poisson demand and periodic
review systerns with independent, identically distributed demands. For the special case of continuous
review systems and Poisson demand De Bodt & Graves [1985] derive approximately optimal (s, Q)
policies. The results of Clark & Scarf [1960] are generalized to assembly systems by Rosling [1989],
Langenhoff & Zijm [1990], and Visschers [1996].
In this monograph, we study echelon stock ( R, S) polides in divergent echelon systems. These
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polides are investigated in many papers (see Section 1.2.4). All these papers do not incorporate lotsizing. Besides the paper of Van Donselaar [ 1990] to the best of our knowledge few results are available forthese systems. Van Donsetaar [1990] analyzes (s, nQ) polides in a divergent 2-echelon system. Being a beuristic approach, and the large number of assumptions made in this paper (all endstockpoints are identical with respect to lead time, lot size and demand characteristics) the applicability
in practice is doubtful, as well as the possibility to extend it to larger N -echelon systems.

1.4 Outline of the monograph
This monograph is concerned with the development of control polides for single-item divergent multiechelon systems. In Chapter 2, we present a model of a divergent N -echelon system under echelon
stock controL In this model, every stockpoint in the system is controlled by a periadie review echelon order-up-to policy, i.e., every review period each stockpoint places an order at its predecessor to
raise the echelon inventory position to a fixed order-up-to-level. In case the predecessor has insuftieient stock available this stock is rationed among all successors by some rationing policy. This model
constitutes the basis for the remaining chapters of this monograph. Besides this model we also introduce some notation which is used throughout this monograph. Todetermine service and cost measures
in the system we need to characterize the stochastic behavior of the inventory at each stockpoint over
time. By applying the sample path technique we obtain a formula for the echelon inventory position
of each stockpoint The distribution function of this inventory position is given by an incomplete convolution of continuous distribution functions. We use a recursive technique developed by De Kok to
approximate this function. The technique involves fitting mixtures of Erlang distributions to the first
two moments of nonnegative random variables.
In Chapter 3, we present several algorithms to determine all the control parameters in the system
such that the customer service level constraints are satisfied. The algorithms are based on the work
of Verrijdt & De Kok [ 1995] and Van der Heijden [ 1997b]. For divergent N -echelon systems where
only the end-stockpoints are allowed to hold stock, Verrijdt & De Kok [1995] and Van der Heijden
[1997b] introduced CAS rationing and BS rationing, respectively. We extend their results to divergent
N-echelon systems where all stockpoints are allowed to hold stock. Moreover, we performed an extensive numerical experiment to get insight in the performance and differences of all the variants of
CAS and BS rationing. The numerical experiment consists of an analytic evaluation and simulation
of many instances. lt provides good suggestions to both practitioners and to academies for direct application and further research. The main conclusion of this experiment is that BS rationing performs
better than CAS rationing.
A shortcoming of the model addressed in Chapter 3 is that all the lead times are fixed. However, in
real-world supply ebains the lead times are subject to randomness. Lead times to downstream stockpoints usually are transportation times and thus usually reliable, but lead times to upstream stockpoints
usually represent manufacturing times. These manufacturing times are random due to, e.g., capadty
constraints, machine-breakdowns, and batehing decisions. So far no analysis is available for multiechelon models with echelon stock polides and random lead times with the exception of the paper of
Zipkin [1991], whodeals with continuous review (S-I, S) policies. Therefore, in Chapter 4, we extend the model presented in Chapter 3 by incorporating random lead times. Special attention is given
to the impact of the randomness of the lead times on the amount of safety stock needed in the system
to satisfy fill rate constraints. We developed an algorithm to determine the control parameters such
that target fill rates at end-stockpoints are attained. Due to the superior performance of BS rationing,
we restriet to this rationing policy. Again we apply the sample path approach todetermine the system
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dynamics. However, this approach is only valid when the orders do not cross in time. To test the accuracy of the developed algorithm we perform an extensive numerical experiment. In this experiment
we make use of a novel technique for generating a random lead time process without crossing. This
technique models a random lead time by the sojoum time of customer in a G lf G/1-queue plus a fixed
time.
An important drawback of the algorithms developed in Chapters 3 and 4 is the assumption that the
mean amounts of stock held at the intermediate stockpoints have to be known in order to apply the
algorithms. B y varying the mean amount of stock held at each intermediate stockpoint and using standard Newtonian search methods one can find the cost-optimal mean stock levels subject totheservice
level constraints. However, the model with a cost measure objective does not require such a Newtonian
search method, since from the analysis it follows how much stock to holdat intermediale stockpoints.
Furthermore, it was feit that more research should be done to extend the existing results on these models to generally applicable divergent N-echelon systems, and that from analyzing these models thoroughly we could obtain insight in the structural properties of the cost-optima) policy. Van Houturn &
Zijm [l99lb] proved exact decomposition results fora divergent 2-echelon system given the balance
assumption. They imposed the samestringent assumptions as Eppen & Schrage [1981). In Chapter
5 we prove that these stringent assumptions can be relaxed, and that decomposition is exact for a divergent N -echelon system given the balance assumption. Decomposition reduces the complex control
problem to (1) determining the optimal order-up-to-level at each stockpoint, and (2) determining the
optima) allocation functions at each intermediale stockpoint We used the result of Gong, De Kok &
Ding [1994] to prove that the first problem coincides with the classical newsboy problem. The second
problem is solved by applying the Lagrangian multiplier technique. From this we obtain insight in the
structure of the optimal allocation functions. An algorithm is developed to actually delermine these
functions. Based on several properties of the optimal allocation functions we classi{y these functions
into four classes.
lt is rather cumhersome and time-consurning todetermine the optimal allocation functions. Hence,
there is a need for a more practically useful approach. In Chapter 6, we restriet to a specific class of
linear allocation functions. Under this additional restrietion we develop an easy and fast algorithm to
determine the parameters of a control policy which may not be cost-optimal, but yields approximately
optimal costs.
A possible way to decrease the holding costs needed to operate the system, but still guarantee target service levels at the end-stockpoints, is by allowing lateral transshipments. In the situation where
some end-stockpoints have excess inventory while others face shortages, lateral transshipments have
gained in popularity as the appropriate recourse action to avoid shortages. However, by allowing lateral transshipments extra transportation (and handling) costs are involved. In Chapter 7, we analyze
divergent multi-echelon systems in which lateral transshipments are allowed. By camparing the model
with transshipments to a similar model without transshipment, we determine when it is profitable to
allow for lateral transshipments.
Finally, in Chapter 8, a summary of the main results is given, and some topics for future results are
proposed.
Most of the results in this monograph bas already appeared or wi11 soon appear in the literature. In
thischapterwe used Diks, De Kok &Lagodimos [1996] to give an overviewofthe literature. In Chapter 3, we compare various allocation functions and accompanying numerical methods by an extensive
numerical study. These results arebasedon Van der Heijden, Diks & De Kok [1997]. In Chapter 4,
we extend the model by allowing random lead times. The modeling of random lead times without
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crossing is basedon Diks & Van der Heijden [1997], and the control of the divergent multi-echelon
inventory system is based on Van der Heijden, Diks & De Kok [ 1996]. In Chapter 5, we prove that the
decomposition is exact and derive the characteristics of the cost-optimal control policy. These results
are based on Diks & De Kok [ 1998b]. In Chapter 6, weusethese characteristics to develop practically
useful allocation functions. These results arebasedon Diks & De Kok [1998a] and Diks & De Kok
[1996b]. The transshipment model discussed in Chapter 7 is basedon Diks & De Kok [1996a] and
Diks & De Kok [ 1997].
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2
The basic model

2.1

Introduetion

In this monograph, we analyze divergent multi-echelon systems in which inventory is controlled by
echelon stock policies. To explain the echelon stock concept properly we introduce the echelon stock
and the echelon inventory position of a stockpoint in Definition 2.1.

Definition 2.1. The echelon stock of a stockpoint equals the sumofits physical stock plus the amount
in transit to or on hand at its downstream stockpoints minus possible backorders at its end-stockpoints.
The echelon inventory position of a stockpoint equals its echelon stock plus all material in transit to
that stockpoint
D
In this chapter, we present a model for divergent N -echelon systems under echelon stock controL
Every stockpoint in the system is controlled by an echelon order-up-to policy. This means that each
time a stockpoint inspects its inventory it places an order at its predecessor so as to raise its echelon
inventory position toa fixed order-up-to-level. In case the predecessor has insufficient stock available
this stock is rationed among all successors by some allocation policy. This model constitutes the basis
for the remaining chapters of this monograph. In Chapters 3 and 4, we develop algorithms to determine the order-up-to-level and the allocation functions of each stockpoint such that customer service
level requirements are satisfied. In Chapters 5 and 6, we develop algorithms to determine these control parameters such that the expected total costs per period are minimized. In Chapter 7, we discuss a
somewhat different model, which is introduced in detail only then. At the beginning of each of these
chapters we briefty address the minor differences with the basic model (if there are any ).
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we introduce some notation which is used
throughout this monograph. InSection 2.3, we present the basic model and its assumptions. Next, in
Section 2.4, we analyze the system dynarnics of this model assuming all the control parameters are
known. This is done by applying a sample path approach, i.e., by following the material flow through
the system over time. From the system dynarnics we determine several service measures. Finally, in
Section 2.5, we address the important balance assumption, which is required to apply echelon stock
policies.
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2.2 Notation
For our convenience, we introduce some notation, which is used throughout this monograph. In Section 2.2.1, we introduce the notation with respect to the system layout. InSection 2.2.2, we introduce
some notation in order to analyze the system dynamics of a divergent N -echelon system properly.

2.2.1 System layout
In this section, we introduce the notation with respect to the system layout of a divergent N -echelon
system. The notation is illustrated by considering the divergent4-echelon inventory system as depicted
in Figure 2.1.

Stage:

1

2

3

4

Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of a divergent 4-echelon inventory system.
The notation below is explained by a description and an example in brackets referririg to the situation
of Figure 2.1:
ech(i)
All stockpoints that constitute the echelon of stockpoint i (e.g., ech(5) = {5, 8, 9}).
pre( i)
Preceding stockpoint of stockpoint i (e.g., pre(8) 5).
U;
All stockpoints on path fromsupplierto stockpoint i (e.g., U1 = 0 and U6 = {1, 3}).
V;
All stockpoints which are supplied by stockpoint i (e.g., V1 = {2, 3, 4}).
W;
All stockpoints witblow level code i (e.g., W 3 = {3, 4}),
E
All end-stockpoints (e.g., E = {2, 6, 8, 9, 10}).
E;
All end-stockpoints in ech(i) (e.g., E3 = {6, 8, 9}).
M
All intermediate stockpoints (e.g., M = {1, 3, 4, 5, 7}).
N
Number of stages in inventory system (e.g., N = 4).
A low level code (LLC) is assigned to every stockpoint. By definition the low level code of an endstockpoint i equals 1, i.e., LLC(i):=l. For an intermediate stockpoint i we have LLC(i):=l+maxjev,
LLC(j). For example, we have that LLC(5);:2.

=

2.2.2 Analysis
In this section, we introduce some notation in order to analyze the system dynamics of a divergent
N-echelon system properly.
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Lead times and demand
R
JL;
u;

v;
Dt,2
L;

Duration of a review period (in periods).
Mean of one-period demand at stockpoint i.
Standard deviation of one-period demand at stockpoint i,
The customer demand at the stockpoints in E; during t periods.
The demand at the stockpoints in E; during (t1 , t2 ].
Lead time of stockpoint i (in periods).

Stockpoint status
For all order arrival times t 2: 0:
Ij
The echelon inventory position of stockpoint i at timet Gust before allocation).
The echelon inventory position of stockpoint i at timet Gust after allocation).
The echelon stock of stockpoint i at timet (just before order arrival).
Ji
The echelon stock of stockpoint i at time t (just after order arrival).
The number of products allocated to stockpoint i at time t.
z; (x)
The echelon inventory position of stockpoint i justafter allocation ifthe echelon stock
of its supplier just before allocation equals x.

Î:

J/

q;

Control parameters
Allocation fraction from stockpoint pre(i) to stockpoint i.
Order-up-to-level of stockpoint i with respect to the echelon inventory position.
S; - LnEVi Sn for
Maximum physical stock at intermediate stockpoint i, i.e., ll;
i EM.

=

Cost measnres
h;
p;

Value added per product at stockpoint i.
Penalty costs incurred per backlogged product at end-stockpoint i.

Service measures
a;

{3;
y;

Probability that the echelon stock of stockpoint i is nonnegative at the end of an arbitrary replenishment cycle (* denotes the target value).
Fraction of the demand satisfied immediately from the stock on hand at stockpoint i.
One minus the ratio of the average shortage at end-stockpoint i before arrival of a
replenishment order and the average demand at end-stockpoint i during an arbitrary
replenishment cycle.

Mathematica! notation
E [X]
The mean of random variabie X.
var[ X]
The varianee of random variabie X.
c[X]
The coefficient of variation of random variabie X.
<1>, ljJ
The cdf/pdf of the standard normal distribution.
d

lAl
iE A\B

LxJ
x+

ldentically distributed.
The number of elements in set A.
i E A and i f/. B.
The largest integer smaller than or equal to x.
max(O, x) for any expression x.
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2.3 Model description
Consider a single-item divergent multi-echelon inventory system (see e.g., Figure 2.1). This system
consists of a unique most upstream stockpoint (denoted by index 1) supplying a number of successors,
which on their turn may supply several stockpoints. If a stockpoint supplies products to at least one
stockpoint we refer to this stockpoint as an intermediate stockpoint, otherwise we refer to it as an endstockpoint Stockpoint 1 places orders at an external supplier by a periodic review policy. That is,
it issues replenishment orders at the external supplier periodically, say every R periods. We assume
that this external supplier is able to guarantee that every replenishment order arrives after a fixed lead
time L 1 • Due to this assumption we do nothave to take into account the order dependendes between
all the stockpoints supplied by this external supplier. Immediately upon the arrival of a shipment at
stockpoint 1 its successors inspects their inventory, and place a replenishment order. The order placed
by a successor j E V1 is such that its echelon inventory position is raised to its order-up-to-level Si.
Now there are two possibilities:
• The physical stock at stockpoint 1 is sufficient to raise the echelon inventory position of each
successor j to its order-up-to-level Sj. Then the required amounts are sent to the successors and
excess stock is kept at stockpoint 1 to be allocated at the next occasion.
• The physical stock is notsuftkient to reach the successors' order-up-to-levels Si. Then material rationing is required to allocate the available stock to its successors appropriately. For this
purpose we introduce an allocation function.
An identical allocation procedure is applied to the other intermediate stockpoints. That is, upon the
arrival of a shipment at an intermediate stockpoint i each successor j e v; inspects its inventory, and
places a replenishment order to raise the echelon inventory position to its order-up-to-level Si. Again,
we distinguish between the two possibilities as given above.
We assume that the model above satisfies the following assumptions:
1. Customer demand only occurs at end-stockpoints.
2. The one-period demand is random and stationary in time.
3. The demand is both independent across end-stockpoints and across periods in time.
4. All customer demand that cannot be satisfied immediately from the stock on hand is backordered.

5. Partial delivery of customer orders is allowed.
6. No lot-sizing restrictions on replenishment orders.
7. There are no capacity constraints on production, storage or transport.
Let us briefty discuss these assumptions. Assumption 1 can be made without loss of generality, since
we can add an end-stockpoint with lead time zero for each intermediale stockpoint facing customer
demand. In assumption 2, we assumed the stationarity to simplify the analysis. In Section 2.4, we
show that the results can be extended to non-stationary demand. With respect to assumption 3, we
note that the extension to demand that is correlated across end-stockpoints is straightforward. If the
one-period demands of all end-stockpoints are independent then E[D:J and o- 2 [D!1 are simply calculated from E[D;] = t LjeE, JLi and o- 2 [D;] =tI: jeE, o-J. These expressionscan easily be modified
to include correlations between end-stockpoints. First, the expressions for E[D;] remain the same.
Second, defining Pik as the correlation between the one-period demand of two stockpoints j and k,
we have the following modified expression for the variance: o- 2 [D!1 tI: jeE, :L:keE, PikO'jO'k (where
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Pjj := 1 by definition). Then the analysis in the sequel still applies. However, the introduetion of
correlations betweendemand in subsequent periods is notstraightforward (cf. Inderfurth (1995] and
Lagodimos, De Kok & Verrijdt [1995]). Furthermore, throughout this monograph we assume that all
customer demand which cannot be satisfied immediately from stock on hand is backordered (assumption 4). An example of a class of roodels which does not require assumption 4 are the lost-sales models.
The analysis of roodels in which the decision to backorder is basedon some criterion, is aften cumbersome. Assumption 5 is quite common in case of material shortages. Due to this assumption customers
may be able tostart operations befare the complete order arrives. Assumption 6 is required to keep the
analysis tractable. However, some papers do consicter lot-sizing restrictions in multi-echelon systerns
under echelon stock controL One is the paper of De Bodt & Graves [1985], which studies echelon
stock (s, Q) polides in serial systems. Tothebest of our knowledge, they are the first to study simple
and easily implementable echelon stock policies in multi-echelon systerns with set-up costs at each
stockpoint They provide approximate performance measures under a nestedness assumption: whenever a stockpoint receives a shipment, a batch must be sent down immediately down to its successors.
Another is the paper of Chen & Zheng [1994], which studied echelon stock (s, nQ) and (R, s, nQ)
policies in serlal systems. They provide an exact algorithm to compute the steady-state echelon inventory positions of each stockpoint, which can be used to evaluate the long-run average holding and
penalty costs as well as other performance measures. Few of these papers consider divergent multiechelon systems. Tothebest of our knowledge there is only the paper of Van Donsetaar [1990], which
analyzes echelon stock (s, n Q)-policies in a divergent 2-echelon system. Due to its beuristic approach
and all the assumptions made in the paper the applicability in practice is doubtful, as well as the the
possibility to extend it to larger N -echelon systerns. So, this typically is a topic for further research.
Finally, in assumption 7 we assume that there are no capacity constraints. Van Houtum, Inderfurth &
Zijm [ 1996] discussed this assumption. They stated that the most direct way to model restricted capacity is by assuming that some stockpoints have a fixed capacity determined by the maximum number of
products that can be orderedeach period. An alternative way is by replacing a stockpoint by a queuing
system (cf. Lee & Zipkin [1994] and Veatch & Wein [1994]). Federgruen & Zipkin [1986] proved that
an order-up-to-policy is cost-optimal fora single location stockpoint with capacity constraints. However, the extension which incorporates capacity restrictions in serial systems is notstraightforward (cf.
Speek and Wal [1991a,b]). Glasserman & Tayur [1996] developed a simple approximation forserial
systems with limited capacity. For further support on this subject we refer to the related papers of
Glasserman & Tayur [1994], and Glasserman [1997].

2.4 System dynamics
A prerequisite for determining service and cost measures in a multi-echelon system is to describe the
stochastic processof the inventory at each stockpoint over time. In this section the system dynamics of
the system as described in Section 2.3 is determined by applying a sample path approach, i.e., by following the material flow through the system over time. From the system dynamics we derive traetabie
expressions for several service measures (Section 2.4.1 ).
Consider the most upstream stockpoint denoted by index 1. At the beginning of period t - L 1
it raises the echelon inventory position to S1 • Since the lead time equals L 1, this order arrives at the
beginning of period t. So the echelon stock of stockpoint 1 just after the arrival of this order equals
Al
ft

If ~ =:::
1

Lnev, Sn then every stockpoint j

=SI E

I
Dt-Lt,t"

(2.1)

V1 is able to raise its echelon inventory position to its
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order-up-to-level. Thus,
I

Dt-L 1,1 ::S

A'

81

I/ :=Si,

:=::}

j

E

Vt.

(2.2)

However, if 1, < Lnev1 S11 then the complete echelon stock of stockpoint 1 is allocated to its successors j E V1 by using some allocation functions {Zj bev1• Thus,
1

D}_L 1,1 >

81

:=::}

f/

:=

Zj

(St- Df_L~>r),

j

E

Vt.

By definition the echelon stock of stockpointjat timet Gust before allocation) equals
amount of products actually allocated to stockpoint j at time t equals

qf := f/- I/,

jE Vt.

(2.3)

I/. Hence, the
(2.4)

Unfortunately, for some successor j it can happen that this amount qf is negative. To explain this, we
note that the echelon inventory position of stockpoint j at time t just before allocation equals
I tj -

IAj
t-R -

Dj
t-R,I'

(2.5)

The above equality immediately results from a sample path argument. Substituting (2.5) in (2.4) yields

qf = i/ !LR+ DLR.I'

j

E

Vt.

(2.6)

The sizes of !LR and Î/ depend on the echelon stock of stockpoint 1 at timet R and t, respectively,
and the allocation function Zj (see equations (2.2) and (2.3)). lt may well be that !LR is larger than
!/ + Df-R.r• e.g., when the demand D;_R,t is large (resulting in little echelon stock to allocate to its
is negative. When for at least one sucsuccessors at timet), whereas Df_R,t is small. In that case
cessor j it happens that q{ < 0 then there is imbalance at stockpoint 1. In the analysis in this chapter
we assume that there does not exist any imbalance. This assumption is referred to as the balance assumption. Since we know that this assumption can be violated, it is important to know the impact of
the assumption on the validity of the results obtained by the analysis. In the numerical study in Secti on 3.4-3.5 we investigate this impact. How to measure imbalance and how to cope with imbalance
in real-world situations are topics that are addressed inSection 2.5.
In practice there is a need for simple allocation functions, that are easy to implement. Therefore
in a major part ofthis monograph we consider alinear allocation function Zj(X), which is defined by

q/

Zj(x):=Si-qi(Lsn-x).
neV1

jeV;.

(2.7)

By definition all thex products are allocated. Hence, Lnev1 z,.(x) =x, which implies that Lnev1 qn =
1. The {q 11 lneV; are referred to as the allocationfractions of stockpointi. We assume that all allocation
fractions are positive. The allocation function given by (2.7) is used in several papers (e.g., De Kok,
Lagodimos & Seidel [1994] and Van der Heijden [1997b]). In Chapter 5, we do not assume that this
allocation function. Then we derive the cost-optimal allocation function. Since we use (2.7) in the
Chapters 3, 4, 6 and 7 we restriet to this linear allocation function in the remainder of this section.
From (2.2), (2.3) and (2.7) it follows that

f/ =

Sj

qi (Dl-L,,t

Lltt,

jE Vt.

(2.8)

Next, we consider an arbitrary successor of stockpoint 1, say j. According to (2.8) this stockpoint
places an order at stockpoint 1 and after possible rationing the echelon inventory position equals the
order-up"to-level Si minus a fraction qi of the amount of products short at stockpoint 1. This (partial)
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order arrives at stockpoint j at the beginning of period t + L i. Hence, the echelon stock of stockpoint
j at the beginning of period t + L i equals
j
j
Jt+L
1 - Ir - Dt.t+L1 •
_~j

If 1/+Li 2: Lnev1 Sn then every stockpoint k E Vi is able to raise its echelon inventory position to its
order-up-to-level. Thus,

Î/ -

E s. 2: D{t+Lj

(2.9)

nEVj

However, if Îz~L 1 < Lnev1 Sn then the echelon stock of stockpoint j is allocated to its successors
k E Vj by using the allocation functions {zdteVr Thus,

f/- Es. < D{t+Lj

(2.10)

nEVJ

Using the allocation rule as defined in (2.7), and (2.9)-(2.10) yields

l,~Lj = sk

qk( D{l+Lj

(i/-

r.

Es. )
nEVj

(2.11)

Substitution of (2.8) in (2.11) yields

Ît~Lj =St- qk ( D{t+Lj- l::..j + qj (Di-Lt.t- !::..tt) +'

k

E

Vj.

(2.12)

With equations (2.8) and (2.12) we are able to describe the stochastic process ofthe inventory at stockpoint j and k, respectively, over time. Note that we do not require stationary demand, however, Iet us
for sake of clarity restriet to stationary demand (see assumption 2 inSection 2.3) Then, by defining
X; :=DL -!::..;we are able to simplify {2.8) and (2.12)

Using similar arguments as above it is possible to derive an expression for the echelon inventory position of any stockpoint Suppose that a stockpoint i, is supplied by i,_ 1 , and in+ I by În for n
l, ... , (r 2), with i 1 denoting the most upstream stockpoint Then, it can be shown that

f;r

4. s,,- q,, ( x,,_ + q;r-l (... + q,3 (x,z + q, xttr) +
1

2

(2.13)

2.4.1 Service levels
In order to determine good (or even optimal) control parametersweneed todetermine the costof holding inventory, the set-up costs and the penalty costs. The penalty costs oftenare ascribed to the possible
loss of customer goodwilL In practice one usually is not able to assign these costs. Hence, they are
determined indirectly by a certain service measure. So these service measures are used as operational
surrogates. Even in situations where penalty costs can be determined (e.g., in the case of contractual
arrangements regarding shortage penalties), service measures are neededinorder to have direct information on operational performance of the supply chain (Schneider [ 1981 ]). In this monograph we
consider the major three service measures, as introduced in Chapter 1.2.4. In this section we show how
todetermine these measures given all the control parameters. We distinguish between internal service
and external customer service.
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The non-stockout probability (a).
The intemal non-stockout probability is defined as the probability that an intermediate stockpoint i is
able to raise the echelon inventory positions of every successor to its order-up-to-level Si. Hence,

a;:= Pr(t;-

v:.t+L, 2: L si)•

iEM.

jE V;

The non-stockout probability of an end-stockpoint i is defined as the probability that all its customer
demand per replenishment cycle can be satisfied immediately from the stock on hand. Hence,

a; := Pr(f/ - D/,t+L,+R 2: 0),

iE E.

(2.14)

The fill rate (fJ ).
This service measure is widelyused in practice (cf. De Kok [1990] andLagodimos [1992]). The internal fill rate at an intermediate stockpoint is defined as the fraction of the demand immediately satisfied
from the stock on hand. Hence,

iEM.

(2.15)

The definition of (2.15) can be simplified by two observations. First, the numerator of (2.15) equals
the expected total amount of products allocated to the successors of stockpoint i at ~met. Using (2.6)
weobtain
(2.16)
Second, the denominator of (2.15) equals the expected total number of products which is needed to
raise the echelon inventory position of every successor to its order-up-to-level. Using (2.4) and (2.16)
weobtain

E[L:<sj- I/)]

=

jEV;

E[L:csj- ct! - qf))] = L:<R~Li + E[sj- f/n.
jEV;

(2.17)

jeV1

Substitution of (2.16) and (2.17) in (2.15) yields

LRJLj
{J _
I -

jeV1

L:<RJLj + E[Sj

I/])'

i eM.

jE V;

Unlike the a service level definition, the fill rate at an intermediate stockpoint does not give any information about how each of its successors experiences this fill rate. This can be determined by computing
fJ/, which denotes the fill rate issued at stockpoint i to a partienlar successor j E V;. lt is easy to see
that

fJ;i -

RJLi
RJLi + E[Si

Ai ,

11 ]

ie M

and

j e V;.

Much more important is the (external) fill rate of an end-stockpoint i (cf. Hadley & Whitin [1963]).
This can be computed by one minus the ratio of the expected amount backordered at end-stockpoint i
during an arbitrary replenishment cycle and the expected demand at end-stockpoint i during this cycle.
The amount backordered during a replenishment cycle equals the amount of outstanding backorders
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at the end of this cycle minus the amount at the begin of this cycle. Using a &ample path argument it
follows that for the replenishment cycle (t + L;, t + L; + R] of end-stockpoint i we have
Number of backorders (begin cycle) =
-

Numberofbackorders (endcycle) -

(D;.t+L; - f;>+,
i
Ai+
(Dt,t+L;+RI)
.

Since the mean demand at end-stockpoint i during the aforementioned replenishment cycle equals
RJLi, the fill rate equals
_ _ E[(D!.t+Li+R - lf)+- cv;,,+L; - lf)+]
13I - 1
RJL;
'

iE E.

Under stationary demand the fill rate of an end-stockpoint i is given by
{J;

= 1-

-Ij)+] E[(DL - 1:)+]
_E[(DL+R
___::::c..:...::;____;__ _ ___:;:!,_.._;__

iE E.

RJL;

(2.18)

The modified fill rate ( y)

Besides the amount of products which need to be backordered at the end of a replenishment cycle, the
y service level also takes into account how long a customer has to wait until delivery of a backordered
product. Unlike installation stock policies, the demand at intermediate stockpoints which cannot be
satisfied immediately is lost. Hence, the y service level is only introduced for end-stockpoints. It
equals
V

ri

.= 1 •

E[(D; t+L+RIj)+]
' R1
'

iE E.

(2.19)

f..li

Note that {3; and y; are similar service level definitions. Therefore the latter is referred to as the modified fill rate. Specifically, if end-stockpoint i requires a high target service level, then usually the
amount of backorders at the beginning of a replenishment cycle is small. Hence, E[(D;,t+L; - Îj)+]
is small, and thus f3i is approximately equal to Yi.
When all the control parameters are given we are able to describe the stochastic processof the stock
level in every stockpoint (see equation (2.13)). From this, mathematica] expressionscan be derived
which enable us to compute all the aforementioned service measures. Unfortunately, it is quite cumhersome to evaluate these expressions exactly for multi-echelon systems with more than two stages.
Therefore we propose to use the procedure as introduced by Seidel & De Kok [1990] to approximate
the service measures. We explain the procedure by consirlering the non-stockout probability of an
end-stockpoint in a divergent 3-echelon system. The generalization to larger systems and other service level measures is straightforward. Suppose the most upstream stockpoint 1 supplies a stockpoint
j, which supplies the considered end-stockpoint k. From (2.12) and (2.14) it can be shown that
ak

Pr( Dt+R + qk(D~j + qi(DL -

D.,)+

D.i

r-

Sk :5

0).

To approximate ak we praeeed as follows.
First, we fit a suitable distribution to the first two moments of DL. We suggest to use a mixture of
two Erlang distributions, since it is closely related to the gamma distribution. Therefore all advantages
of using the gamma distribution as an approximation of the true lead time demand distri bution (Burgin
[1975]) remain valid, but the computations are greatly simplifted. If we fit a mixed Erlang distributions
to the first two momentsof a nonnegative real random variabie X, we mean that X follows an En,Àt
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with probability Bt. and an E,2 ,)..2 with probability 02. Hence the probability density function fx is
defined by

By using the fittingprocedureofTijms [1994] wecan easily obtain theparameters J.. 1, J..2 , r 1 , r 2 , e1 and
f)z by matching the first two moments. H c[X] < I then we approximate the distribution of X by the
mixed Erlang distribution with parameters

If c[X] :::: I then we approximate the distri bution of X by the so-called Coxian-2 distribution with the

gamma-normalization. Then the parameters of the mixed Erlang distribution are

rz := 1,

r 1 :=I,

Second, after fitting a mixed Erlang distribution to the first two momentsof DL, we compute the
mean and varianee of (DL- D. 1)+. We apply the following formulae to compute the first two moments
of a random variabie (X- c)+ when X follows an E,1 ,),. 1 distribution with probability e" and an E,2 ,),.2
distribution with probability e2 := 1 - eJ. The first moment is given by

E[X- c]+

=loo (x- c) dFx(x) =
=

oo
1

(1- Fx(x)) dx =

c

1

00

(1- Fx(x

+ c)) dx

1oo L:e; L -·.,-e-'J..'
(À·x)i
dx
c

2

r;-1

i=!

j=O

1.

rt-lfoo
e
)n
L ~L
l{+l~,e-'J..;x dx = L ~ LL ~e-À;c
2

()

i=l À, j=O

j

c

1'

~ 0; ~(
) (À;C)n -'J.. c
= L....- L r; - n - - e ' .
i=! À; n=O
n!

2

r;-1

j

i=l À, j=O n=O

('

n.

(2.20a)
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The second moment is given by

1
1
00

2

E([X- c]+) =

2

(x- c) dFx(x) =
oo

= 2

x

0

=2 ("x

lo
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00

x(l- Fx(x

L e; L (À (x+ c))i
2

r;-1

l=l

j=O

i=l

j=O

i

.,

e-À;(x+c)

+ c)) dx

dx

J'

te; Î: .

t

J 1·

(j)cJ-nxne-1. 1 dx

n

n=O

(2.20b)
Third, we fit a mixed Erlang distribution to the first two momentsof D{j +q1(DL

~ 1 )+. Again,

applying (2.20) yields thefirsttwo momentsof (Dfj +qJ(DL- ó.J)+- a1)+. Finally, we fit a distribution tothe firsttwomomentsof Dt+R+qk(DL +q1 (DL- llt)+

ó.J)+. Nowak is approximated

by the probability that this random variabie D'f.+R +qk(DL + qj(DL- Ó.t)+- Ó.j)+ is less than sk.
We formalized the above procedure into the algorithm as depicted in Figure 2.2. Like in the derivation of (2.13) we consider a path from stockpoint it to i,, where in+ I is supplied by in for n = 1, 2, ... ,
r - 1. The basis of the algorithm is given by the following recursive relation
1, 2, ... , r - 1.

n

1. E[r;0 ] := 0,

var[f'~u]

:= 0 and n := 1.

2. Fit a mixed Erlang distribution G" to the first two momentsof
puted from

Dt. + q

1•

f' 1._ 1 , which are com-

E[Dt. +q;.f';._ 1 ] = L;.tJ-;. +q;.E[f';._ 1 ],
var[Dt. + q;.f';._ 1 ]

L;.u1: + q~ var[f'i._ 1 ].

3. By applying (2.20) we determine the first two moments of f' 1••
4. If n < r - 1 then n := n

+ 1 andreturn to step 2.

5. Todetermine a 1, we fit a mixed Erlang distribution G, to the first two momentsof Dt,+R
q1, f' 1,_, • Then,
ct1, = G,(St,).

'

d

To compute other service measures we use that !.!' = S1,

-

q1, f'1,_ 1 •

Figure 2.2. Algorithm to compute service measures.
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Now the algorithmjust consistsof fitting a mixed Erlang distribution to the first two momentsof the
random variabie in the o+ expression, beginning from n = 1 ton
r - 1. An exact algorithm
to evaluate the distribution of an expression very similar to Îf' of (2.13) is presenteli recently by Van
Houturn & Zijm [ 1997]. Insteadof a mixture of two Erlang distributions, they fit an Erlang distribution
to the fi.rst two moments of each random variable. They concluded that the algorithm of Figure 2.2 is
very accurate, and that only little additional accuracy is obtained by an exact evaluation of (2.13).

2.5 lmbalance
In Section 2.4, we introduced imbalance as the phenomenon where the rationing policy of an intermediale stockpoint allocates a negative quantity to at least one of its successors. In practice this would imply that products which were already allocated (and in the pipeline) have to be reallocated, by shipping
the products from the stockpoints with negative allocation quantities, to those with positive allocation
quantities. Imbalance does not result in any problem if, aftereach rationing decision, there would be
a suf:ficiently large 'demandless' period (e.g., week-end), which allows for the reallocation. However,
usually such a reallocation period does not exist, or is undesirable due to the additional transportation
costs involved.
In this monograph, we analyze divergent multi-echelon systems which are conqolled by echelon
stock policies. This analysis requires that there does not occur any imbalance. This assumption is referred to as the balance assumption, and coincides with the assumption as introduced by Verrijdt &
De Kok [ 1996]. It is a generalization of the allocation assumption of Eppen & Schrage [ 1981] (which
assumes that the allocation quantities are always suf:ficient to ensure equal stockout probabilities for
all end-stockpoints). Unfortunately, as already mentioned inSection 2.4, generally by using an echelon stock policy some imbalance will occur. Thus, in reality (and in a simulation model) the balance
assumption is violated. This vialation is irrelevant as long as the results obtained br the analysis are
still applicable, i.e., extemal service is according to prespecified targets. To identify the systems for
which the imbalance has a considerable impact on the service levels attained, there is a need for an
analytical measure to quantify the imbalance. In this monograph we address two definitions. The first
measure, introduced by Seidel & De Kok [1990], and later analyzed by Verrijdt & De Kok [1996], defines the imbalance at an intermediate stockpoint i by tbe probability tbat the rationing policy allocates
a negative quantity to one of its successors. Hence,
orK(t) := Pr(3 jE Vi: qf < 0),

iEM.

The second measure, introduced by Van der Heij den [ l997b], not only takes into account whether there
is a successar with a negative allocation quantity, but it also incorporates how large the negative allocation quantities are. Van der Heijden defines the imbalance at an intermediale stockpoint i by the
modulus of the sum of all negative allocation quantities. Hence,
Q~(t) := L,off(t),

with

Off(t) := E[-qf]+,

iEM.

jEV1

Other definitions are given by Zipkin [1984], Van Donselaar [1990] and Van Donsetaar & Wijngaard
[1993].
To illustrate how the imbalance can affect the service levels attained at the end-stockpoints, we consider a numerical example. In this example, we compare the target fill rates at the end-stockpoints with
the actual fill rates, which are computed by discrete event simulation. Before actdressing the numerical example, we explain how the simulation model deals with imbalance. Suppose at timet imbalance
occurs at stockpoint i. This means that the rationing policy allocates a negative amount to at least one
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q/

of its successors. Let us denote thesetof successors for which
< 0 by V;*(t). Then we suggest
to allocate nothing to every successor j E V;*(t), and only part of the 'original' ordertoa successor
j tf. ~*(t), namely
Amount allocated to stockpoint j

t/. V;* (t)

:=

(L qf! Lq/) q/.
jEV;

}'/.V;'(t)

One might develop more sophisticated procedures to deal with imbalance, e.g., for the 2-echelon system Langenhoff & Zijm [1990] presentedan optimization problem todetermine the allocation quautities minimizing the expected total holding and penalty costs per period, and Diks [1995] determines
the allocation quantities by taking the allocation fractions into account. However, since the procedure
as described above is easily implemented, very fast and yields good results we apply this procedure in
all the simulation studies performed in the remaioder of this monograph.
The numerical example is basedon the divergent 3-echelon system as introduced by Bertrand & De
Kok [1995]. In this system the most upstream stockpoint supplies 6 stockpoints, and each of these 6
stockpoints supplies a group of 4 stockpoints (see Figure 2.3). The review period R equals 1. The lead
time of stockpoint 1 is equal to 5, the lead times of the stockpoints 2 to 7 all are equal to 2, and the lead
times within a group is equal to 1. The demand characteristics of the stockpoints within one group are
identical. These characteristics are depicted in Figure 2.3, where JL denotes the mean, and c2 denotes
the squared coefficient of variation of the one-period demand at an end-stockpoint in each group (G2 to
G7). To control this inventory system we use a Consistent Appropriate Share (CAS) rationing policy,
which is explained thoroughly in Chapter 3. The control parameters (i.e., the allocation fractions and
the order-up-to-levels) are computed such that every end-stockpoint attains a target fill rate {3*. Note
that {3* is identical for all end-stockpoints, and takes on the following three values: 0.9, 0.95 and 0.99.
As will turn out in Chapter 3, we require that !:.; is known before we can compute the aforementioned
control parameters. Hence, we assume that !:.3 = !:is = !:.6
!:.7 = 0, and !:.2
!:.4. The values of
!:.1 and !:.2 are varied.

=

=

Jl

c2

83

1.42
0.74

4

125
83

5

83

0.65

6

156

0.74

7

156

0.92

3

1.05

Figure 2.3. Schematic representation of a divergent 3-echelon system.
Table 2.1 depiets the amount of imbalance at each intermediate stockpoint and the fill rate at each
end-stockpoint obtained by simulation (using the control parameters from the analysis). When !:. 1

=
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.6.2 = 0 every intermediate stockpoint in the system does not hold any stock. This results in a considerable amount of imbalance:
K = 0.55, K 0.42 and Qj K 0.35. Due to this imbaJance
the service level experienced by a customer differs significantly from the target fill r::),te (fi1 denotes the
estimated fill rate at an end-stockpoint in group i). A well-known remedy to diminish the imbalance
is to keep some stock back in the chain. In the model this corresponds with increasing one or more of
the .6.;. Only raising .6.2 and .6.4 hardly bas any effect. However, if at the sametime .6. 1 is increased
the gap between the attained fill rates and the target fill rates decreases considerably (see fi2 and fi4 ) .
.6. 1 is varied as 0, 14000 and 16000, which results in a mean stock of approximately 0, 0.2 and 0.8
times the mean one-period demands. Analogously .6.2 is varied as 0 and 750, which results in a mean
stock of approximately 0 and 0.4 times the mean one-period demands. From the results in Table 2.1
we conclude that the control parameters obtained by the analysis can be applied when the imbalance
is sufficiently low.
Empirically Seidel & De Kok [1990] concluded that when nrK exceeds 0.3 the imbalance will
have severe consequences for the attained customer service levels. Therefore as a rule of thumb they
suggest to retain stock at stockpoint i' when nr Kexceeds 0.3. Specifically, they increase .6.; until nr K
drops below 0.3. It is rather time-consurning todetermine .6.1 such that njK drops below 0.3, since
we need to analyze and simulate the model probably several times. Therefore there is a need for an
analytica} expression for nr K. ThÎS enables tO determine this .Ó.;, Which very Iikely results În a system
for which the difference between the target fill rate and the actual fill rate is acceptable. It is extremely
difficult to derive an analytically traetabie expression for this measure nrK (t). Therefore Verrijdt &
De Kok [ 1996] decided to introduce the surrogate measure nJ; K ( t), which denotes the probability that
stockpoint i allocates a negative amount to its successor j at time t. Thus,

!Jf

!Jf

Q~K(t) := Pr(qf < 0),

jE V;.

n:;

In order to approximate
K (t) they assume that the balance assumption was not violated at timet- R.
Then, according to (2.6) we have that

qf

= 1/- fj_R + DLR,t•

jE V;.

When restricting toa divergent 2-echelon system consisting of a central depot (denoted by index 1)
supplying a number of end-stockpoints, substitution of (2.8) in the formula above yields

qf = qi ((D:_L 1-R,t-R- .Ö.t)+

(DLL 1,t- D.,)+)

+ D/-R,t•

jE Vt.

nrl

In the expression above the random variables are dependent. To approximate
(t) Verrijdt & De
Kok assumed that the depot cannot holdanystock (so .6.1 = 0). Furthermore, they distinguished
between R:::; L 1 and R > L 1• Itcan be shown thatq/
X- Y, with

{ qjD1-L,-R,t-Ll +(I qj)D/-R.t
.
R::::: Lt
X ·.I
J
J
qiDt-Ll-R,t-R + (1- qj)DI-Lt.l + Dt-R,I-Ll R > L.,
and

y := { qj Ln,Pj D~-R,1 R :S Lt
qj Ln;.!oj Dt-Ll.l R >Lt.
Note that X and Y are mutually independent, nonnegative random variables. By fitting appropriate
distribution functions to the first two momentsof X and Y, we approximate
(t) by computing
Pr{X < Y).

nrl

{J*

0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.90
0.95
0.95
0.95
. 0.95
0.95
0.95
0.99

0.99
0.99

LlJ
0
14000
16000
0
14000
16000
0
14000
16000
0
14000
16000
0
14000
16000
0
14000
16000

Ll2
0
0
0
750
750
750
0
0
0
750
750
750
0
0
0
750
750
750

Q[K

QVK

QjK

QVK
4

QVK
5

QVK

0.09
0.03
0.00
0.09
0.03
0.00
0.08
0.03
0.00
0.09
0.03
0.00
0.08
0.03
0.00
0.08
0.03
0.00

0.55
0.54
0.54
0.55
0.27
0.22
0.55
0.54
0.54
0.55
0.27
0.22
0.55
0.54
0.54
0.55
0.27
0.22

0.23
0.22
0.22
0.23
0.22
0.22
0.23
0.23
0.22
0.23
0.22
0.22
0.23
0.23
0.22
0.23
0.22
0.22

0.42
0.42
0.41
0.42
0.19
0.15
0.42
0.42
0.41
0.42
0.18
0.15
0.42
0.42
0.41
0.42
0.18
0.15

0.16
0.16
0.15
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.16
0.16
0.15
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.17
0.16
0.15

0.22
0.22
0.23
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.23
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.23
0.22
0.22
0.22

2

6

0.34
0.35
0.35
0.34
0.35
0.35
0.34
0.34
0.35
0.34
0.35
0.35
0.34
0.35
0.35
0.34
0.35
0.35

fJ2

fJ3

fJ4

0.868
0.884
0.884
0.868
0.896
0.896
0.908
0.933
0.933
0.917
0.947
0.947
0.963
0.981
0.981
0.964
0.989
0.989

0.888
0.892
0.892
0.888
0.892
0.892
0.936
0.942
0.941
0.935
0.942
0.941
0.980
0.985
0.985
0.981
0.986
0.985

0.878
0.887
0.887
0.875
0.895
0.894
0.921
0.936
0.936
0.921
0.946
0.946
0.970
0.982
0.982
0.974
0.989
0.989

fls
0.890
0.893
0.893
0.890
0.893
0.893
0.937
0.942
0.942
0.936
0.943
0.943
0.980
0.986
0.986
0.982
0.986
0.986

fJ6

0.886
0.890
0.890
0.886
0.889
0.889
0.934
0.940
0.940
0.933
0.940
0.940
0.979
0.985
0.985
0.980
0.985
0.985

fJ1

0.877
0.888
0.887
0.882.
0.886
0.887
0.926
0.938
0.938
0.930
0.938.
0.938.
0.974
0.984
0.984
0.971
0.984
0.984

Thble 2.1. The simulation results ofthe inventory system as depicted in Figure 2.3, where {J* denotes the targetfill rate, il 1 and il 2 are
control parameters,
group i.

!fijK denotes the estimated imbalance at stockpoint i and /); denotes the estimatedfill rate of an end-stockpoint in
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Diks [ 1995] extended the results of Verrijdt & De Kok by deriving a traetabie approximation for

nyr (t) when also thedepotis allowedto holdstock(6. 1 ?:: 0), but R::::; L 1. Afterconsiderablealgebra
it follows that
njl (t) ~

oo1cz+àl

1
+1 1
0

00

+ 6.1 -

w)) Fx(w- cz)dFw(w) dFz(z)

D]_L~-R.t-LI' y

(2.21)

00

Fx(w- cz) dFw(w) dFz(z),

cz+tJq

0

with X:=

(I - Fr(cz

Cl

:=

Df-L~ot-R• Z

:= D{_R.t• W :=

L D~-R.t• and c := ~n:f.j

Note that X, Y, Z and W are independent nonnegative random variables. Again by fitting distribution functions to the first two moments of these random variables we are able to evaluate njf (t). For
some special cases (e.g., all random variables are exponentially distributed) it is possible to derive an
analytically traetabie expression. Otherwise we suggest to approximate nj{ (t) by using numerical
integration. Diks [ 1995] approximated the aforementioned random variables by the mixed Erlang distributions as presenled inSection 2.4.1. He also derived an approximation for nyK(t). This approximation is simply obtained by neglecting the dependencies between the amount of products allocated
to every successor, but taking into account that all allocation quantities qf cannot be negative at the
same time. Hence,
(2.22)
nEV1

nEV1

Note that approximation (2.22) is exact, when the depot only bas two successors. By substituting the
approximationofüil (t) in (2.22)weobtainan approximationfornjK (t). Diks [1995] tested the performance of the approximations (2.21) and (2.22) by comparing them with the imbalance observed in
a discrete-event simulation model. He constructed an experimental design consisting of 288 instauces
of a 2-echelon system, where a central depot (denoted by the index 1) supplies 6 end-stockpoints. Besides varying the demand characteristics, the service level requirements, the mean amount of stock held
at the depot, also the lead time of the depot (Lt E {2, 9}), and the lead time of each end-stockpoint
(Lj E {1, 3}) is varied. Figure 2.4 (a) depiets njl obtained by simulation as a function of approximation (2.21) (we suppress t since nj/(t) is identically distributed for all t). From this figure we
conclude that the approximation tends to underestimate nj{. This can be explained as follows. In
the simulation model some of the imbalance at timet is caused by imbalance at timet - R, whereas
the approximation of (2.21) assumes that no imbalance occurs at timet R. Figure 2.4 (b) depiets
nj K obtained by simulation as a function of approximation (2.22). From this figure we conclude that
approximation (2.22) ÎS a rough approximation, which overestimates nrK. This OVerestimation immediately results from (2.22) and the fact that we underestimate nrlDue to new developments in the field of rationing policies (see Chapter 3) the need for more accurate approximations has diminished. Van der Heij den [ 1997b] developed the Balanced Stock rationing
policy (referred to as BS rationing) which allocates the material such that the imbalance hardly affects
the results obtained by the analysis. The BS rationing policy tries to set the allocation fractions {q1} Je V;
such that Of (t) is minimized. For that purpose weneed a traetabie expression for
(t). Like Verrijdt & De Kok, Van der Heijden derived such an expression by restricting to a divergent 2-echelon
system with a stockless central depot (denoted by index 1), and assuming that end-stockpoint j does
not face any imbalance at time t - R. Hence,

Off

.

qf

I
= qj ( Dt-LJ-R,t-R
-

I

DI-LJ.t

)

'
+ Df-R.I'

(2.23)
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From this we derive an approximation for Q~ (t) (see Theorem 2.1 ).

Theorem 2.1.
(2.24)

with

Proof. Since qf can take on values on the entire interval ( -oo, oo) we approximate Y := -qf by a
normal distribution with mean J.Ln 11 and varianee a~ 11 . From equation (2.23) we can simply derive this
mean and varianee straightforwardly. Furthermore, we have that Q~(t) E[f+]. Hence,

Q~(t) ~

r)() ydFr(Y)

Jo

with

=

1:

=

#Oti <I> (f.LOtj) +anti

1

a 2 (J.Ln 11 +xa5 1) d<l>(x)
J.Ln1J olj

anti

=

Y"'N(J.Lnlj,a5 1 .)

O"oll cp

foo

2

dx

-f.Lnt 1faol}

(J.lflt])
+ #Otj <f> (#OtJ) ,
O"ot
an1
1

1
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A numerical study of Van der Heijden shows that the approximation above is a very rough one. Presumably because the right side tail behavior of qf influences Q~(t) considerably. The simple normal
approximation is tuned on the mean and varianee of q/, not on the tail behavior. Ir). the next chapter
we show how the approximation developed in Theorem 2.1 can be used to determine the allocation
fractions.

3
Service level constraints: fixed lead time case

3.1

Introduetion

In Chapter 2, we formulated a model for a divergent N -echelon system. In this model, we have several control parameters. First, each stockpoint bas an order-up-to-level. Each time when a stockpoint
j places an orderit attempts to raise its echelon inventory position to order-up-to-level Si. Second,
sometimes the supplying stockpoint, i say, cannot satisfy all the orders of its successors. Then material rationing is required. For that purpose we introducedan allocation function Zj for each successar
j E V;. In this chapter, we restriet to the linear allocation tunetion as defined in equation (2.7}. Using
this allocation function, the echelon inventory position (after rationing) equals the order-up-to-level
Sj minus a fraction of the amount of products stockpoint i is short to satisfy all orders. So, in principle every stockpoint j bas two control parameters: An order-up-to-level Si and an allocation fraction
qi (except for the most upstream stockpoint for which qi := 1 by definition). The objective of this
chapter is todetermine all the control parameters in the system, such that every end-stockpoint attains
its specific target service leveL The service level under consideration is the fill rate, since this is often
used in practice. However, we like to emphasize that all the results derived in this chapter can easily be
extended to the other service measures (see Section 2.4.1 ). In this chapter, we address several methods
to obtain the control parameters.
In the literature, the determination of these control parameters has received considerable attention.
Eppen & Schrage [ 1981] introduced the Fair Share (FS) rationîng polîcy for a 2-echelon system without central stock. This ratîoning policy ensures that the stockout probabilitîes at the end-stockpoints
are equal. Extensions of the results of Eppen & Schrage are given by Federgruen & Zipkin [ 1984]. An
excellent overview on ratîonîng polides minimizîng holding and penalty costs is given by Federgruen
[1993]. Most papers reviewed by Federgruen dîscuss 2-echelon systems and it is not clear whether
the results derived can be easily extended to arbitrary N -echelon systems, when taking into account
computational considerations. This subject is addressed in Chapters 5 and 6, in which we derive the
allocation functions minimizing holding and penalty costs in an arbitrary N -echelon system (even with
non-identical holding and penalty costs). However, then the control parameters in such a system are a
consequence of the cost structure chosen. Therefore, they cannot be applied to the situation discussed
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in this chapter, where we focus on target fill rates at end-stockpoints. In De Kok [1990] a generalization of the rationing policy proposed by Eppen & Schrage [ 1981] is presented that enables to compute
the control parameters in a 2-echelon system without central stock taking into acebuut fill rate constraints. De Kok, Lagodimos & Sei del [ 1994] generalized the results of De Kok [ 1990] to a 2-echelon
system where the depot is allowed to hold stock. They introduced the concept of Consistent Appropriate Share (CAS) rationing. Verrijdt & De Kok [1996] present a modification of the 1'\euristic approach
in De Kok [ 1990] to cope with significantly ditTering target fill rates. Verrijdt & De Kok [ 1995] show
that the results in De Kok [1990] can be generalized to arbitrary divergent N-echelon systems where
only end-stockpoints are allowed to hold stocks. Recently, Van der Heijden [1997b] introduced the
Balanced Stock (BS) rationing policy fora divergent N-echelon system without intermediate stocks.
The aforementioned rationing policies havenotbeen extended yet to general N-echelon distribution
systems where all intermediate and end-stockpoints are allowed to hold stock. In this chapter, we make
such extensions of the analysis and we carry out an extensive numerical comparison of the different
rationing policies. The comparison is based on the ditTerenee between target fill rates and actual fill
rates, where the actual fill rates are computed by discrete event simulation.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, two rationing policies and its variants are investigated by consirlering a 2-echelon system. The application of both policies is extended to an Nechelon system inSection 3.3. An extensive numerical study has been ondertaken to get insight in
the performance ofboth policies. In Secdons 3.4 and 3.5, we consider manyinstances of a 2-echelon
system and a 3-echelon system, respectively. Finally, we presentour conclusions in Section 3.6.

3.2 ControUing a 2-echelon system
In the previous chapter, we derived how to compute the service level at an end-stdekpoint given the
control parameters. In the literature, several beuristics have been developed for 2-echelon systems
to determine the control parameters such that the service level constraints at the end-stockpoints are
satisfied. In this section, we present these heuristics, where the service level under consideration is the
fill rate. As already mentioned, all the results derived in this section can easily be extended to the other
service measures (see Section 2.4.1).
InSection 3.2.1, we descrihe several variantsof the CAS rationîng policy of De Kok, Lagodimos &
Seidel [ 1994]. In Section 3 .2.2, we describe two variants of the BS rationing policy of Van der Heijden
[l997b]. Finally, inSection 3.2.3, we address the adaptation ofthe CAS rationing policy, which was
suggested by Diks & De Kok [ 1996a]. This adaptation differs from the CAS and BS rationing policy,
since it does not use the allocation function as defined in (2.7).

3.2.1

Consistent Appropriate Share ratiODing

Con sider a central depot (denoted by index 1) supplying a number of end-stockpoints. Then the CAS
rationing policy of De Kok, Lagodimos & Seidel [1994] assumes that the order-up-to-level of each
end-stockpoint j equals

S; :=

f.i,ech(j)

+ q; L)S,.- f.i,ech(n)),

(3.1)

nev,

where f.i,echU) denotes the expected demand at end-stockpoint j between the placement of an order at
stockpoint 1 and the earliest possible arrival time of products from the next order at stockpoint j. In
general, we define
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Porinstanee I-Lech(3) inFigure2.1 equals (L3+L6+R)!-L6+(L3+Ls+Ls+R)!-Ls+(L3+Ls+L9+R)/-L9).
Substitution of (3.1) in (2.8), and next substituting the result in (2.18) yields
E[(DL+R -1-lecn<n- qi01)+]- E[(D{j -1-lecnU>- qi01)+]

Rili
withOI :=SI

.ó.l -(DL- .ó.l)+-

L
nEVt

1-lech(n)

(3.2)

L(Sn

-1-lech(n))-

(DL

.Ó.t)+.

nEVt

In order to determine the control parameters such that the fill rate of end-stockpoint j equals the predetermined target fill rate fJj, we solve the following problem

(3.3)

where f3i is given by (3.2). Theproblem aboveconsists of IV1 1+2decision variables, namely the allocation fractions {qj }jevp the order-up-to-level S1 and A I· The order-up-to-levels {Si }jev1 immediately
results from (3.1) when we use that Lnev1 S,. S, A 1 • Unfortunately, problem (3.3) only consists
of 1V1 1 + 1 equations. Therefore in the remaioder of this section we solve problem (3.3) fora given
A 1. This implies that the maximum physical stock at the depot is chosen on before hand. If A 1 :;: 0
the depot will not hold any stock, i.e., when a product arrives at the depot it is immediately allocated
to one of the end-stockpoints. If .ó.1 = oo, the system decomposes into I V11 single location systems
working in parallel.
In the literature, several beuristics have been developed to solve (3.3) fora given .ó. 1. Below we
discuss four heuristics, respectively indicated by CAS 1, CAS2, CAS3 and CAS4. The first two beuristics were proposed by De Kok, Lagodimos & Seidel [1994] basedon earlier workof De Kok [1990].
The latter two beuristics are discussed in Verrijdt & De Kok [1996]. We address these beuristics successively.

CASl:
(i). Initialize S1. and t: > 0.
(ü). U se (3.2) todetermine the allocation fraction qi for every end-stockpoint j.
(iii). If Lnev1 qn < 1 - E then decrease S1 andreturn to step (ii),
If Lnev1 qn > 1- E then increase S1 andreturn to step (ii).

The computational burden of this algorithm is related to step ( ii) where we have to solve I V1 1 equatîons.
De Kok, Lagodimos & Seidel [1994] solveeach equation by using bisection, sineetbey assumed that
f3i is an increasing function with respect to qi. In Diks & De Kok [1996a], it is argued that this is
only true for large values of f3i. Therefore Diks & De Kok proposed a minor adaptation of the CAS
rationing rule, such that, indeed, an increase of qi guarantees an increase of the fill rate attained at
end-stockpoint j. InSection 3.2.3, we address this adaptation extensively.

CAS2:

=

(i). Determine for every end-stockpoint j the order-up-to-level Sj such that {Ji
f3j, assuming
A 1 would be infinity. This order-up-to-level can be determined from (2.18) after substituting

l ti-S'
- j•
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(ii). In correspondence with (3.I) wedefine

Sj -

f.LechU)

(iii). U se (3.2) todetermine for every end-stockpoint j the required order-up-to-level at the depot,

denoted by St[j], such that Pi =
(iv). Define

f3j.
St:=

LnEVI

St[n].

IVtl
Since the allocation fractions are defined in step (ii), we only have one decision variabie left (i.e., St)
to satisfy the remaining IVtl service equations. So, unlike CAS I, the CAS2 beuristic approximates the
solution of problem (3.3). Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that CAS I outperfarms CAS2 if E is
sufficiently smal!.
As argued in Verrijdt & De Kok [I996], the CAS2 beuristic is justitiabie when the differences between the values of Si[j] in step (iii) for the different end-stockpoints are smal!. However, when we
are dealing with different target fill rates the values of Si[j] may differ more than desirable. By averaging over these values in step ( iv) this leads to end-stockpoints j for which the attained fill rate is too
smal! (Saj] > Si), and to end-stockpoints j for which the attained fill rateis too high (Saj] < Si). lt
was feit that by adjusting the allocation fractions the performance of CAS2 could be improved. Verrijdt & De Kok [I996] developed two methods for adjusting these allocation fractions, namely 'the
extreme case' metbod and 'the group' method. In this chapter we refer tothese two methods as CAS3
and CAS4, respectively. Both methods are an extension ofCAS2. Hence, steps (i) to (iv) preeede the
steps below. Now, we describe these two methods successively.

CAS3:
(v). Determine a stockpoint m

E

Vt for which

ISi[m](vi). If Si[m] <

for

j

E

Vt.

s; then the adapted allocation fractions are defined by
i}j

If Si[m] >

s;1 ::: 1san- s;1

==

I
I

q·1

qi- 8

+ 8_!!j_
I - qm

j = m
j =f. m.

s; then the adapted allocation fractions are defined by
ij,· :=

qi + 8
j = m
• qj
. ...J_
q
1 · - u - - J-rm.
I -qm

(vii). Return to step (iii) of beuristic CAS2 (after adapting 8) until8 minimizes

s;,max- s;,min
s; - f.Lech(t) ,
where s;,max := max{S;[j]lj E Vt} and s;,min := min{S;[j]lj E Vt}.
Observe that the adjusted allocation fractions {iji }jEV1 sum up to one. The parameter 8 determines to
what extent the allocation fractions are increased or decreased.
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CAS4:
(v). Divide the successors of stockpoint 1 into two groups A and B.
A:= {jE YtiSaj] <Si}

and

B :={jE VdSaj] 2: Si}.

(vi). Define the adapted allocation fractions by
(1 - o)qj
1 + 8 - 28 LneA

- .. _

q} .-

<

{

qn
(1 + 8)q'
_ _;__--;::::,::.1__
1 + 8 - 28 LneA qn

j E A
<

1

E

B.

(vii). Return to step (iii) of beuristic CAS2 (after adapting 8) until8 miniruizes

s;,max s;,min
s; -

ltech(l)

•

Again, {ij1 }1ev1 sum up to one.

3.2.2 Balanced Stock rationing
In Van der Heijden [1997b], it is argued that by not defining the order-up-to-levels {S1}]ev1 as in (3.1)
we obtain more degrees of freedom, which can be used to better tune the control parameters. The
algorithm of Van der Heijden works as follows. First, the allocation fractions {q1}]ev1 are determined
such that a surrogate for the expected amount ofimbalance is minimized. Next, the order-up-to-levels
{S1}1ev1 are deterrnined so as to guarantee the target fill rates at the end-stockpoints. Like in the CAS
henristics it is assumed that át is known in advance.
Van der Heijden proposes todetermine the allocation fractions {q1}1ev1 based on the system with
á 1 = 0 (even if á 1 > 0), since then the allocation fractions can be determined independently ofthe
order-up-to-levels. The allocation fractions {q1}1ev1 are chosen such that the mean imbalance at the
stockless depot (i.e., Q~) is minimized. From equation (2.24) it follows that /to,i does notdepend on
the allocation fractions {qj }jEYt· Next, consider the effect of ao 11 on the mean imbalance at the depot.
Differentiation of (2.24) to a011 proves that the mean imbalance is strictly increasing in a 011 , so we
have to minimize a~ 11 • If we would choose the allocation fractions such that the mean imbalance at
the depot is minimized we obtain
(3.4)
Unfortunately, these {i/i }j ev, does not sum up to 1, but to ~. In order to get allocation fractions that
minimize the mean imbalance and sum up to one, we apply the Lagrange-multipliertechnique. Hence,
===}

min

L:nf!. +ct(l- Lqn)·
neVt

nEVt

The coefficient c 1 is the Lagrange-multiplier. To solve this optimization problem we take the derivative
of the objective function to q1. This yields

aL nr"
IIEYt

----Ct=Û,

aqi

(3.5)
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n5.

n5

In Theorem 2.1 we presentedan approximation for
From that theorem it follows that
only
depends on the allocation fraction qi and not on other allocation fractions. Hence, substitution of (2.24)
in (3.5) yields

d(a~~,'I'_A.(~)+
"'~'!'
IL~t,.<I>(~))
'

unl.

'

dqj

= Cj,

After some elementary algebra we obtain that

<P(~)
U(llj

-----'--="-

2

Tt (2qj<TJ -

2
(Ij)

(T~lj

= Ct'

(3.6)

j E VJ.

The Ct is determined such that the allocation fractions sum up to one.
Van der Heijden [1997b] developed a beuristic todetermine all the control parameters (given .6. 1).
We refer to this beuristic as BS I. An adaptation of this beuristic is proposed by Van Donselaar [ 1996],
which is referred to as the BS2 heuristic. We address these beuristics successively.
BS1:
(i). Compute lower bounds iji for qi for j E V1 using (3.4).
(ii). Use biseetion to find Ct of (3.6) such that the allocation fractions sum up to one. In each step
of tbe bisection, the corresponding values for {qj }jeV1 are found by another bisection, where qi
should be in the interval (ijj, 1).
(iil). Determine for every end-stockpoint j the order-up-to-level Si such that

up-to-level can be determined from (2.18) after substituting
(iv). The order-up-to-level St follows from

Î/ =

Pi = {Jj.

This order-

sj - qj(DL - .ó.t)+.

St= LSn+.ó.t.
nEVt

BS2:
lnstead of mininrizing
we could also choose to minimize
The Lagrange-multiplier technique yields

nr'

a J2
qi = 2a[

1

+ 21Vtl'

LneVt

(T~ln subject to

jE Vt.

LnEVt

qn

= 1.
(3.7)

Both the BS 1 and BS2 beuristics are tested in Sections 3.4 and 3.5.
3.2.3

Adapted Consistent Appropriate Share ratioDing
When using CAS rationing we knowafter substituting (3.1) in (2.8) that
jE VI.

(3.8)

where 0 1 is defined as in (3.2). This 0 1 is the so-called projected systemwide net inventory introduced
by De Kok, Lagooimos & Seidel [ 1994]. It represents the amount of products which bas to be divided
over the end-stockpoints after allocating JLech(j) toeach end-stockpoint j. CAS rationing always allocates a fixed fraction qi of this amount 0 1 to stockpoint j. Since 0 1 may be negative an increase of
qi does not necessarily cause an increase of Pi· When the systemwide projected inventory at timet
is negative an increase of qi means that the amount of stock allocated to end-stockpoint j decreases.
However, when at timet the projected net inventory is positive an increase of qi results in an increase
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of f/ . In order to get a consistent rationing policy Diks & De Kok [ 1996a] suggested to adapt the CAS
rationing policy slightly, such that an increase of q1 results in an increase of f3i. This is accomplished
by rationing such tbat
(3.9)
wbere qj is a monotonously decreasing function with respect to qi. Clearly, for {qj} 1ev1 we require
Lnev1 q~ = 1. In the numerical study of Sections 3.4 for sake of convenience wedefine
' .
I - qi
q1 .=1Vtl 1'

After subsequently substituting this definition of qj in (3.9), and substituting tbe result in (2.18) we
obtain

f3J = 1 -

E[ ( D{i+R- JLech(jJ

RJLj

E[(v{)
+

JLech(j)-

rJ
rJ

qiOt - (qj- qj)( -Ot)+

--::---------'--=-

__:_o___ _ _ _ _

qi01 - (qi- qj)( -OJ)+

(3.10)

RJLi

Note that {31 given by (3.10) very mucb resembles (3.2). Especially, wben the systemwide projected
inventory 0 1 is nonnegative in most of tbe periods. In practice usually large service levels are required.
Therefore, indeed, 0 1 must be nonnegative in most periods, and tbus the impact of the adaptation of
the CAS rationing policy probably bas minor effects on tbe performance. In order to deterrnine tbe
allocation fractions {qi hev1 and S1 (given ~~)we use a sirnilar beuristic as CASl. We refer to this
beuristic as ACAS.
ACAS:
(i). lnitialize SI> and E > 0.
(ü). U se (3.10) to deterrnine the allocation fraction q1 for every end-stockpoint j.

(iiz). If Lnev1 qn < 1 E then decrease S 1 andreturn to step (ii),
If Lnev1 qn > 1 - E tben increase S1 andreturn to step (ii).

In step ( ii) of ACAS we u se a biseetion procedure to determine q1. Unlike step ( ii) of CAS 1, this al ways
yields a unique solution.

3.3 Controlling an N-echelon system
InSection 3.2, we concentrated on beuristics for 2-echelon systems. In literature one seldom finds extensions to more general N -echelon systerns, although, in practice large production and distri bution
networks are frequently encountered. Therefore, generalization of the beuristics of the previous secti on is needed. In this section we extend each beuristic of the previous section, except for the CAS 1 and
ACAS rationing policy. There are several reasons for this. First, it is unclear how to extend tbe CAS 1
and ACAS policy to N -echelon systerns straightforwardly. Second, the numerical results in Section
3.4.2 concerning 2-echelon models indicate that it is not worth while to extend both policies.
Section 3.3.1 describes the generalization ofthe CAS2 beuristic (as wellas the CAS3 and CAS4
heuristics). This generalization is proposed by De Kok [1994]. Section 3.3.2 describes the generalization of both the BS 1 and BS2 heuristic.
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3.3.1

Consistent Appropriate Share rationing

The generalization of the CAS2 beuristic and its adaptations (CAS3 and CAS4) is rather straightforward if we use a decomposition approach. We start with the determination of the control parameters
at the end-stockpoints, and then work our way up through the system. When using this decomposition
approach the control parameters of a stockpoint, i say, are determined given the control parameters
of stockpoints downstreamof stockpoint i. We do notalter already determined allocation fractions in
contrast with the order-up-to-levels. So the generalization of the CAS2 beuristic consists of the following steps:

CAS2 (and CAS3/CAS4):
(i). n := 1.
(ii). Determine for every end-stockpoint j the order-up-to-level Sj such that {3j =

would be infinity for every i E
Ît j - S'j"
(iii). n := n

f3j, assuming l:ii
M. This Sj can be determined from (2.18) after substituting

+ 1.

vi.

(iv). Consicter a stockpoint i E Wn. Define for every j E

Sj - /Lech(j)
qj

:=

~)S~ -

/Lech(n)).

neV;

(v). Determine for every stockpoint k E Ej with j
i, denoted by s;[j, k], such that f3k = f3k(vi). Define

V; the order-up-to-level required at stockpoint

E

I: I: s;[j,k]
S' ·i.-

jE V; kEEj

lEd

(vii). In case ofCAS3 or CAS4 we adapt the allocation fraction as suggested inSection 3.2.1 (cf. step
(v) and (vi)). Next, we return to step (v) (after adapting 8) until8 minimizes

s:.max - s:.min
s; - /Lech(i) '
where s;,max := max{S;[j]lj E V;} and s;,min := min{S;[j]lj E V;}.
(viii). Execute steps (iv)-(vii) for every stockpoint i E Wn.
(ix). if n < N then return to step (iii). Otherwise, the order-up-to-level of the most upstream stockFrom S1 and the allocation fractions determined in step (iv) we deterpoint S 1 is defined as

s;.

mine all the downstream order-up-to-levels from
Sj

=

/Lech(j) +qj(Si -/:ii- Lllech(n)),

jE Vi,

nEV;

In Verrijdt & De Kok [1995], the CAS2 beuristic was developed for the case where /:ii = 0 for all intermediate stockpoints i. De Kok [1994] extended these results to the case where also the intermediate
stockpoints may keep stock on hand.
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3.3.2 Balanced Stock rationing
Expressions for the allocation fractions become more complicated forthese N -echelon systems, since
it is cumhersome to determine Off fora stockpoint j E V;. As a simple approximation Van der Heijden
[ 1997b] proposes to assume that the variation in the echelon inventory position of stockpoint j ju st after
rationing has only minor effect on the allocation fractions. In that case we can determine the allocation
fractions {qj }jEvi as we did in Section 3.2.2, after mak:ing the following substitutions:

L 1-tn•
/-tj --+ L 1-tn•
/-tl --+

nEEi

(3.11)

nEEJ

So the BS 1 beuristic is as follows
BSl:
(i). Determine for every stockpoint i E M the lower bounds for {q1}JE V; by
a2
J

jE V;.

-2
2'
0';

(ii). Determine for every stockpoint i E M the value c; ofthe equation below such that the allocation
fraction sum up to one.

4>(~)

2

O'Qij

2

_.:......;::..:... T; (2q1a; - a1 ) = c;,
aoi

jE V;.

1

In each step ofthe bisection, the corresponding values for {qj}jEVi are found by another bisection, where qj should be in the interval (i}j, l).
(iii). n := 1.
(iv). Determine for every end-stockpoint j the order-up-to-level S1 such that 111
up-to-level is determined from (2.18) after substitution of (2.13).
(v). n := n

fJj.

This order-

+ 1;

(vi). Determine for every stockpoint i E Wn the order-up-to-level S; by

S;

= LSn+f).;.
nEVi

(vii). lf n < N then return to step (v).

Again the BS2 beuristic is identical to the BS l heuristic, except for step ( ii ). The BS2 beuristic defines
the allocation fractions of stockpoint i similar to (3.7):

I

+ 2!V;!'
3.4

jE V;.

Numerical experiment for 2-echelon models

We extensively tested all rationing policies as described in Section 3.2 by comparing analytica! results
to simulation results. That is, we analyze the performance of five variauts of CAS rationing and two
variantsof BS rationing. We use the difference between target fill rate and actual fill rate achieved by
a partienlar rationing policy as a performance measure. One policy is considered to be more accurate
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than the other ifthe mean absolute deviation from the target fill rateis smaller over all test runs. Also
we consicter the maximum deviation between actual and target fill rate as a measure of robustness. The
experimental design for 2-echelon models is described in the next section. The numerical results are
·
presented and discussed inSection 3.4.2.

3.4.1

Experimental design for 2-echelon models

In our experiment we test 2-echelon models, in which a central depot (denoted by index 1) supplies
products to two so-called service groups. A service group consists of a number of end-stockpoints
with the same service, demand and lead time characteristics. The number of end-stockpoints in both
service groups is the same. To normalize time and quantities, we made the following choices for all
test runs:
• the review period equals R=L
• the mean demand per time unit for each end-stockpoint in service group A equals E[DA]

10.

Furthermore, the one-period demands of all stockpoints are independent Since the downstteam
lead times are usually smal}, we take Lj = 1 as lead time between central depot and each end-stockpoint j E V1 in all test runs. Eight other parameters are varied in our experiment. We chose two
different values for each parameter (see Table 3.1), except for the central stock leveL As discussed in
Section 3 .2, the amount of central stock is a result of the choice of the parameter 11 1 • From equation
(2.8) it can be shown that the amount of central stock equals E[(ó.J - Dl)+], soit is convenient to
express !1 1 in the mean systemdemandduringthelead time L1, say !11 a 1E[DLJ forsomeconstant
a 1• We have relatively much central stock if a 1 > 1 (say a 1 = 1.2), relatively little central stock if
a1 < I (say a 1 = 0.8) and nocentral stock if a1 = 0. Using these three values of the constant a1, we
determine the appropriate value of !1 1 for each case.

I parameter I description

c[DB]

values in
test runs
1, 3
10
10,30
: 0.4, 0.8
·
0.4, 0.8

Number of end-stockpoints per service group
The mean demand per period at an end-stockpoint in service group A
The mean demand per period at an end-stockpoint in service group B
The coefficient of variation of demand per period at an end-stockpoint
in service group A
The coefficient of variation of demand per period at an end-stockpoint
in service group B
The target fill rate at an end-stockpoint in service group A (%)
90,99
The target fill rate at an end-stockpoint in service group B (%)
90,99
1, 3
Lead time from external supplier to the central depot
0, 0.8, 1.2
Constant, descrihing the level of stock at the central depot
.6.1 := a1 E[Dl ]

Table 3.1. Parameter values in the experiment with 2-echelon models.
We tested all possible parameter combinations, yielding 3*27=384 cases per rationing policy. The
performance of the rationing polieies for each case is tested by an extensive simulation of 200,000 time
periods to ensure high simulation accuracy.
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3.4.2 Results for 2-ecbelon models
The performance of each rationing policy, the variants of CAS and BS rationing, is shown in Figures
3.1-3.4. Because a deviation from the target service level has usually more serious consequences in the
case of a high target service level, we separately give the rationing policy performance for each fill rate
level (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2). Further, Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the performance of each rationing
policy depending on the central stock level. Note that rationing policy.CASl did not convergein two
cases. These cases are removed from the figures for CAS 1 only.
The overall results show that BS rationing perfarms better than CAS rationing with respect to both
average performance and worst case performance. The BS 1 rationing policy performs best, but the
simple variant as suggested by Van Donselaar [ 1996] is also better than all variants of CAS rationing.
Because BS ratîoning aims to reduce imbalance, the deviation from target fill rate is less than for CAS
rationing. Note that the mean physical stock in the system is approximately equal for all rationing
policies. Over all cases, the mean physical stock varies between 3.37 weeks (BS2 rationing) and 3.43

•

CAS1

CAS2

CAS3

CAS4

ACAS

BS1

BS2

L_ ·~-------------ll__oo__m~_o_%_11
___bm_•_~
__' ____________~

Figure 3.1. Mean absolute deviation of the target jill ratepertarget jill rate.
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i,
10.0"4
8.0%
6.0%
4,0%

CAS1

CAS2

CAS3

11

CAS4

beta=90% •

ACAS

BS1

BS2

bma=99%

Figure 3.2. Maximum absolute deviation of the target jill ratepertarget jill rate.
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CASl

CAS2

CAS3

• •,.o

CAS4

ACAS

851

BS2

a1=0.8- a1=1.2

Figure 3.3. Mean absolute deviation of the target fill rate per central stock level.

Figure 3.4. Maximum absolute deviation of the target fill rate per central stock level.

weeks (CASl rationing).
lt is remarkable that the so-called improved variants of CAS rationing do not perform better than
the basic CAS rationing rule by De Kok [1990]. Insome cases improverneut is obtained indeed as is
shown in Verrijdt & De Kok [ 1996] and De Kok, Lagodimos & Seidel [1994]. However, this extensive
test shows that worsening occurs as well in some other cases. As an example, consider the following
case. A stockless central depot (.ó- 1 = 0) supplies two service group consisting of one end-stockpoint
each. The supply lead time to the central depot equals L 1 = 3. The characteristics per service group
are shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 shows thatall 'improved' CAS rationing policies yield highly imbalanced results. As
a consequence of a poor choice for the allocation fractions and the order-up-to-levels, the actual fill
rate is too high for service group A and far too low for service group B. Apparently the approximate
solution of the system of nonlinear equations (3.3) deviates strongly from the real solution or the service level is very sensitive to the value of the rationing parameters, but the rationing parameters are
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service
group
A
B

E[D]

c[D]

10
30

0.8
0.8

f3target
99%
90%

fJcASI
100.0%
82.0%
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f3cAS2
99.3%
90.7%

f3cAS3
99.9%
82.6%

f3cAS4
100.0%
81.7%

fJACAS
99.9%
83.2%

fJBSI
98.9%
89.8%

f3BS2
99.4%
88.8%

Table 3.2. An example where 'improved' CAS rationing is worse than basic CAS rationing.
accidentally better. Note that also here BS rationing is better than basic CAS rationing.
Next, we consicter the performance of the allocation rule depending on target fill rate and central
stock level. Firstly, Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show that fortunately all rationing policies perform better
for high service levels than for low service levels. Extreme deviations from target occur mainly for
f3 = 90% and forsome rationing policies only. In the second place, Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show that all
rationing policies perform better in the presence of much central stock. This is not surprising, because
central stock diminishes imbalance.
Finally, some comments on the computation times. The time to simulate one case varies between
several minutes up to about 20 minutes CPU time for specific cases on a Pentium-75 PC, whereas the
time required to calculate the rationing parameters for one case equals less than 1 second. Figure 3.5
depiets the computation time performance of each rationing policy. Because the number of stockpoints
in the system has a large impact on the computation time of an instance, we separately give the computation time performance for each number of stockpoints in the system (denoted by N in Figure 3.5). In
this figure we depicted for each rationing policy and for each N, the average, minimum and maximum
computation time of all instances. From this we conclude that the fastest variant of the CAS rationing
policy is the CAS2 variant. A little bit more computation time is required for CAS3 and CAS4, which
approximately require the same amount of time. Note that CAS 1 and ACAS require the most computation time, far more that both BS 1 and BS2. As can be expected the BS2 rationing policy requires

I Policy IN 1 Average
CAS!
CAS2
CAS3
CAS4
ACAS
BS1
BS2

3
7
3
7
3
7
3
7
3
7
3
7
3
7

0.096
0.764
0.011
0.051
0.025
0.093
0.034
0.116
0.093
0.762
0.009
0.031
0.006
0.023

Minimum
0.000
0.266
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.017
0.000
0.016
0.016
0.250
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Maximum
0.283
2.967
0.834
0.167
0.117
0.767
0.233
0.850
0.217
2.000
0.033
0.100
0.033
0.100

I

Figure 3.5. The CPU times of all 384 instances of a 2-echelon system on a SPARC station 5 (in seconds), where N denotes the number of stockpoints in the system.
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less computation time thau the BS 1 rationing policy.

3.5 Numerical experiment for 3-echelon models
In this section, we discuss the design and results of au experiment with 3-echelon models. We aualyze
only three variauts of CAS rationing for the following reasons:
• Extension of rationing policy ACAS to a 3-echelon context is not straightforward. In principle
it is possible, but the numerical results of the experiment with 2-echelon models shows that this
is not worth while.
• The CAS 1 allocation ruleis similar to CAS3 aud CAS4, because all these ru1es try to find au exact solution of the nonlinear system of equations (3.3). Because CAS1 rationing does not perforrn better thau CAS3 aud CAS4 in the 2-echelon experiment, it does not seem to be worth
while to extend this approach to a 3-echelon setting as well.
Hence, we analyze both variants of BS rationing aud only three variauts of CAS rationing: CAS2,
CAS3 aud CAS4. The experimental design for 3-echelon modelsis described in the next subsection.
The numerical results are presented aud discussed in Section 3.5.2.

3.5.1 Experimental design for 3-ecbelon models
In our experiment we test 3-echelon modelsin which a central depot (denoted by index 1) supplies
products to two so-called echelon groups (see Figure 3.6). An echelon group consists of a number of
interrnediate stockpoints that each deliver products to two service groups. Each service group consists
of au equal number of identical end-stockpoints, but two service groups may be different.
When designing the experiment, some attention should be given to the values of D. i, defining the
maximum physical stock level of a stockpoint j E V1• From equation (2.12) it eau be shown that the

Supplier

Central
depot

2 echelon groups
with eech 2
servlee groups

4 service groups
wlth each 3
end-stockpoints

Figure 3.6. Echelon groups and service groups.
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mean amount ofphysical stock of an intermediate stockpoint j
t..J)+)+], soit is convenient to define t.j as
t.j := aj ( E[Df)
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E V1

equals E[(t.j- DL- qj(DL-

+ qjE[(DL- t- 1)+]),

jE V1.

(3.12)

Because the allocation fractions {qj }jev1 are not known on inputfora specific rationing policy, we plug
in the approximation (3.7) of Van Donselaar [1996]. Now, by using an appropriatechoice forajin our
experiment we obtain a reasonable value for t. j.
By definition we take the following parameters fixed for all test runs:
• the review period equals R

=

1.

• the mean demand per period for each end-stockpoint in service group 1 within echelon group 1
equals 10.
• the lead time to every end-stockpoint k equal Lk = 1 (independent of the service- and echelongroup).
Further we impose the following restrictions within the experiment to keep the number of test runs
within reasonable limits:
• the number of intermediate stockpoints is the same for both echelon groups in a single test run.
• the number of end-stockpoints per service group is identical for all service groups in a single
test run.
• the lead time between central depot and each intermediate stockpoint j E V1 is the same.
• The value aj is the same for every intermediate stockpoint j
is the same for every intermediate stockpoint j E V1.

E

V1. Hence from (3.12) also t.j

For the demand and service characteristics at each end-stockpoint we take the following values:
• the mean demand at a stockpoint in service group mof echelon group I equals E[D1m]
30 (except E[D 11 ] := 10 by definition).

=10 or

• the coefficient of varlation of the demand at a stockpoint in service group m of echelon group I
equals c[D1m]=0.4 or 0.8.
• the target fill rate at a stockpoint in service group m of echelon group I equals f3tm = 90% or 99%.
When the set of experimental runs is carefully chosen, we only need 87 parameter combinations
to analyze the 11 demand- and service parameters, instead of the 2 11 = 2048 demand- and service parameter combinations for the 3-echelon experiment. Before we show how to obtain these 87 parameter
combinations, we define the following parameter levels:
• category E[Dmj]: L(ow) = 10 and H(igh)

=30.

• category c[Dmj]: L(ow) = 0.4 and H(igh) = 0.8.
• category f3mj: L(ow) =90% and H(igh) =99%.
We use two stages todetermine the set of parameter combinations to be used in the 3-echelon experiment. First, we state which target fill rate combinations are useful, given the demand characteristics
within service groups and within echelon groups. Then, we select combinations of demand characteristics and combine these with all target fill rate combinations as defined in the first step.

Step 1: Selection ofthe combinations ofthefour targetfill rate parameters f3tm·
We distinguish between the following situations:
• both echelon groups are the same.
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• the service groups within an echelon group are the same.
lf the echelon groups are the same, we can skip those models that are obtained by interchanging the
target service levels between echelon groups. If the service groups within an echelon group are the
same, we skip those models that are obtained by interchanging the target service levels between service
groups within the sameechelon group. Therefore we only need the set of target fill rate combinations
as shown in Table 3.3.
fill rate combinations
({Ju, fJ12) and (/32!. /322)
service groups within an
echelon group are the same

service groups within an
echelon group are different

echelon groups are i echelon groups are
different
the same
(L, L) and (L, L)
(L, L) and (L, L)
(L, L) and (H, H)
(L, L) and (H, H)
(H, H) and (H, H) (H, H) and (L, L)
(H, H) and (H, H)
(L, H) and (L, H)
(L, H) and (L, H)
(L, L) and (L, L)
(L, L) and (L, L)
(L, L) and (H, H)
(L, L) and (H, H)
(H, H) and (H, H) (H, H) and (L, L)
(L, H) and (L, H)
(H, H) and (H, H)
(H, L) and (H, L)
(L, H) and (L, H)
(L, H) and (H, L)
(H, L) and (H, L)
(L, H) and (H, L)
(H, L) and (L, H)

Thble 3.3. Combinations offill rates given the demand characteristics.

Step 2: Selection ofthe combinations ofthe seven demand characteristics E[DLml (l =/; I or m =/; 1)
and c[D1ml·
For the mean demand per end-stockpoint, we select the following combinations:
(i). all end-stockpoints have low mean demand (all stockpoints with high mean dernand give similar
results, this is a matter of sealing).
(ii). the end-stockpoints in echelon group l all face low mean demand, while the end-stockpoints in
echelon group 2 all face high mean demand (interchange of echelon groups yields similar models
then).
(Ui). the mean demand levels in both echelon groups are tbe same, but service group 1 faces high mean
demand and service group 2 faces low mean demand (interchange of service groups within tbe
same echelon group yields sirnilar models then).

For each set of valnes for the mean demand, we choose all combinations of dernand coefficients of
variation, but we eliminate those models that can be transformed to each other by interchanging endstockpoints within andlor between service groups. As a result, we obtain the parameter sets depicted
in Table 3.4. This table shows 15 combinations of demand parameters and the relevant number of fill
rate combinations. In this way, we end up with 87 parameter combinations insteadof 2 11 = 2048.
For the remaining parameters we make the following choices:
• two values for 8.., defined by 8.1 := a 1E[DL] for a1 = 0 and a 1 = 1.2.
• two valnes for 8. 1, defined by Ó.j := a1(E[D{)+q1E[(DL
• number of stockpoints:

8. 1)+]) foraj = 0 anda1 = 1.2.

3.5. Numerical experiment for 3-echelon models
(/ln, /llz) and (/lzi, !L22)

. (L, L) and (L, L)

(L, L) and (H, H)

(L, H) and (L, H)
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(cu, c12) and (CzJ. Cz2)

echelon
groups

(L, L) and (L, L)
(L, L) and (H, H)
(H, H) and (H, H)
(L, H) and (L, H)
(L, L) and {L, L)
(L, L) and (H, H)
(H, H) and (L, L)
(H, H) and (H, H)
(L, H) and (L, H)
(L, L) and (L, L)
(L, L) and (H, H)
(H, H) and (H, H)

same
different
same
same
different
different
different
different
different
same
different
same
same
same
different

i (L, H) and (L, H)
(H, L) and (H, L)
(L, H) and (H, L)

service groups
within echelon
groups
same
same
same
different
same
same
same
same
different
different
different
different
different
different
different

number of fill
rate
combinations

4
5
4

6
5
5
5
5
8

6
8

6
6
6
8

Table 3.4. Combinations of E[DJm] and c[DJm].
(l). one end-stockpoint per service group and one intermediate stockpoint per echelon group.

(ii). three end-stockpoints per service ~roup and one intermediate stockpoint per echelon group.
(iii). three end-stockpoints per service group and two intermediate stockpoints per echelon group.

• lead times:
(i). L 1 = l and L j = 1 for every stockpoint j E V1•

= 3 and Lj = 1 for every stockpoint jE V1.
L 1 = 3 and L j = 4 for every stockpoint j E V1•

(ii). L 1

(iil).

=

In total we now have 87*2*2*3*3 3132 test runs foreach rationing policy. This is still a large amount
of numerical effort, but it is acceptable. The performance of the rationing polides for each case is
tested by a simulation of 100,000 time periods.

3.5.2 Results for 3-echelon models
The performance of each rationing policy, the three variauts of CAS rationing and the two variauts of
BS rationing, is shown in Figures 3.7-3.10 below. Again we give separate results per target fill rate
(Figures 3.7 and 3.8) and per upstream stock level (Figures 3.9 and 3.10).
The results of the 3-echelon experiment are a logical extension of the results of the 2-echelon experiment. Again, BS rationing performs better than CAS rationing and the original BS rationing performs best. It is remarkable that the performance of the various rationing policies is not worse than for
2-echelon models. Apparently there is no accumulation of approximation errors. For CAS rationing,
the errors seem even to compensate each other slightly. The performance of BS rationing is however
slightly worse than for 2-echelon models, probably because of the fact that an additional approximation is made when establishing the rationing parameters: The effect of central and intermediate stocks
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•

beta=90% •

beta=99%

Figure 3.7. Mean absolute deviation ofthe targetfill rate per targetfill rate.

•

beta=90o/o •

beta=99%

Figure 3.8. Maximum absolute deviation of the target fill rate per target fill rate.
is neglected and only taken into account when calculating the order-up-to levels. Also it is remarkable that the so-called improved variauts of CAS rationing do not perforrn better than the basic CAS
allocation rule by De Kok [1990]. Note that also here the mean physical stock in the system is approximately equal for all rationing policies. Overall, the mean physical stock varies between 5.24 times the
mean period review demand (CAS2 rationing) and 5.36 times the mean period review demand (BSl
rationing).
Next, we consicter the performance of the allocation rule depending on target fill rate and central
stock level. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show that fortunately all rationing policies perforrn better for high
service levels than for low service levels. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show that all rationing policies perform
better in the presence of much upstream stock, because imbalance is reduced.
Finally, the computation time performance of each rationing policy is depicted in Figure 3.11.
Again, we separately give the computation time performance for each number of stockpoints in the
system (denoted by N in Figure 3.11). In this figure, we depicted for each rationing policy and for
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a1=1.2, aj=O -

a1=0, aJ=1.2

a1=aJ=1.2

Figure 3.9. Mean absolute deviation of the target fill rate per central stock level.

&1=1.2, aJ=O -

a1=0, a)=1.2

a1=aj=1.2

Figure 3.10. Maximum absolute deviation ofthe targetfill rate per central stock level.
each N, the average, minimum and maximum computation time of all instances. From this we conclude that the fastest variant of the CAS rationing policy is the CAS2 variant. The CAS3 and CAS4
require approximately the same amount of computation time, and forsome instances this may even be
around 13 seconds! Far less computations time is needed for the BS rationing policy. The BS2 policy
requires the least computation time.

3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have extensively examined various rationing polides for the control of the divergent
N-echelon model as presented in Chapter 2. Both roodels withand without intermediate stock are
analyzed. Where necessary, the polides as available in the Iiterature are extendedtoa general Nechelon context with intermediate stocks.
The most important result is that BS rationing performs better than CAS rationing, both on aver-
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I

Policy
CAS2

CAS3

CAS4
1

BSl

BS2

I

N
6
14
29
6
14
29
6
14
29
6
14
29
6
14
29

11

Average
0.057
0.446
1.213
0.110
0.879
2.385
0.121
0.898
2.439
0.025
0.082
0.173
0.017
0.064
0.137

Minimum · Maximum
0.016
0.167
2.183
0.100
0.200
6.550
0.033
0.434
0.200
4.500
0.450
12.90
0.033
0.733
0.167
4.350
0.383
13.00
0.000
0.100
0.016
0.400
0.066
0.767
0.084
0.000
0.000
0.383
0.033
0.817

I

Figure 3.11. The CPU times of all3132 insfances of a3-echelon system on a SPARC station 5 (in
seconds), where N denotes the number of stockpoints in the system.
age and worst case. Within the class of CAS rationing policies, it is remarkable that the most simple
approach of De Kok [ 1990] performs best. The variants of CAS rationing which have been derived in
the past years do not appear to be better than the simple, original approach by De Kok [1990]. The
most serious errors occur in cases of high imbalance, especially
• for relatively low service levels,
• in situations with little or no central or intermediate stocks.
Overall, the original BS rationing policy (denoted by BS 1) is the best rationing policy in the test.
Although the BS 1 rationing policy is not very difficult to implement, the simple BS rationing variant
of Van Donsetaar (denoted by BS2) is even more simple and can easily be used in spreadsheet applications. Hence from a practical point of view we suggest to use BS2 rationing. Another advantage
of BS rationing is the fact that the determination of the allocation fractions is decoupled from the determination of the order-up-to levels. Because of this, BS rationing can probably be used more easily
for model extensions, such as the introduetion of random lead times, order points or lot sizing. The
extension to random lead times is addressed in Chapter 4. The other extensions are subjects for further
research.

4
Service level constraints: random lead times

4.1 Introduetion
In Chapter 2, we formulated a model for a divergent N -echelon system under echelon stock controL
In Chapter 3, we developed several algorithms to determine the control parameters such that customer
service level requirements are satisfied. A prerequisite for applying these algorithms is that every lead
time is fixed. In real-world supply ebains this assumption is reasonable for the lead times to endstockpoints, since they represent transportation times in most cases. The assumption is less reasonable for lead times to intermediate stockpoints, since they often represent stochastic manufacturing
throughput times. These manufacturing throughput times are stochastic due to, e.g., capacity constraints, machine-breakdowns, and batehing decisions. We have to be aware that multi-echelon systems represent a supply chain fora set of products, but which share resources together with other sets
of products. This sharing of resources is the major cause for randomness of lead times.
So far no analysis is available for multi-echelon systems with echelon stock polides and random
lead times with the exception of the paper of Zipkin [1991] whodeals with continuous review ( S -1, S)
models. Therefore, in this chapter we extend the analysis performed in Chapter 3 by incorporating random lead times. Seidel & De Kok [ 1990] noted that such an extension is straightforward for the lead
times to end-stockpoints. However, the more practical situation of random lead times to intermediate
stockpoints cannot be incorporated straightforwardly. When we deal with random lead times in the
model as formulated in Chapter 2 we have to be more specHic about the replenishment mechanism of
the order-up-to-policies. The most upstream stockpoint follows a perioctic review order-up-to-policy,
i.e., every R periods this stockpoint places an order at an external supplier to raise the echelon inventory position to its order-up-to-level. However, a more downstream stockpoint raises its echelon
inventory position to the order-up-to-level upon arrival of a replenishment at its successor. Hence, the
ordering decisions are taken at random points in time. The rate at which ordering decisions are taken is
obviously equal to 1/ R. We assume that the lead timestoa stockpoint are identically distributed random variables, but that subsequent replenishment orders do not cross. This implies that subsequent
lead times are correlated. In this chapter, we model this (auto)correlation assuming that the lead times
constitute an AR( I) process. Simulation experiments show that this modeling assumption yields good
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approximations for performance measures even if the lead time process is not AR( 1). Finally, when a
stockpoint has insuftkient stock to satisfy the orders of its successors we apply BS2 rationing. In this
chapter, we restriet ourselves to this rationing policy for several reasons. First, the results in Chapter
3 indicate that BS rationing outperforms CAS rationing. Second, in BS rationing the deterrnination
of the order-up-to-levels is decoupled from the determination of the allocation fractions. Third, the
variant of Van Donselaar (BS2) yields a simple and explicit expression. Finally, like in Chapter 3 we
assume that the so-called maximum stock levels at intermediate stockpoints (i.e., [).i for i E M) are
known before applying the algorithm. The maximum stock level is the difference between the orderup-to-level at the stockpoint and the sum of the order-up-to-levels at its successors.
In this chapter, we concentrate on the determination of the control parameters, i.e., the order-upto-levels and the parameters ofthe BS rationing policy, such that the customer service level constraints
are satisfied. Like the previous chapter the service level under consideration is the fill rate, since this
is often used in practice. We develop a beuristic algorithm to compute the control parameters. We like
to emphasize that this algorithm can easily be extendedtoother types of service level constraints. Extensive testing of the algorithm (using discrete event simulation) indicate that the algorithm performs
quite well. Thereupon we use the algorithms to investigate whether the incorporation of autocorrelation of the lead times into the analysis is important for the accuracy of the algorithm. Furthermore, we
investigate the managerial issue of the impact of randornness of lead times on stock investments.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, in Section 4.2, we address several methods to deal with
the no-crossing random lead times. In the Sections 4.3-4.5, we derive the analysis of the divergent
multi-echelon system with random lead times. InSection 4.3, we start with the 2-echelon model without central stock. The analysis is extended to 2-echelon systems with central stocks in Section 4.4, and
to general N -echelon systems inSection 4.5. A summary of the algorithm is given inSection 4.6. We
validate our beuristic algorithm by comparison to simulation results. In order to simulate the multiechelon inventory system we need to generate the lead times in each stockpoint such that subsequent
orders do not cross. For that purpose wedevelopa simple modelinSection 4.7. Next, inSection 4.8,
we validate the performance of the algorithm both for 2-echelon and for 3-echelon systems. Some
sensitivity analysis is presented inSection 4.9. Finally, we give our conclusions inSection 4.10.

4.2 Modeling random lead times
The fact that the lead time in an inventory system is rarely constant is widely recognized. lt is important
to account for lead time variability when analyzing multi-echelon inventory systems, since ignoring
it may leadtoa highcostand a poor performance (cf. Gross & Soriano [1969]). An important issue
when incorporating stochastic lead times is whether successive lead times are independent, since in
that case orders can cross. A cross over occurs when a quantity that was ordered in a latter period
arrives before one that was ordered in an earlier period. In practice successive lead times are usually
dependent (cf. Yano [1987]), therefore the 'no crossing' assumption needs to be incorporated in the
model. Various modeling approaches have been used to circumvent this complication. When the interval between successive orders is large enough, the probability of cross over is negligible and can be
omitted (cf. Hadley & Whitin [1963]). Friedman [1984] circumvents the problem by assuming that
there is always only one order outstanding. In Sphicas [1982] and Sphicas & Nasri [1984] the problem of cross overs is eliminated by assuming that unit demands are non-interchangeable. lt is clear
that these approaches are not generally valid.
To our knowledge Kaplan [1970] was the first which explicitly incorporated the nocrossing assumption. A mechanism of the arrival of orders is used, to ensure that orders never cross, while in
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generallead times will be dependent Kaplan (see also Nahmias [1979] and Anupindi, Morton & Pentico [1996]) developed this mechanism fora perioctic review system, which places an order at the beginning of every period. This mechanism is basedon a stationary, discrete-time Markov process {U (t)}
with nonnegative integer states, repcesenting the number of outstanding orders aftera possible delivery
at time t, with
j = 0, 1, ... 'i
(4.1)
Pr(U(t + l) = jiU(t) i) = {

~i~ t••

j=i+l.

The situation where at timet+ 1 no delivery is made corresponds with j
i+ I. Note that (4.1)
assumes that the probability of arrival of an outstanding order is independent of the number of outstanding orders. Nahmias [1979] showed that for this system
U(t + 1)

= min(U'(t +

1), U(t) + 1),

where {U'(t}} is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with 1tj := Pr(U'(t) = j). Ehrhardt [1984]
derives the distribution of the lead time L, for this specification, namely
1ï0
i=O
Pr(L - i) i-1
i
(1-1ïo)(l-1ïo -1t1) ... (1- ~1tj) ~1ti
l, 2, .. . m,
{
where m denotes the maximum lead time. Like Zipkin [ 1986], we think it is hard to imagine a physical
process giving rise to this scenario. Moreover, many parameters need to be estimated from data, and
furthermore, Zipkin has shown that not any lead time distribution (e.g., the geometrie distribution) can
be attained. Zipkin extended the arrival mechanism of Kaplan [1970] by relaxing (4.1) (along with
the discrete time assumption). Furthermore, it is not clear how to choose an order arrival process that
fits certain lead time characteristics (e.g., the mean and varianee as observed in practice). However,
still the lead time of an order is independent of the time it was placed. In our opinion this is not very
realistic in practical situations. E.g., in production systems lead time variability typically results from
a shortage of capacity during certain periods. Hence, in these systems the time of placing an order
has a large impact on the lead time attained. For this purpose we develop a simple model in Section
4.7 which incorporates this aspect. Furthermore, it is a more direct approach to model the lead time
process (which does not result from the arrival mechanism).
Heuts & De Klein [1995] introduced another model to deal with stochastic lead times. They distinguish between a start-up and afollow-up order. lf at an order epoch t all orders placed previously
have arrived or will arrive beforet +lo (where !0 denotes the minimallead time) the order is a start-up
order. Fora start-up order Pr(L = l;) := 1r1, where the discrete lead timeLis defined at the points
10 , 11 , ••• , lM-l (in ascending order). On the other hand when at an orderepoch toutstanding orders
will not arrive before t + 10 , then this order is a follow-up order. A follow-up order will be delivered
simultaneously with the start-up order not yet arrived. Note that this model incorporates the aspect of
the lead timedepending on the time the order is placed. However, their model requires a large amount
of information (i.e., all the possible lead times 11 of the start-up orderand its probabilities n j) whereas
our model (see Section 4.7) only requires the first two moments of the lead time.

4.3 Analysis of 2-echelon systems without central stock
In this section, we derive mathematical expressions to calculate the system control parameters and the
performance measures for a 2-echelon system without central stock. We consicter one central depot
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(having index 1) supplying a number of end-stockpoints j e V1• In Section 4.4 we add the option that
the central depot is allowed to hold stock. Extension of the results to general N-echelon systems is
discussed inSection 4.5.
In Section 4.3.1, we describe the calculation of the order-up-to-levels {Sj hev1 by assuming that
the allocation fractions {q1}jev, are known. It appears that some aggregate demand characteristics are
required for the calculations. These are derived inSection 4.3.2. InSection 4.3.3, we derive an expression for the allocation fractions {qj }Jev1 , such that a surrogate expression for the mean imbalance
at the central depot is minimized. It appears that these allocation fractions are only based on demand
and lead time characteristics, and hence are independent of fill rate requirements and order-up-to levels. This is attractive, both from an analytica! and a computational point of view. Together, Sections
4.3.1-4.3.3 give the control parameters {S1}1ev1 and {q1 bev,. Finally, we show how to approximate
the mean physical stock in Section 4.3.4.
4.3.1

Determination of the order-np-to-levels

In this section, we derive how to compute the fill rate IJi of an end-stockpoint j e V1 given all the
control parameters. Before actdressing the derivation, we introduce Lil and Li2, which denotes two
successive lead times of stockpoint i. We need this notation in order to analyze the impact of the interdependency of two successive lead times (due to the no crossing assumption) on the behavior of the
stock levels.
Withoutlossof generality, suppose that at time 0 the central depot issues a replenishment order that
raises the echelon inventory position tothelevel S1• This order arrives aftera random lead time, L 11
say. Then every end-stockpoint j inspects its echelon inventory position and places a replenishment
order at the depot. Since we consider a stockless depot (i.e., ll 1 = 0) no end-stockpÖint is able to raise
the echelon inventory position to its order-up-to-level. Hence, the complete echelon stock of the depot
is allocated to the end-stockpoints. Using allocation rule (2.7), and substituting ll 1 = 0 in equation
(2.8) yields
=SJ- qjDJ,Ln•
jE VJ.
The products which are allocated to end-stockpointjat time L 11 , arrive at time L 1t + L 11 . Then from
the sample path technique it follows that

fL

Jzu+Ljt = Sj

jE V,.

qiDÓ.Lu- D{.,,Lu+Ljt'

The next order arrives at end-stockpoint j at timeR+ L 12 + L i2· Just prior to this arrival, the echelon
stock of end-stockpoint j equals
JiR+Ltz+Ljz- JiLu+Ljt DiLu+Ljt.R+Ltz+Liz'
1· E VI·
Now consicter the replenishment cycle (Lu +Lil, R + L 12 + L j2] of end-stockpoint j. We have that

Amount backordered (begin cycle)
Amount backordered (end cycle)

= (DLi L +L. + q 1· D01 L - 81·)+,
= (D{..,R+L, +Ljz + qi DÓ,Lu - Si)+.
11 ~

11

jl

>

11

1

Now the fill rate IJi is computed by one minus the ratio of the expected amount backordered at endstockpoint j during this replenishment cycle and the expected demand at this end-stockpoint during
the cycle. Hence,

E [(D{.,,R+L12+Ljz
/Ji=l-:-

+ q1DÓ.L

11 -

Sj)+- (D{.,,Lu+Lj 1 + qiDJ,L 11

Sj)+]

R
/-Lj

(4.2)
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Since we consider stationary demand equation (4.2) is simplified to

E[<DL+R,+qjDl,-Sj)+

(DL+qJDL

Sj)+]

fJ. = 1 - - - " ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = }

RILJ

(4.3)

where R1 := R + L 12 L 11 denotes the interarrival time oftwo subsequent orders of stockpoint 1.
Since each end-stockpoint j inspeet its echelon inventory position immediately upon an order arrival
at stockpoint I, the review period of end-stockpoint j is identically distributed as R 1 (random variabie
with mean R). To compute {.11 from (4.3) we fit mixed Erlang distribution to the first two momentsof
the stochastic componentsin the numerator, X IJ := DL+R, + q1 Dl, and ft i := DL + q1 Dl,. Then,
the numerator is computed by using (2.20). For the details on the fitting procedure and the computation
of the numerator we refer to Section 2.4.1.
So, given all the control parameters we are able to compute the fill rate {.11 attained at each endstockpoint j. While the purpose of this chapter is to determine the control parameters such that the
fill rate attained at each end-stockpoint j equals its target value fJj. To accomplish this we proceed as
follows. Suppose the allocation fractions are known. By performing biseetion on S1, wedetermine the
order-up-to-level S1 satisfying {.11 = fJj. In this way the order-up-to-levels are calculated one-by-one
for each end-stockpoint j. Next, the order-up-to-level of the central depot results from

Besides the allocation fractions {q1 bev1 we also need to know the first two momentsof the aforementioned stochastic components X 11 and Y11 in order todetermine the order-up-to-levels as described
above. First, we determine the first two moments of X lJ and Y11 We find that
I

E[XlJ] = E[DL 1+R,] + qjE[DL)·
j

(4.4a)

var[X 11 ] = var[DL+R) + q;var[DLJ + 2qicov[DL+R•' DLJ.
E[YtJl
var[Yli]

= E[D{) + qJE[DLJ.
2

(4.5a)
1

j

I

var[ DL)+ q1 var[DL,] + 2qJcov[DLi' DL 1 ].
j

(4.4b)

(4.5b)

Now the problem is the derivation of the mean and varianee of X 11 and Yli. We see that weneed several
demand characteristics to evaluate (4.4) and (4.5), among which two covariances. InSection 4.3.2
we show how these characteristics are obtained. Next, in Section 4.3.3 wedetermine the allocation
fractions (independently from the order-up-to-levels).

4.3.2

Calculation of the demand characteristics

From Section 4.3.1, we see that we need the following demand characteristics to calculate the control
parameters {Sj }jeV1 :
(i). the mean and varianee of D{. for each end-stockpoint j E V1.
)

(ii). the mean and varianee of Dl,.
(iii). the mean and varianee of DL+R, for each end-stockpoint j E V1.
(iv). cov[D{i+Rt, DLJ for each end-stockpoint j E V1.

(v). cov[DL, DLJ for each end-stockpoint j E V1•
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Below, we derive expressions for the five demand characteristics.
First, we derive the mean and varianee of DL for each end-stockpoint j by conditioning on L 1 ( cf.
Silver & Peterson [1985]).

•

E[D{J
= JLJE[L1].
1
var[D{)

(4.6a)

= aJE[L1] + JLJVar[L1].

(4.6b)

DL

Second, the mean and varianee of
is obtained by using similar equations. Note that since we
assumed that the demand at the different end-stockpoints is independent:
JLt = LJLn

and

ar= La;.

nEV1

nEV1

Note that correlation between demand at different end-stockpoints could easily be included here.
Third, the mean and varianee of DL+R1 for each end-stockpoint j should be calculated. To do this,
we should carefully specify the time interval of the demand. From the derivation of (4.2) it follows
that we are interested in the distribution of the demand at end-stockpoint j during the time interval
[L 11 , R + L 12 + L12 ]. In order todetermine this distribution weneed to knowhow Lu and L12 re late
toeach other. Por the analysis we assume that the relation between L 11 and L12 is described by an
AR( 1) process. Although, one might assume another process we chose the AR( 1) process for its simple
correlation structure. From this assumption we have that
(4.7)
where L 1
L 1 - E[Lt]. The noise process {17 11 } is a series of mutually independent random variables with E[77tr1 = 0 and var[711d = (1 - pf)var[LJ]. As a consequence of (4.7) some interesting
properties can be derived
E[L12iLu]

= PtLu

+ (1 -

PI)E[Ld.

cov[Lu, L12] = p1var[Lt].

(4.8a)
(4.8b)

Note from (4.8b) that p 1 equals the coefficient of correlation of two successive lead times of stockpoint
1. Although, the lead time process of an AR(l) process may lead to crossing orders, for the analysis
we need a traetabie correlation structure between successive lead times. In the numerical experiment
presented in Section 4.8 it appears that this modeling assumption yields good approximations for performance measures even if the lead time process is not AR(l ). From the properties (4.8) we are able
to derive the mean and varianee of D{i+R1 (see Lemma 4.1).

Lemma4.1.
E[DL+R,]

= JLJ(R + E[LJ]).

var[DL+R 1 ] = aj(R + E[LJ])

+ JLJ (var[LJ] + 2(1- Pt)var[Ld).
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Proof. The proof is given by conditioning on the intervallength L i

E[DC+R,]

= E[Df 1+R)

1

00

00

E[D{J dFL 1+R 1 (l)

J.LiE[Li

E[D{+RY
1

=

1

+ R1•

+ Rt] =

=

J,Lj(E[Lj]

lJ,Lj dFL 1+R, (l)

+ R).

JorX) E[D{f dFLjz+R+Lu-Lu(l) Jo{

00

(laf+ z2J,L;) dFLj2+R+Lt2-Lu (l)

= aj(E[Lj] + R) + J.L](var[Ljz + R + L12- Lu]+ E 2 [Liz + R + Ltz- Lul)
= aJ(E[Lj] + R) + ~LHvar[Lj] + var[L 12 - Lu]+ (E[Lj] + R) 2 )
aJ(E[Lj]

+ R) + IL;(var[Li] + 2var[LJ]- 2cov[L 1z, Lu]+ (E[Lj] + R) 2 )

= aJ(E[Lj] + R) + J.L](var[Lj] + 2(1- Pt)var[LI] + (E[Lj] + R) 2).
Hence,
var[DC+R,]

E[D{1+Rf- ë[Dt+R,]

= aJ(E[Lj] + R) + 1-L](var[Lj] + 2(1

Pt)var[Lt1).

0

Fourth, an expression for cov[DC+Rt, Dl) is derived in Lemma 4.2.

Lemma4.2.
(4.9)
Proof. We derive an expression for cov[D{ +Rt,
1

DL] by carefully specifying the time intervals of the

demand. As already stated, DC+R, is the demand at end-stockpoint j in the time interval (Lu, R +
L 12 + L i 2 ]. Whereas DL relates to the demand in all end-stockpoints during the time interval [0, L, d.
Hence, by conditioning on L 11 we obtain that
.

I

.

I

.

cov[Dfj+Rt• DL,]= E[Dfjz+R+Lu-LuDLu]

1

I

E[Dfj2+R+L,z-Lu]E[DLu1

00

=

E[DL+R+L,z-tiLu

= J.Lt1

l](l - E[Ld)ILt dFL 11 (l)

00

1-Li(E[Lj]

+ R + Ptl + (l- Pt)E[Lt]

l)(l

E[Ld) dFL 11 (l)

00

-J.LIJ.Li(l- PJ) 1

2

(l- E[Lt]) dFL 11 (l)

= -J,LtJ,Lj(l- Pt)var[Lt].
0

By specifying the time intervals (as in the proof of Lemma 4.2) we immediately see that D{ J+Rt and
DL are negatively correlated: Ifthe first lead time Ltt is relatively long, the total demand in (0, Lu]
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will be relatively high, but also (Lu, R + L 12 + LJZ] is relatively short and hence the demand at endstockpoint j during this interval will be relatively low. If we ignore this negative correlation, the varianee of X IJ is overestimated, resulting in higher stock levels than actually necessary, see equation (4.3).
We will return to this subject at our numerical analysis inSection 4.9.
] = 0, since D{. relates to the demand in time interval
Fifth, one can easily see that cov[D{.,
1
J
J
(L 11 , L 11 +Lid, whereas
relates to the demand in time interval (0, L 11 ].

Dl

DL

4.3.3 Calculation of the allocation fractions
From the results in Section 4.3.1, it follows that we can tune the order-up-to-levels to the target fill
rates {f3j}Jev1 for any arbitrary set of allocation fractions {qi bevp provided that the balance assumption is not violated. From the results of Chapter 3, we decided to determine the allocation fractions
{q1 }jev1 such that the expected imbalance is minimized. We achieve this by using the BS rationing
policy, taking into account the stochastic, correlated lead times.
]+.
Following Section 2.5, we define the amount of imbalance at end-stockpoint j by Q~ := E[
Assuming a balanced situation at the previous allocation epoch, we find that

-q/

Next, as in Theorem 2.1, we approximate

Q3 by

with
(4.10a)

f.Lo.ti := -RILJ'
0'~ 11 := 2qjE[TJ]<Tf + (R- 2qJE[Tt])<Tj + 2var[L!](I

2
PI)(/LJ- qJ/LI) ,

(4.10b)

with T1 = min(R, L,).
In Section 3.2.2, we addressed two variantsof the BS rationing policy. First, we minimize the apby using a numerical method. Second, we minimize (4.10b) subject to Lnev1 qn =
proximation of
1, where Lnev1
is used as a surrogate expression for the imbalance. Numerical tests in Chapter
3 revealed that the first approach is somewhat better, but the second approach is considerably simpler.
Because our numerical experiments indicated that the difference between the two approaches decrease
if random lead times are introduced, we restriet ourselves here to the second approach. Taking into
account the varianee and autocorrelation of the the lead time process of stockpoint 1, we determine
{qj}jev1 by minimizing (4.10b) subject to Lnev, qn = 1. The Lagrange-multipliertechnique yields

Q3

a,L

l
qJ = 21Vtl

E[TtJaf

+

+ /Lt (1

Pt)Var[Lt] ( 2f1,i -

2E[TJ]ar + 2f.Lt(l

Pt)var[Lt]

WJ)

(4.11)

From (4.11) it can be shown that 0 < qi < 1 for all j E V1 and that LnEVt qn = 1. Note that
E[Ttl
E[min(R, L 1 )]should be calculated to evaluate (4.11). Thi~ can be done by fitting e.g., a
mixed Erlang distribution to the first two momentsof L 1•
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4.3.4 Physical stock
We can find an expression for the mean physical stock per end-stockpoint j by using the following
approximation
E[stock at start of replenishment cycle] + E[stock at end of replenishment cycle]

t·~----------~------~~~--------~------~--

2

1

(4.12)

which can be written as
1/lj

~ Sj- qjE[Ld.Ut

( E[Lj] +

~) ,Uj

+ E [ene +qjDL- sj)+ J+ E [<nL+RJ + qjDL- sj)+J
2

(4.13)

.

The two expectations in the numeratorof (4.13) represent the mean shortage at the startand at the end
of a replenishment cycle, which are already calculated in (4.3). The approximation given by (4.13)
is notexact because of two reasons. First, we use (4.12). In the paper of Van der Heijden & De Kok
[1997], the accuracy of this approximation (4.12) is tested fora single location inventory system. For
large fill rates (say larger than 90%) the accuracy is excellent, since the probability that the echelon
stock at the end of a replenishment cycle is positive is sufficiently large. Unfortunately, the approximation yields inaccurate results for small fill rates. This can easily be corrected by including an estimate
for the expected physical stock halfway the replenishment cycle. By applying Simpson's rule for numerical integration, the approximation accuracy improves drastically. Second, we neglect tlte fact tltat
the behavior of the physical stock during a large replenishment cycle differs from the behavior during
a short replenishment cycle. Due to negative correlation between two successive replenishment cycles we typically get that a short replenishment cycle has more physical stock per period than a large
replenishment cycle. So the mean physical stock per period should be weighed by the lengtbs of the
replenishment cycles. InSection 4.4.4, we present a way to accomplish this by presenting an approximation for the mean physical stock at the depot in a divergent 2-echelon systems with central stock.
How to do this for end-stockpoints remains a topic for further research. Some preliminary numerical
experiments reveal tltat tlte accuracy of (4.13) is dominated by this latter reason.
4.4 Analysis of 2·echelon systems with central stock
In tltis section, we extend the results of Section 4.3 to tlte situation where the central depot is allowed
to hold stock. The subjects are treated in the sameorder as in Section4.3. InSection 4.4.1, we present
how todetermine the order-up-to-levels in order to satisfy the fill rate constraints at the end-stockpoints.
In this determination, we assume that the allocation fractions are known. In Section 4.4.2, we derive several demand characteristics which are required todetermine the order-up-to-levels. InSection
4.4.3, we derive an expression for the allocation fractions, such that a surrogate of the mean imbalance
is minimized. Finally, inSection 4.4.4, we show how to approximate the mean physical stock at the
various stockpoints.
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4.4.1 Determination of the order-up-to-Ievels
Equation (4.3) can easily be modified such that the central depot holds central stock up to some prespecitied level .Ó.t:
E [ (D{j+R,

+ qj(DL

.Ó.t)+- Sj)+- (DL

+ qj (DL -

.ó.J)+ - Sj)+]

f3J = 1 - ---==-------------==--------------'----"Rt-tj

Again, f31 =

(4.14)

f3j is solved numerically using two-moment approximations for both terms in the numer-

ator, X!j := DL+R, +qJ(DL- Llt)+ and YtJ :=DL +qJ(Dl,- Llt)+. Forthemean and varianee
of X 11 and Y11 we now find that
E[D{1+R)

E[XtJ]

+ qJE[(Di,- .é.t)+].

uar[XtJ] = var[D·C+R,]
E[Y11 ]

+ qJvar[(Di,

= E[D{1] + q1E[(Di, -

var[YIJ] = var[D{)

(4.15a)

- .ê.t)+] + 2qicov[DL+R,, (Dl, - .ó.t)+]. (4.15b)

.ó.t)+].

+ qJvar[(Dl,

- .6. 1)+]

(4.l6a)

+ 2q1cov[DC, (Dl,- .é.1)+].

(4.16b)

We see that we need several other demand characteristics to evaluate (4 .15)-(4.16), arnong which two
complex covariances. In the next section we show how these characteristics are obtained.

4.4.2 Calculation of the demand characteristics
Weneed the following additional demand characteristics to calculate the control parameters {S1}1ev1 :
(l). the mean and varianee of (Dl, - .é.t)+.
(iz). cov[DC+R,• (Dl, - .ó.t)+] for each end-stockpoint i E Vt.
(iii). cov[DL, (Dl, - .é. 1)+] for each end-stockpoint i E Vt.

First, wedetermine the mean and varianee of (Dl, - .é. 1)+ by fitting a mixed Erlang distribution
to the first two moments of Dl,, and next applying (2.20).
Second, we derive an expression for cov{DL+R,, (Dl, - .é.t)+] (see Lemma 4.3).

Lenuna4.3.
cov[DL+R,, (Dl, -at)+]= -t-t1(l - Pt) cov[Lt. g(Lt)],

(4.17)

with g(L 1) := E[(Dl, - .é.t)+ILt1·
Proof. Again by considering the time intervals we obtain that
cov[DL+R,, (Dl,

.ë.t)+]

= E[DL2+R+L,2-Ln (DL, - .ê.t)+]
=

L:>O E[DL+R+L, -/ILII =

=

1

2

E[D{12+lHL12-L" ]E[(DL, - .Ó.t)+]

l](E[(Dl

.ê.t)+]- E[(DL,- .ê.t)+l) dFL 11 (l)

00

ILJ(E[LJ] + R + Ptl

1

+ (1

Pt)E[LJ] -l}(E[(Dl

.ê.t)+]- E[(DL,

Llt)+J) dFLIJ(l)

00

= -JLj(l- PI)
= -JLJ(l

(I- E[Lil])(E[(Dl - .é.t)+]- E[CDL - .é.J)+J) dhll (l)

Pt) cov[Lt, g(Lt)].
0
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Note that function gin (4.17) is a function of the random variabie L 1 • In general it is difficult toevaluate expression (4.17). Therefore we propose to approximate this function g by a tirst-order Taylor
expansion around E[LJ]. Note that a Taylor expansion of a function g around a equals
g(x) =

Loo -g<ml(a)
- ( x - a)m,
m!

m=O

where g<ml denotes the m-th derivative of function g. Hence, the tirst-order Taylor expansion around

a equals
g(x) ~ g(a)

+ g'(a)(x- a).

Taking the center a equal to E[LJ], and substituting this in the expression above yields

g(LJ)

~ g(E[L1])

+ g'(E[LJ])(L1- E[LJ]).

Substitution of the expression above in cov[L 1, g(L 1 )] yields
cov[L 1, g(L 1 )]

~

cov[ L1, g(E[LJ])

=

cov[LJ, g'(E[Ld)Ld

=

var[Ld g'(E[LJ]).

+ g'(E[Ld)(L!

- E[Ld)]

(4.18)

Substitution of (4.18) in (4.17) yields
cov[DL+R,, (DL - ~~)+] = -(1- p1)/Lj var[LJ]g'(E[LI]).

(4.19)

Although some approximation for g'(.) is possible, this function gets increasingly complicated if the
number of echelons in the system increase, see Section 4.5. Therefore we calculate g'(.) using a numerical derivative:
g'(E[Ld) ~ g(E[Ld + E)- g(E[LJ])'

(4.20)

E

where Eis some small number (we took E = 0.001E[LJ]).
Third, weneed an expression for cov[DL, (DL - ~ 1 )+]. Using the same reasoning as inSection
4.3.2, we know that this covariance is zero.

4.4.3

Calculation of the allocation fractions

The derivation of allocation fractions miniruizing the imbalance becomes more complicated in the
presence of central stock. Therefore we propose to use the allocation fractions as obtained from the situation with astockless central depot (see equation (4.11)). In Chapter 3, we showed that this approach
yields satisfactory results for deterministic lead times.

4.4.4 Physical stock
In this section, we derive approximate expressions for the mean amount of physical stock held at each
stockpoint Let us tirst concentrate on the central depot. Note that the central stock remains constant
between the arrival of two successive replenishment orders, so at tirst sight we only need the mean
physical stock at the central depotjust after allocation, E[(~ 1 -DL)+]. However, the time period
between two order arrivals is a random variabie now, which is correlated with the stock level just after
allocation. If the tirst replenishment order lead time is relatively short, then:
• the time between two successive order arrivals is relatively long, and
• the total demand during the tirst lead time is relatively low, so that the central stock just after
allocation is relatively high.
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Hence we should account for the lengthof the time between order arrivals R 1 = R + L 12 - L 11 as
well. To obtain a traetabie expression for the mean physical stock at the central depot we apply the
renewal reward theorem. This yields
E[(R + L12- Lu)(.ó.I -Dl )+]
,/, " '
11
(4.21)
'1'1 "'
R
Probably the expression above is an approximation, since the renewal reward theorem requires independent, subsequent replenishment cycles, however, in this case these are dependent To obtain a more
traetabie expression for (4.21) we consicter Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.1. The mean physical stock at the central depot (having index 1) can be approximated by
1/11

~

l )+]
1R
- PI
1 +
E[ ( .ó.1- D Lt
- - cov[LJ, ( .ó.1- DL)
].

(4.22)

Proof. To prove this theorem we only need to rewrite the numerator of (4.21).
E[(R +

L12-

Lu)(.ó.J -DL)+]

1
1
00

= RE[(LlJ -DL)+- E[Lu (.ó.I- Di)+]+

E[L!2(.ó.1- DL)+ILu = l] dFLu (l)

00

= RE[(LlJ- DL)+- E[Lu(LlJ- DL)+]+

1

E[LdLu = l]E[(LlJ- Dl)+] dh 11 (l)

00

= RE[(LlJ- DL)+- E[Lu(LlJ- DL)+]+

(Pil+ (1- PI)E[Ld)E[(.ó.I- Dl)+] dFLu(l)

= RE[(.ó.J- DL)+- (1- PI)E[Lu(.ó.I- Di)+]+ (1- PI)E[Lu]E[(.ó.I- Di)+]
= RE[(.ó.1 - Dl)+]- (1 - PI)cov[L~. (.ó.1 - Dl)+].

Hence, substitution of the result above in (4.21) completes the proof.

0

Still it is rather cumhersome to compute 1/JJ. since weneed to compute cov[L 1, (.ó. 1 -DL)+]. We
suggest to approximate this covariance as follows
cov[LJ, (.ó. 1 - Dl)+] ~ E[L 1(.ó. 1 - Di)+]- E[LJ]E[(.ó. 1 - Dl)+]
=
=
=

1oo lE[(.ó.1- Dl)+IL1 = l] dFL (l)- E[LJ]E[E[(.ó.1- Dl)+ILd]
1

E[L 1g(L 1)]- E[LJ]E[g(LJ)]
cov[L 1, g(LJ)],

with g(L 1) := E[(.ó. 1 - Dl)+ILJ]. Analogously to (4.18) one can prove that cov[L 1, g(L 1)] =
g'(E[Ld) var[LJ]. Substitution ofthis result in (4.22) yields

1/f1 ~ E[(.ó. 1 - Dl)+]-

1

~PI var[LJ] g'(E[LJ]).

(4.23)

Note that g'(E[LJ]) can be approximated similarly to (4.20).
For the mean physical stock in the end-stockpoints, only a small modification of expression (4.13)
is required. We find that
1/lj ~ Sj- qjE[(DL1 1 - .ó.1) +] - ( E[Lj] +

+

R) /Lj

2

E[(D[ + qj(DL - .ó.J)+- S1 )+] + E[(Di_ +Rt + qj(Dl 1 - .ó.1)+- Sj)+]
J

J

2
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4.5 Analysis of general N -echelon systems
In this section, we extend our results to general N-echelon models. For sake of convenience, the expressions are given for 3-echelon systems. Modification to more than three echelons is straightforward.

4.5.1 Determination of the order-up-to-levels
We consicter an end-stockpoint k E Vj with j E V1. Then from Chapter 3 it follows that the following
modiikation of (4.14) is required:

fh = 1 -

E[(XIjk- Sk)+]- E[(Yijk- Sk)+]
RJ.Ik

'

with

xIjk:= DL+Rj + qk (DL_ /:).j + qj(DL- /).I)+

(4.24)

r.

Yljk :=DL +qk (DL- /:).j +qj(DL- /).I)+)+.
Analogous to Rt. we de fine R; as the random interarrival time of two subsequent orders at stockpoint i.
Hence, we have that Rj := R+ L12- Lu +Lj 2 - Ljl· Again, we solve the fill rate constraint .lh = f3;
numerically using two-moment approximations for X Ijk and Y1jk· Eliminating zero covariances, we
find for the mean and varianee of X Ijk and Ytjk:
E[XIjd = E[DL+R)

+ qk E [ (DL_

/:).j

+ qj(DL- /:)..!)+

var[X 1jk] = var[DL+R) + qi var [ (DL- /:).j

rJ.

+ qj(DL- /:)..!)+) + J

(4.25a)
(4.25b)

j
I
k
( DLj+ 2qk cov [ DLk+Rj•
/:).j + qj(DL!/).I) +)+] .

E[Yijk] = E[Dt] + qk E [ (DL_ /:).j
var[Yijk] = var[DL]

4.5.2

+ qi var [ (DL

+ qj(DL- /).I)+

- /:).j

rJ.

+ qj(DL -/).I)+)+

(4.26a)

J.

(4.26b)

Calculation of the demand charaderistics

Weneed the following additional demand characteristics to calculate the control parameters {Skhevi:
(i). the mean and varianee of DL+Ri for each end-stockpoint k E Vj.

(ii). the mean and varianee of (DL - /:).j

(iii). cov

+ qj(DL -

/:)..!)+

r.

[nt+Rj• (DL- /:).j +qj(DL- /:)..t)+r] foreachend-stockpointk EVj.

First, the mean and varianee of DL+Ri is obtained analogously to the 2-echelon system. Now we
need the demand characteristics in a slightly different time interval, namely [Lu + Ljt. R + L12 +
L j 2 + Ld insteadof [L 11 , R + L 12 + Ld as for the 2-echelon system. Again, by conditioning on the
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intervallength R

+ Lk2 + Li 2 -

Lj 1 + L 12

E[Dt+R)

-

Lu we obtain

JL~r.(R + E[L~r.]).

(4.27a)

var[DL+R) = uff(R + E[Lt]) + JLivar[Lk]

(4.27b)

+ 2JLi ((1- pJ)var[Lt] + (1- Pi)var[Ljl).
Extension to general N-echelon systems is straightforward.
Second, the approximation ofthe mean and varianee of (DL -l1i+qj(DL l1t)+)+ is a straightforward extension of the 2-echelon system. First, we approximate DL by a mixed Erlang distribution.
Next, we calculate the first two momentsof (DL - !1 1)+ as described inSection 2.4.1. Using these
two moments, we approximate D{1 +qj(DL- !1 1)+ by a mixed Erlang distribution. Finally, we obtain the desired mean and varianee of (DL -l1j + qj(DL -l1t)+)+ from (2.20). It is clear that this
approach can be extended to general N -echelon systems.
Third, we derive an expression for cov [ Df.+RJ'

(DL

t1j

+ qj(DL

l1t)+ r

J(see Lemma

4.4).

Lemma4.4.

11!)+) +] = (1 - Pt)JLt cov[Lt, Et (Lt)]
- (1- Pi)/.Lk cov[Lj.gj(Lj)]

(4.28)

with

Et(Lt)

== E [(DL -l1j +qj<DL -l1t)+r 1 Lt].

gj(Lj) := E [

(DL- t1j + qj(DL -l1t)+) +I Lj J.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proofs given in Lemma 4.2 and 4.3.
cov [Dt+Rj·

(DL -l1j +qj<DL -l1t)+r]

= E[Dt+Rj(DL

t1j +qj(DL

-!1~trJ- E[DL+R)E[(D{1 -l1j +qj(DL

l1ttrJ

Again by considering the time intervals it follows that E[Di_+R) = E[Df.2+R+L 12 _Lu+L 12 _L 11 ]. By
conditioning on both L 11 and Lil we obtain that

E[DL+R1] = {oo ('" JL~r.(E[L~r.] + R + Ptl + (1 - Pt)E[LJ] -I

Jo Jo

+ Pim + (l
=

1"" 1""

1-Lk(-(l

Pi)E[Lj]- m) dFL 11 (1) dFL 11 (m)

Pt)(l- E[Ltl)- (1- Pi)(m- E[Li])) dFLu(l) dh 11 (m).
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Using the definition of the covariance and the above equation it follows that
cov [Dik+Rj·

11
00

=

(DL- fl.j +qj(DL- fl.1)+r]

00

/Lk(-(1- pJ)(l- E[Ld)- (1- pj)(m- E[Lj]))

( E[

(D~- fl.j + qj(D/- fl.1)+t I Lu = l, Ljl = mJ

(DL- f).j + qj(DL- fl.J)+rJ) dhll (l) dFLj,(m)
(l- E[Ld) ( E[ (DL, - f).j + qj(D/- fl.l)+ r I Lu = z]
- E[

1

00

= -JLk(l -PI)

- E[ ( DC- fl.j

1

00

- /Lk(l- pj)

(m- E[Lj]) ( E[

+ qj(DL-

fl.1)+rJ) dFLn (l)

(D~- fl.j + qj(DL- fl.1)+t I Ljl = mJ

- E[(DL- f).j +qj<DL-

fl.1)+rJ) dFLj,<m)

= -JLk(l- PI) cov[L~, g1(LJ)]- JLk(l- Pj) cov[Lj, gj(Lj)].
0

Similarly to (4.17), expression (4.28) can be approximated by using first-orderTaylor expansions. This
yields
cov [Dt+Rj•

(DL- f).j +qj(DL- fl.J)+r] =- (1- PI)JLk var[Ld g~(E[LJ])
- (1- Pj)/Lk var[Lj] gj(E[Lj]). (4.29)

Also these calculations can be extended straightforwardly to general N -echelon systems.

4.5.3 Calculation of the allocation fractions
Similar to Section 3.3.2, the allocation fractions are calculated according to (4.11), ignoring the effect of lead times in earlier stages. For the intermediate stockpoints, we also use (4.11) making the
appropriate substitutions for JL 1, a}, /Lj. and
(see (3.11)).

aJ

4.5.4 Physical stock
First, note that expression (4.23) for the mean physical stock in the most upstream stockpoint remains
valid. Second, for the mean physical stock in an intermediate stockpoint j we find analogously to
Section 4.4.4:
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Theorem 4.2. The mean physical stock at stockpoint j e V1 can be approximated by

Vti

~E [ ( Llj _ D{j _ qj (DL_ LlttrJ

_1RPI cov [Lt. (Ój _ D{j _ qj (DL- Ll~trJ
- l-RPi cov [L}'· (Ll· - D1Lj - q · (D ll.t)+)+] .
1

1

J

L,

(4.30)

-

Proof The proof of this theorem is simHar to the proof of Theorem 4.1.
E[(R

+ Li2- Lit + L12- Lu)( Ll1- DL,- qi(Ll1- DL.trJ

DL,- qi(ót- DiutrJ
(4.31)
- E[ Lu(Ój DL qj(ót- DL.trJ- E[ Ljt( Ój- DL- qj(Llt- DL.tf]
+ E[ L12(ö 1 - DL- qJ(Llt- DL.t) +] + E[ Lj2( Ll1 - DL,- qi{Llt- DL,t) +].

=RE[ ( Ll1

The last term in the equation above can be rewritten as follows

E[ L1z(ll.1 - DL- qï(ó,- DL.t) +]
= E[ L12( Ll1 - DL,- q1(Llt- DL,tfl L1t = z] dFLj,(l)
=
E[Lj2 I Ljt = l]E[ ( Llj- D/- qJ(Llt- DLt) +] dhj,(l)

1

00

1

00

1

00

=

])E[(öi-D/

(p1l+(I-p1)E[L1

qJ(At

Dl

11

trJdFLi,(l)

}+)+]
+ (1- PJ)E[LJ]E[( Ll1- Dfj,- qJ(At- Dlutf].
ï(Ll·- D 1

PJ E[L J

Ljt

J

1
- q·(AtD Lu
J

(4.32a)

Analogous to (4.32a) it holds that
E[Ll2(Aj-

DL, -qj(ót- DL.trJ = PtE[Lu(Ój- D{jl -qj(Llt DLtf]

(4.32b)

+ (1- pt)E[LdE[( Llj _ D{j. -qJ(ót- DLtrJ.
Substituting (4.32) in (4.31), and next using some elementary algebra proves the theorem.

0

lt is rather cumhersome to derive exact expression for both covariances in (4.30), therefore we approximated both covariances similarly to (4.22). This results in

cov [Lt. ( Ój

-DL- qj (DL -

cov [ Lj. ( Llj-

DL- qj (DL-

Ll,tr] ~

var[Lt]

Óttr]

var[Lj] gj(E[Lj]),

~

g; (E[Lt]),
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with

Substitution of the approximations of both covariances in (4.30) yields

'ifli

~ E [ ( Aj- DL

Qj

(DL - Altr ]- 1 RPI var[Lt]g~(E[Ld)- 1 RPi var[Lj]gj(E(Lj]).

Similar to the preceding sections, we make the following extension for the mean physical stock in
the end-stockpoints:

t/1" ~s"

+

q"E

(DL - Aj + qj (DL A1tr- (E[Lk] + ~) JL~c:

E [(XIjk- Sk)+] + E [(Yiik

S~c:)+]

(4.33)

2

where E[(X lik - Sk)+J and E[(Ylik - Sk)+] denote the expected shortage at the end and at the start
of a replenishment cycle respectively, see equation (4.24 ).

4.6 Summary of the algorithm
The purpose of our algorithm is to calculate the allocation fractions and the order-up-to-levels for every
stockpoint in the system, such that (different) target fill rates for the end-stockpoints are attained using
minimal inventory imbalance. For sake of convenience, we explain the algorithm by consiclering a 3echelon system as in the previous section. The extension of this algorithm to more than three echelons
is straightforward. We need the following information as a starting point for our algorithm:
• the length of the review period R.
• the mean and standard deviation of the demand at each end-stockpoint k E E: JL1c: and

af.

• the target fill rates 13; for each end-stockpoint k.
• the mean, varianee and first -order autocorrelation of the lead time for each stockpoint i E MU E:
E[L;], var[L;] and p;.
• the maximum inventory level A; for each intermediate stockpoint i E M.
Our algorithm consists of the following steps:
(i). Calculate the following demand characteristics, working from the end-stockpoints in the upstream direction:

(a) the mean and varianee of the demand at each intermediate stockpoints i E M: JL; and

a?.

DL for each stockpoint i E M U E (see equation (4.6)).
(c) the mean and varianee of DL+Rj for each end-stockpoint k E E (see equation (4.27)).

(b) the mean and varianee of

(d) the covariances required for the evaluation ofthe fill rate expressions (4.24), like

cov [

J

DL+Rj' (DL- Ai+ qi(DL- A1)+) +

obtained by (4.29).

where k E Vi and jE V1. These can be
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(e) similarly, the covariances required to evaluate intermediale stock levels, like

cov [ LJ, (

~j- Di;- qj (DL- ~~tr].cov [ Lj, ( ~j- DL- qj (DL- ~~)+r]

and cov[LI> (~I -Di.)+], see (4.23) and (4.30).
(ii). Determine the allocation fractions {qn}m;V; for each intermediate stockpoint i E M from equaf.LJ and
tion (4.11), after making the appropriate substitutions for f.LJ.

al,

aJ.

(iii). Determine the order-up-to-level St for each end-stockpoint k:

(a) Approximate the distributions of XtJk and YIJk as given by (4.24) by mixed Erlang distributions as described inSection 2.4.1. The mean and varianee of XtJk and Ytjk are given
by (4.25) and (4.26).
(b) U se biseetion to find from (4.24) the order-up-to-level Sk that match the target fill rate fJZ.
(iv). Determine the order-up-to-level S1 for each intermediate stockpoint i E M from S1
LneV; Sn, working from the end-stockpoints in the upstream direction.

= ~~ +

(v). Determine the mean physical stock per end-stockpoint from equation (4.33) using the expected
shortage at the startand at the end of a replenishment cycle as found in step 3.
(vz). Finally, determine the mean physical stock per intermediate stockpoint from equations (4.23)
and (4.30).

4.7 Model to generate lead times without crossing
A special point of attention is the stochastic process by which successive lead times are generated. We
stated that orders may not cross. This is reasonable, but it complicates simulation. If we simply generate independent lead times, we cannot prevent that orders cross in genera!. Therefore, in this section
we develop a simple model for a lead time process in which orders do not cross. We show that the
combination of a single server queue and a deterministic pipeline yields a versatile and simple lead
time process. We use results from queuing theory to choose the parameters of this process such that
the successive throughput times (approximately) match a prespecified lead time mean and variance.
Although the approach is general applicable, we focus on divergent systems with a periadie review,
order-up-to policy. The results of this section facilitates building a simulation model of multi-echelon
inventory systems, to be used for scenario analysis andlor validation of approximate analytica! methods. In fact, we developed this approach for the latter purpose, see Section 4.8.
The remaioder of this sectionis structured as follows. First, we consider a single location inventory
system. Section 4.7 .I addresses the modeland approach for this situation. The analysis of the model
is discussed inSection 4.7.2. InSection 4.7.3, we show how the lead time model can be applied to
the divergent multi-echelon system treated in this chapter. An important assumption is required to
apply the lead time model to downstream stockpoints. We verify the impact of this assumption by a
simulation study.

4.7.1

Single location system

Consider a single location inventory system in which the lead timeLis a random variabie with mean f.LL
and varianee af. Denote by An the time period between issuing the (n -1)31 and the n 1h replenishment
order. An can be a random variable, e.g. under continuons review, or deterministic, e.g. under periodic
review. Since it is assumed that orders cannot cross, the subsequent lead times faced in the inventory
system are correlated for most lead time distributions. Therefore it becomes rather cumhersome to
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model a lead time process for which the mean and varianee coincide with the target values JLL and af,
respectively.
To illustrate this we consicter a single location inventory system under perioctic review. Figure 4.1
depiets the arrival times of two subsequent orders. At time t an order is placed at the supplier with
lead time L 1 • This order arrives at t + L 1• At time t + R the stockpoint again inspects the inventory
position, and places an order with lead time L 2 • This order arrives at t + R + L 2 • Since subsequent
orders do not cross, there has to hold R + L2 2: L 1 • If the lead time distribution of L is such that this
always holds, the successive lead times can be independent. An example of such a distribution is a
uniform distribution on [a, a+ j3] with a 2: 0 and 0 :::; j3 :::; R. For the more general case where not
always R + L 2 2: L 1 , it is obvious that L 1 depends on L 1 . In the remainder of this section we develop
an approach to model the lead time process of interrelated lead times, such that the mean and varianee
of the lead time equals the predetermined JLL and
respectively.

al,

x Placing order
• Arrival order

Time-

Figure 4.1. Arrival process of orders.
Model and approach
The lead time is modeled by the sojourn time in a G 1/ G/1-queue plus a deterministic pipeline time.
The arrival of a eustomer at this queue corresponds to the stockpoint placing an order, and since the
server adopts the FCFS-discipline, customers (i.e. orders) cannot cross. For our convenience we introduce the following notation:
B The service time of a customer in the queuing system.
W The waiting time of a customer in the queuing system.
Ls The sojourn time of acustomer in the queuing system, Ls = W + B.
The lead time is not modeled solely by a queuing system for the following reason. In practice the
mean lead time can be large in contrast with its small variance. In order to obtain a lead time process
for which the sojourn time has a large mean and a small variance, a very high utilization (> 0.999) is
required. So, using the sojourn time of the G 1/ G/I-queue solely is inadequate. Therefore we suggest
to model the lead time as the sum of the sojourn time in a G I I G /1-queue plus a fixed time in a pipeline
(see Figure 4.2).
Supplier
~Jill]

Ü

Stockpoint
-~----------~~~o

Figure 4.2. Model of the lead time process.
By setting this fixed time properly we avoid lead time processes with an extremely high utilization.
Thus, the lead time L is given by
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where Lv denotes a fixed nonnegative time and the random variabieLs denotes the stochastic part
of the lead time (in general it depends on preceding lead times). As one possible interpretation one
might think of Lv as a fixed handling & transportation time, and Ls as the production time which is
subjected to capacity constraints.

4.7.2 Analysis
The sojoum time of the G I I G11-queue plus the deterministic pipeline time has mean E [W] + E[ B] +
Lv and varianee var[W] + var[BJ. So, we have to find the parameters of the lead time process, such
that E[L] = E[W] + E[B] + Lv and var[L] = var[B] + var[W] for given E[L] and var[L]. The
process by which replenishment orders are generated is given, so the remaining degrees of freedom
are L D and the service distribution B. Using only the first two momentsof B to analyze the G I 1G1Iqueue, this means that we have to find the right values for Lv, E[BJ and var[B]. So we have one
excess degree of freedom. We deal with this as follows. A suitable way of splitting L into the fixed
Lv and the random Ls, is just by taking an exponential distribution for B. Then from queuing theory
it follows that the sojoum time in a G I IMI 1-queue is exponentially distributed as well. So c[Ls] = 1.
After some elementary algebra it follows
Lv = (1 - c[L])E[L],

c[L]

:s 1.

(4.34)

From (4.34) it is obvious that this way of splitting L into the fixed Lv and the random part Ls is only
valid for c[L] :S 1. However, lead times with c[L] > 1 areexceptional. So, by using the splitting rule
of (4.34) the service process easily follows from the analysis ofthe GI IMI1-queue. The service time
B is exponentially distributed with
E[B]

= E[LsJ

(1

A*

(E[~s])),

where A • (s) denotes the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of A. Note that for the mixed Erlang distri bution
addressed inSection 2.4.1 holds
A*(s)

1
À.= 61 ( À.t + s

)'! + ( + )'2
2

62 -À.-À2

s

For the specific case where the orders arrive periodically we have a
nentially distributed with

DIMI 1-queue.

Then B is expo-

1
E[B] = E[Ls] ( 1

e- E[Ls]).

(4.35)

Diks & Van der Heijden [1997] also give another metbod to split the lead time into the fixed Lv
and the random part Ls. First, they developed an algorithm todetermine E[B] and var[B] fora given
value of Lv. Next, they determine Lv such that the first-order autocorrelation equals p. Numerical
experiments reveal that forsome range of p-values there are two possibilities to split L, whereas for
another range there is no possibility at all! Since their method is approximate and time-consuming we
suggest to use the exact and simple spitting rule (4.34).

4.7.3

Divergent multi-echelon systems

In this chapter, we analyze a divergent system using a push mechanism, i.e., upon arrival of an order
at a stockpoint, the products are shipped towards its successors. The DIMil-analysis performed in
Section 4.7.2 applies to the most upstream stockpoint, since it uses a periodic review policy. Fora
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downstream stockpoint holcts that the arrival process is the departure processof its upstream stockpoint. Hence, the interarrival times generally will be correlated. As an approximation we suggest to
model the lead timeprocessin a downstream stockpoint by the sojoum time in a G 1/ M /I-queue plus a
fixed handling & transportation time. So we disregard the dependency between the interarrival times.
In the remainder of this section we examine the approximation of assurning independent arrivals of
orders at downstream stockpoints.
For our convenience, we describe how to model the lead time process of the downstream stockpoint in a 2-serial system (see Figure 4.3). The extension to largerserial systems, or even divergent
systems, is straightforward since for all cases the arrival process of the G I I M /I-queue equals the departure processof its predecessor. Suppose splitting rule (4.34) is used in both stockpoints. Stockpoint l inspects the inventory at the start of every period, i.e., R := 1, and upon arrival of such
order stockpoint 2 inspects its inventory position and places an order. For stockpoint 1 we choose
E[Ld E {0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 3}, and c[Ld E {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}. For stockpoint 2 we set E[L 2]
1
and var[L 2 ]
0.50. We only varied the lead time parameters of stockpoint l, since these influence
the behavior of the departure process of stockpoint 1, and hence the arrival process of stockpoint 2.
_Ll

___,."w

~

:w

.

Figure 4.3. The 2-serial system.
We use a twq-moment approximation for the interdeparture time process. It is clear that the mean
interdeparture time equals the mean interarrival time at stockpoint 1. The varianee of the interdeparture
time of stockpoint 1 can be determined from the three approximations for the squared coefficient of
variation of the interdeparture times of a G//G/1-queue given by Buzacott & Shanthikumar [1993].
To exarnine the impact of neglecting the dependency of arrivals at stockpoint 2 we simulated E [Lz] and
var[L 2 ] of stockpoint 2 for the aforementioned 18 instances (simulated values are denoted by Ê[L2 ]
and tiär[L 2], respectively). This is done for the three approximations derived in Buzacott & Shanthikumar [ 1993] (see Table 4.1). For every instanee we simulated 400,000 periods. Approximation 1
and 2 results in lead times for which both the mean and the varianee are too low, while approximation
3 generally results in lead times for which both the mean and the varianee are too high. It tums out that
approximation I is always worse than approximation 2. Furthermore, the deviation of the mean lead
time of approximation 2 and 3 are almost equal. However, approximation 3 results in a much better
performance of the lead time variance. Hence, from this experiment we suggest to use approximation
3. As can be seen from Table 4.1 the performance of the approximations depend on the utilization, Pu
say, of the queue of stockpoint I. When Pu is small customers hardly interact with each other (since
almost every customer arrives at an empty queue of stockpoint 1). When Pu is large, almost every
customer sees a non-empty queue. Hence most of the times the interdeparture time of two successive
customers equals a service time. Since the service times are independent, also the interarrival times
at the queue of stockpoint 2 are independent. Table 4.1 shows that the performance of the approximations are the worse when Pu is around 0.8. However, for small Pu and high Pu the approximations yield
very satisfactory results.
Finally, we note that it takes quite some time before the simulator 'stabilizes'. This issue was already discussed in Vinson [1972]. Take for example the instanee where E[LJ] 3 and c[Ld 0. 75.
Since the parameters of the queuing system of stockpoint 1 are determined by the exact expression
(4.35) we know that tiär[Ltl has to converge to var[Ld = 5.0625. In Table 4.2 this varianee is depicted for several different sizes of the simulation run. That it converges very slowly is due to the high

=

=
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Stockpoint 1
E[Ld c[LJ]
Pu
0.25 0.125
0.50 0.245
0.50
0.75 0.349
0.25 0.187
0.75
0.50 0.349
0.75 0.467
0.25 0.245
1.00
0.50 0.432
0.75 0.552
0.25 0.349
0.50 0.552
1.50
0.75 0.662
0.25 0.432
2.00
0.50 0.632
0.75 0.730
0.25 0.552
0.50 0.730
3.00
0.75 0.807
0.25 0.730
6.00
0.50 0.850
0.75 0.897

0.994
0.981
0.973
0.989
0.975
0.972
0.982
0.972
0.969
0.975
0.970
0.968
0.971
0.968
0.972
0.966
0.974
0.979

0.483
0.457
0.443
0.475
0.448
0.444
0.459
0.444
0.442
0.447
0.445
0.444
0.443
0.441
0.447
0.438
0.452
0.463

Stockpoint 2
Approx. 2
21 var[Lz]
0.998
0.494
0.991
0.476
0.987
0.464
0.994
0.485
0.464
0.987
0.981
0.453
0.991
0.478
0.982
0.456
0.979
0.453
0.986
0.465
0.979
0.453
0.975
0.449
0.982
0.456
0.977
0.449
0.973
0.449
0.977
0.452
0.974
0.451
0.974
0.452
0.973
0.448
0.461
0.977
0.983
0.469

Approx. 3
Ê[L2] var[Lz]
1.004
0.501
1.009
0.500
1.016
0.503
1.006
0.501
1.016
0.502
1.019
0.502
1.009
0.502
1.019
0.504
1.020
0.506
1.015
0.503
1.020
0.506
1.020
0.506
1.018
0.504
1.020
0.508
1.018
0.509
1.022
0.508
0.512
1.020
0.497
1.010
1.018
0.508
0.497
1.005
1.003
0.504

Table 4.1. The ( simulated) mean and varianee of the lead time observed at stockpoint 2 ( E[L2]
and var[L2 ] = 0.5),for the three approximations of Buzacott & Shanthikumar[1993].
Cycle time
50,000
100,000
200,000
300,000
400,000

=1

Va?[LI1
5.655
5.421
5.339
5.273
5.077

Table 4.2. var[Lt]for several cycle times.
correlation between successive lead times. When this correlation is not so large the convergence is
much quicker.
4.8

Numerical validation

The algorithm of Section 4.6 that we developed is approximate, therefore we establish the accuracy
of our approximations using extensive numerical experimentation, both for 2-echelon systems (experimental design in Section 4.8.1, results in Section 4.8.2) and for 3-echelon systems (experimental
designinSection 4.8.3, results inSection 4.8.4). We use the difference between target fill rate and actual (simulated) fil1 rate as a measure of accuracy. Next to the mean absolute deviation from the target
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fill rate, we also consicter the maximum deviation as a measure of robustness.
A special point of attention is the stochastic process by which successive lead times are generated
in the simulation model. We assumed that orders may not cross. This is reasonable in practice, but it
complicates simulation. If we simply generate independent lead times we cannot: prevent that orders
cross in genera!. Therefore we use the technique as described inSection 4.7. Fir~t, we split the lead
time in a deterministic partand a stochastic part according to splitting rule (4.34). Next, wedetermine
the parameters of the queuing model such that the sojaurn time of a customer plus a fixed time bas
mean E[L] and varianee var[L].
4.8.1 Experimental design for 2-echelon models
In the first experiment we test 2-echelon systems, in which one central depot (having index 1) supplies
products to two so-called service groups. For sake of convenience we refer to these groups as service
group A and B respectively. A service group consists of a number of local stockpoints with the same
service, demand and lead time characteristics. Both service groups consist of three end-stockpoints, so
we have six end-stockpoints in total. To normalize time and quantities, we made the following choices
for all test runs:
• the review period equals R = 1.
• the mean demand per time unit for each local stockpoint in service group A equals E [DA] = 10.
Unfortunately, the number of parameters that can be varied in our experiment is still quite large. To
keep the size of the experiment within reasanabie limits, we take the following parameters fixed:
• The mean lead time to the central depot equals E[Lt] = 3. Reason for this is that most upstream
(production) lead times are usually larger than a review period. Besides, the experiments for
deterministic lead times in Chapter 3 revealed that the accuracy of the appropcimation was better
for
= 1 than for L 1 = 3, so the latter should be tested.
• The downstream lead times are usually small, because these lead times reptesent usually order
picking, handling and transport times. Therefore we take E [L i] = 1 in all test runs.
Eight other parameters are varied in our experiment. We choose two different values for each parameter (see Table 4.3), except for the variation in the depot lead time Lt.
values in
test runs

c[DB]
c[LI]
c[L1 ]
f3A
f3B
at

The mean demand per period at an end-stockpoint in service group B
10,30
The coefficient of variation of demand per period at an end-stockpoint
0.4, 0.8
in service group A
The coefficient of variation of demand per period at an end-stockpoint
0.4,0.8
in service group B
0, 0.25, 0.5
The coefficient of variation of Lt
The coefficient of variation of L i
0,0.5
The target fill rate at an end-stockpoint in service group A(%)
90,99
The target fill rate at an-end stockpoint in service group B (%)
90,99
Constant, descrihing the level of stock at the central depot
0, 1.2
Table 4.3. Parameter values in the experiment with 2-echelon systems.

Since the variation of Lt is largest in practice, we should carefully examine the effect of this variance.
To choose the maximum amount of central stock At. we proceed as follows. Equation (4.23) shows
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that the amount of central stock heavily depends on (~I- DL)+. Therefore it is convenient to express
~ 1 in the mean system demandduringthe lead time L 1, say forsome constant a1• We have significant
central stock if a1 > 1, so wechoose a1 = 1.2. Also, weconsiderthe situation with astockless central
0. Using the value of the constant aJ. wedetermine the appropriate value of ~ 1 for
depot, i.e., a 1
each case.
We tested all possible parameter combinations, yielding 3*27=384 cases. The performance of the
algorithm is tested by an extensive simulation of 75,000 time periods for each case to ensure high simulation accuracy.

4.8.2 Results for 2-echelon models
The accuracy of our algorithm is shown in the Tables 4.4-4.6 below. This accuracy is expressed as
mean and maximum absolute deviation from target in per cents. Because a deviation from the target
service level usually has more serious consequences in case of a high target service level, we separately give the rationing policy performance for each fill rate level in Table 4.4. Further, we show the
performance for stockless and stock holding central depot separately in Table 4.5. Reason for this is
that we may expect a better performance in the case of a stockless central depot, since we do not need
a Taylor expansion then, cf. equations (4.9) and (4.19).
Target fill I Mean absolute Maximum absolute
deviation
deviation
rate (/3*)
90%
0.52%
1.80%
1.06%
99%
0.41%
I
0.45%
1.80%
ALL I
Table 4.4. Fill rate accuracy per target fill rate.

I Central stock
level
a1
I

I

a1

=0

= 1.2
ALL

Mean absolute
deviation
0.39%
0.54%
0.45%

Maximum absolute
deviation
1.06%
1.80%
1.80%

Thble 4.5. Fill rate accuracy per central stock level.
Finally, we show the accuracy of the approximation for the system stock in Table 4.6, expressed
as the mean and maximum relative deviation from simulation results. Here the system stock is defined
as the sum of the mean physical stock in the central depot and the end-stockpoints plus the pipeline
stock between central depot and end-stockpoints. The pipeline stock from the extemal supplier to the
central depot is not included, because this is usual for extemal account.
Central stock
level
a1 = 0
at= 1.2
ALL

Mean absolute
deviation
0.4%
2.2%
1.3%

Maximum absolute
deviation
1.6%
5.0%
5.0%

Table 4.6. Stock accuracy per central stock level.

!
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The overall results show that the accuracy is suftkient for practical applications, although the accuracy for the stock levels is clearly betterif a 1 0. Of course, zero central stock is easy to 'approximate'. For more detailed numerical analysis we refer to Section 4.9.

4.8.3 Experimental design for 3-echelon models
To design an experiment for 3-echelon models, we proceed from the design that is developed in Chapter
3 for the situation with deterministic lead times. We consider a system consisting of one central depot, supplying 4 intermediate stockpoints. Each intermediale stockpoint supplies 6 end-stockpoints,
so the system consists of 24 end-stockpoints totally. This is the largest system considered in Chapter
3, showing the highest approximation errors in the case of deterministic lead times. Because the accuracy is usually better forsmaller systems, we chose this large 3-echelon system with 1+4+24=29
stockpoints.
To keep the number of test runs within reasonable limits, we take the following parameters fixed:
• the review period equals R

l.

• the lead time to the central depot has mean E[LJ]

3 and coefficient of variation c[LJ]

• the lead time to each intermediate stockpoint j from its supplier I has mean E [ L i]
timetoeach end-stockpoint k from its supplier j has mean E[Lk] = 1.

= 0.5.

= 1 the lead

For the other parameters, we selected the values as shown in Table 4.7. For the demand and service
characteristics, we used the experimental design as described inSection 3.5.1, where it is shown that
87 parameter set'> are sufficient to cover this part of the design. We comhined these 87 sets with all
possihle comhinations of c[Ld, c[Lj], at and ai, resulting in 24*87=1392 test runs. The accuracy of
our approximation is tested hy a simulation of 25,000 time periods for each case.

a1
ai

The mean demand per period at an end-stockpoint k
The coefficient of variation of demand per period at an end-stockpoint k
The coefficient of variadon of lead time L 1
The coefficient of variation of lead time L i
The target fill rate at an end-stockpoint (%)
Constant, descrihing the level of stock at the central depot
at = !ltf E[DLJ
Constant, descrihing the level of stock at intermediate stockpoint j
ai= lli/E[D{ +qi(DL- llt)+]

0, 1.2

Table 4.7. Parameter values in the experiment with 3-echelon systems.
4.8.4 Results for 3-echelon models
Similar to Section 4.8.2, we present results on the accuracy of our algorithm for the 3-echelon systems
in the Tables 4.8-4.10.
We give the fill rate accuracy both per target fill rate (Table 4.8) and per intermediate stock: level
(Tahle 4.9). Although the results for the 3-echelon models are worse than for the 2-echelon models,
wethink that our metbod is still accurate enough for practical applications. This is especially true
for systems with stockless intermediate stockpoints, such as the hierarchical planning procedure as
described hy De Kok [1990].
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Targettill
rate ({J*)

Mean absolute
deviation

90%
99%
ALL

1.14%
0.75%
0.95%

Maximum absolute
deviation
2.48%
1.60%
2.48%

Table 4.8. Fill rate accuracy per target jill rate.
Intermediate
stock levels
(at, ai)= (0, 0)
(at,aj)
(0, 1.2)
(at. a1) = (1.2, 0)
(at. a1 ) = (1.2, 1.2)
ALL

=

Mean absolute
deviation
0.78%
0.96%
1.01%
1.04%
0.95%

Maximum absolute
deviation
1.69%
2.48%
2.01%
2.40%
2.48%

Table 4.9. Fill rate accuracy per intermediale stock level.
The stock accuracy per intermediate stock level is shown in Table 4.10. In our opinion the stock
accuracy can be improved drastically by improving the approximation for the mean physical stocks at
the end-stockpoints, so by taking into account the relation between the length of a replenishment cycle
and the behavior of the echelon stock during this cycle (see Section 4.3.4).
Intermediate
stock levels

=

(at. a1)
(0, 0)
(ai> a1 )
(0, 1.2)
(at,a1) = (1.2,0)
(at. a1 )
(1.2, 1.2)

=
=

ALL

Mean absolute
deviation
2.0%
4.6%
3.8%
4.3%
3.7%

Maximum absolute
deviation
2.9%
6.3%
5.5%
5.6%
6.3%

Table 4.10. Stock accuracy per intermediate stock level.
4.8.5

Computational effort

It appears that the approximate metbod is fast. The CPU time using a Pentium l 00 Mhz PC equals 0.13
seconds per case on average for the 2-echelon systems and 0.30 seconds on average for the 3-echelon
systems. Little computational effort is important, because often control mles have to be established
for hundreds or thousands of products, which in addition are not independent.
4.9

Sensitivity analysis

Now that a tooi is available, it can be used forsome sensitivity analysis to get some insight in the effects
of lead time variation and autocorrelation. We focus on the following two questions:
(i). Which effect bas lead time variation on the amount of stock required to obtain prespecified target

service levels?
(ü). Is it really important to include correlations in the approximate method? Life becomes considerable easier if we ignore it, so can't we keep it simpte?
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We will answer these questions by more detailed analysis of the results for 2-echelon models only to
keep the results clear.
Tostart with the first question, we take a look at Table 4.11 in which the average amount of system
stock is shown for various combinations oflead time variation. To make the various cases comparable,
we expressed the average amount of system stock in mean demand of all end-stockpoints during one
review period.

I c[Lj] = 0 I c[Lj] =
c[LJ]
c[LI]
c[LJ]
ALL

=0
= 0.25
= 0.5

3.4
4.1
5.4
4.3

0.5

3.7
4.4
5.6
4.6

I ALL

!

3.5
4.3

5.5
4.4

Table 4.11. Effect of lead time varlation on the average amount of system stock (in mean demand of
all end-stockpoints durlng one review perlod) required to satisfy the fill rate constraints.
We see that especially the upstream lead time varlation has a significant impact on the amount of stock
required to reach the target fill rates. The effect of the lead time variation between central depot and
intermediate stockpoints is less, which can be partly explained by the fact that E [L 1]
3 and E [L i]
1, so var[Lt] is larger than var[Lj]. Anyway, we see that we can not ignore the lead time variation,
because in practice significant lead time variation is present in the upstream part of the network.
Now the question arises what has more impact, demand variation or lead time variation? Usually
the attention is focused on demand variation, but is this justified? This question is answered by looking
at Table 4.12. Here we consider the most important souree of lead time variation c[L 1] and the various
combinations of demand variation in the two service groups.

=

I c[LI]
0
0.25
0.5
ALL

c[D]

=

I0.4, 0.41 0.4, 0.8, 0.8, 0.81 ALL i
2.8
3.6
4.9
3.8

3.5
4.3

5.5
4.4

4.3
4.9
6.1
5.1

3.5
4.3
5.5
4.4

Table 4.12. Effect of lead time varlation and demand varlation on the average amount of system stock
(in mean demand of all end-stockpoints durlng one review period) required to satisfy the fill rate constraints.
Table 4.12 shows that in our experiment the effect of lead time variation even dominates the effect
of demand variation on the stock levels required to achieve the target fill rates! Although this can be
parameter dependent, it is clear that both supply and demand variation should be taken into account
when determining safety stock levels in multi-echelon divergent systems. This condusion is in line
with the results obtained by Gross & Soriano [1969] fora single location stockpoint.
The secoud question is important to judge whether our metbod can be simplified considerably by
excluding the correlations, such as given by the equations (4.9), (4.19) and (4.28). We recalculated
all the control parameters for all 384 cases, ignoring all these correlations. Also, we simulated the
384 cases with the modified control parameters. In Table 4.13 below we compare the accuracy of the
simplified method to the original results. As can be seen from the formulae, this difference is only
relevant if c[Ld > 0.
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I Performance measure
Mean absolute deviation
from target fill rate
Maximum absolute deviation
from target fill rate

c[Lt1

original

0.25
0.5
0.25
0.5

0.45%
0.67%
1.41%
1.80%

ignore
correlations
1.39%
1.54%
4.03%
3.45%

Table 4.13. The effect of neglecting correlations.
As expected, we see tb at tbe performance of our metbod is better if we take into account tbe correlation
effects. The price paid is that of considerable additional complexity.

4.10 Conclusions
In tbis chapter, we developed an algoritbm to analyze multi-echelon divergent systems onder periodic
review echelon order-up-to-policies witb botb stochastic demand and lead times. Validation of oor
metbod by extensive comparison to simulation results, botb for 2-echelon and for 3-echelon systerns,
shows that oor algorithm is sufficiently accurate for practical applications. This is in partienlar true for
situations where tbe intermediate stockpoints do notcarry stocks and are only used as allocation points.
An example is the hierarchical planning procedure as described in Chapter 1. Using our method, it is
easy to include stochastic production lead times in tbis procedure, yielding accurate results.
Our metbod can be simplified by ignoring tbe (complicating) correlations involved, but at some
toss of accuracy, as is shown by numerical experimentation. Forther we showed tbe importance of
indoding lead time variation in tbe model. Altbough frequently tbe attention is focused on demand
variation, we showed tbat the effect of lead time variation may be larger than the effect of demand
variation on tbe stock levels required to obtain prespecified target fill rates.

5
Cost minimization: optimal allocation functions

5.1 Introduetion
In Chapter 2, we formulated a model description for a divergent multi-echelon inventory system. In
this model each stockpoint employs an echelon order-up-to-policy. This means that every time a stockpoint j inspects its inventory it places an order to raise its echelon inventory position to the order-up-tolevel Si. When its predecessor (denoted by index i) bas insufficient material to satisfy the orders of its
successors then material rationing is required. For that purpose we introduced the allocation function
Zj(x). In Chapters 3 and 4, we assumed that the allocation function Zj(x} is given by
Zj(X) := Sj-

qi(L Sn- x),

jE

vj.

neV;

This simplifies the determination of the control parameters considerably, since besides the order-upto-levels {Sj}jeV; we only need todetermine the allocation fractions {qj }jeV;· In Chapters 3 and 4, we
developed several algorithms to determine all these parameters !>uch that the service level constraints
at the end-stockpoints are satisfied. A prerequisite to apply these algorithms is that the mean amount
of stock held at intermediate stockpoints (or more precise {8i heM) is known. By varying the mean
amount of stock at each intermediate stockpoint and using standard Newtonian search methods one
could find the cost-optimal mean stock levels subject totheservice level constraints. Only fora 2echelon system such a study bas been undertaken. For more than two echelons it becomes rather awkward and little insight could be obtained from such a study.
So far we concentrated on determining the control parameters such that the service level constraints
at the end-stockpoints are satisfied. In this chapter, we focus on cost-optimal control policies. Our
analysis will reveal that those cost-optimal polides can be found without the use of a Newtonian search
method. Let us now address several important contributions in the field of determining cost-optimal
control polkies in a multi-echelon environment. The initia! research on this field is generally attributed
to Clark & Scarf [1960], whostudiedan N-echelon serial system operating under periodic review ordering po lid es. They applied the concept of echelon stock (cf. Cl ark [ 1958]) to prove that the optima!
control polides for the N -echelon serial system with discounted penalty and holding costs, are characterized by N so-called echelon order-up-to-levels.
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Another important con tribution is the paper of Eppen & Schrage [198l ], where also the problem
of rationing is studied. Eppen & Schrage analyzed a divergent two-echelon system in which a central depot supplies multiple end-stockpoints. Some restrictive assumptions are made. First, the depot
cannot hold any stock. Second, the proportional holding and penalty costs at the end-stockpoints are
identical. Third, the demand per period at each end-stockpoint is normally distributed. Fourth, the
lead time of the end-stockpoints are identical. Finally, each time an allocation is made, the depot receives enough material from the supplier to be able to allocate the material to each end-stockpoint so
that an equal fractile point is achieved on an appropriately chosen demand functions. This assumption
is referred to as the allocation assumption. Under the aforementioned assumptions Eppen & Schrage
derive an optimal order-up-to-policy at the depot, assuming no set-up costs. In case of fixed set-up
costs, an approximately optimal policy is derived. Federgruen & Zipkin [1984] extend the modeland
results considered by Eppen & Schrage. Holding and penalty costs do not have to be identical across
the end-stockpoints and period demands at the end-stockpoints do not have to be normally distributed,
but may belong toa larger class of demand distributions (e.g., Erlang and gamma distribution). The
allocation of material at the depot is determined by solving the myopie allocation problem. lt minirnizes the expected costs in the period that the allocation actually takes effect, ignoring costs in all
subsequent periods. Federgruen & Zipkin used dynamic prograrnrning to prove that these myopie allocations are optimal given the allocation assumption. For an excellent overview concerning dynamic
programming techniques to analyze multi-echelon systems we refer to the survey paper of Federgruen
[1993].
In this chapter, more research is done to extend the existing results on these models in order to
generalize them to divergent N -echelon systems, and to obtain insight in the structural properties of
the cost-optimal control policy. Therefore, in this chapter we analyze the samemodel as formulated in
Chapter 2, but in actdition we introduce the following cost structure. Holding costs are incurred at every stockpoint just before an order arrival, and in case of an end-stockpoint penalty costs are incurred
when this stockpoint is in a backlog position. Note that intermediate stockpoints cannot be in a backlog
position. The objective is todetermine the control parameters such that the average costs per period in
the long run is minimized. The model can beregardedas an extension of those by Langenhoff & Zijm
[ 1990] and Van Houturn & Zijm [ 1991 b ]. Van Houturn & Zijm proved exact decomposition results for
a divergent 2-echelon system given the balance assumption. A detailed review of this work, together
with other related papers, is given by Van Houturn, Inderfurth & Zijm [ 1996]. In this chapter we prove
that decomposition is exact for a divergent N -echelon system given the balance assumption. Decomposition reduces the complex control problem to: ( 1) deterrnining the optimal order-up-to-level at each
stockpoint, and (2) determining the optimal allocation functions at each intermediate stockpoint. We
used the result of Gong, De Kok & Ding [1994] to prove that the first problem coincides with the classical newsboy problem. Similar newsboy-type results are derived in Rogers & Tsubakitani [1991].
They considered the optimization problem of minimizing the penalty costs in a divergent 2-echelon
system, subjected to a budget constraint on the total holding costs. The second problem is solved by
applying the Lagrangian multiplier technique. From this we obtain insight in the structure of the costoptimal allocation functions. An algorithm is developed to actually deterrnine these functions. Based
on several properties of the optimal allocation functions we classify them into four classes.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. InSection 5.2, we briefly describe the model
under consideration. In Section 5.3, we decompose the system such that we obtain a traetabie expression for the average holding and penalty costs per period as a function of the employed control policy.
Also some important properties of this cost function are derived. In Section 5.4, we use these properties
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to characterize the cost-optimal control policy. That is, we prove that the optima! order-up-to-level at
each stockpoint satisfies a newsboy-type equation, and we make a classification of the optimal allocation function into four classes. In Section 5.5, we prove under certain conditions that decomposition
is exact (i.e., decomposition results in control polides that are optima!). Since decomposition only
considers echelon order-up-to-polîcies, we know that there exists an optima! policy in which every
stockpoint is controlled by an echelon order-up-to-policy. In the Sections 5.3-5.5, we assumed that
the lead time is a multiple integer of the review period R. In Section 5.6, we address several model
extensions. Finally, inSection 5.7, we give a few concluding remarks.

5.2 Model description
We consider the samedivergent multi-echelon inventory system as introduced in Chapter 2 (see e.g.
Figure 2.1). So every R periods the most upstream stockpoint (having index 1) issues a replenishment
order. The replenishment order arrives after L 1 periods, where L 1 is fixed. Then the physical stock at
stockpoint 1 is allocated immediately to its successors. There are two possibilities:

(i). The physical stock is sufficient to raise the echelon inventory position of each successor to its
order-up-to-level. Then the required amounts are sent to the successors and excess stock is kept
at stockpoint 1 to be allocated in the next occasion.
(ii). The physical stock is not sufficient to reach the order-up-to-levels. Then the available physical
stock is allocated to its successors by using the allocation functions {zi }j"v1•

Besides the assumptions introduced in Section 2.3 we also make the balance assumption in the remainder of this chapter. This balance assumption guarantees that the rationing policy always allocates
nonnegative stock quantities. For an extensive discussion on these assumptions we refer to the Sections
2.3 and 2.5.
For presentational purposes we refer to the lengthof one review period as one period (R := 1),
and assume that the lead time of each stockpoint i is a multiple integer of R. InSection 5.6.1 we
prove that this latter assumption can be relaxed. By assuming that Li is a multiple integer of R, we can
synchronize the order arrivals and the times that the costs are incurred (just before the order arrivals).
At the end of each period both penalty and holding costs are incurred. The penalty costs equal p; for
each backordered product at end-stockpoint i. The holding costs equal h; + Lneu; hn fora product
at stockpoint i or in transfer to one of its successors. Note that h; can beregardedas an additional
holding cost due to value added in stockpoint i. No fixed ordering costs are assumed. The objective
of the analysis is to deterrnine a cost-optimal replenishment policy. That is a policy, which miniruizes
the expected total costs on the long run.

5.3 Analysis cost function
In this section, we present an average cost analysis for the divergent N -echelon system, which is based
on the analysis in Langenhoff & Zijm [1990] and Van Houturn & Zijm [199la]. First, we derive an
expression for the cost function, which yields the average system costs as a function of the employed
control policy (Section 5.3.1). To minimize the cost function we first derive important properties of:
( 1) the allocation function (Section 5.3.2), and (2) the cost function (Section 5.3.3). These properties
are used inSection 5.4 to characterize the optima! control policy given decomposition. Also we apply
these properties inSection 5.5 to prove that decomposition is exact (given the balance assumption), i.e.,
it results in cost-optimal control policies. Besides the notation introduced in Section 2.2 we introduce
some additional notation in Table 5.1 with respect to the analysis of the system.
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All control parameters downstreamof stockpoint i, i.e.,
0
{ Ujev,(Zj.

D1(S1, \111)

(fl<Ll{x))""
P7

hi
L

iE E

sj. Wj)

iEM.

The expected total costs in ech(i) at the end of an arbitrary period given the echelon
order-up-to-level S1 and \111 (If ll11 0 we suppress \111).
cdf/pdf of demand at all end-stockpoints in E; during L periods (if L = 1 we suppress the index).
X<0
0
{ F;(L)(x + ~) x ~ 0.
Minimum penalty costsofan end-stockpoint j E E;, i.e., minJeE1 Pi·
Minimum value added at a successor of stockpoint i, i.e., min1ev1 h i.
All successors of stockpoint i, which have the same minimum penalty costs as stockpoint i, i.e., {j E ViiP7 Pj}.
All successors of stockpoint i for which the minimum amount is added to a product,
i.e., {j E Vdh7 h J }.

=

=

=

Table 5.1. Notation with respect to the analysis of the system.
5.3.1

Cost fundion

At the end of each period holding costs and penalty costs are incurred. The holding costs per product at
stockpoint i or towards one of its successors equals h 1+Lneu; h", and the penalty costs per backlogged
product at end-stockpoint i equals p1• Then the total costs incurred at timet (at the end of a period)
equal

In Lemma 5.1 we rewrite the expression above to obtain an expression which associates costs to the
echelon stock at each stockpoint

Lemma 5.1. When at the end of an arbitrary period, at time t say, the echelon stock of a stockpoint i
equals J1, the total costs incurred at the end of this period equal

Proof In order to prove this theorem we use that if i
(ht

+ L:h") L: 11=
neU;

je V;

E

M then

L:<h; + L:h")J/ =

L: L:h,.J/.

jeV;

jeV; neU1

neU;

(5.1)

From (5.1) and the property that for the most upstream stockpoint 1 we have U1 = 0, it follows that

(5.2)
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From the definition of the inventory costs h 1 and penalty costs p1 it easily follows that the total costs
equals

I: ((h; +I: hn)(J:)+ +p;( -Jj)+) +I:Cht +I: hn)(J/- I: J/) =
leE

leM

nEU;

neU1

jeV1

I:((h;+ I:hn)J/+(h;+ I:hn+P;)(-Jj)+) +I:htJ/+
I:I:hnJ} I:(ht + I:hn) I:J/ (~)
leE

neU1

teM neU;

neU;

tEM

neU1

teM

jEV1

I: ((ht +I:hn)J: +(ht +I:hn +p;)(-J/)+) +I:h;J} +I:I:hnJ/- I:
leE

neU;

nEU;

teM

teM neU1

I:hnJ/.

IEMUE neU1

Rewriting the expression above completes the proof.

D

Lemma 5.1 constitutes the basis for the decomposition. This lemma implies that costs h1J/ are
incurred at each stockpoint i {independent of the sign of Jj), whereas at an end-stockpoint extra costs
are incurred when it is in a backlog position. These extra costs are penalty costs p1 per backlogged
product, and holding costs h1 + Lneu, hn per backlogged product. These extra holding costs are incurred, since the echelon stock of an intermediale stockpoint j (for which i E Ei) does not coincide
with the number ofproducts in ech(j) due to the backorders at the end-stockpoints i E Ei.
In order to relate the inventory of a stockpoint at the beginning of a period with the costs incurred
at the end of this period we define the one-period cost function C1(x).

C1(x) := The end of period expected costs incurred at stockpoint i, when at the beginning
of this period the echelon stock of stockpoint i is increased to x.
To evaluate C1(x) we assume that the cdf of the total demand at all end-stockpoints in E1 during L
periods is given by Fj(L) (if L = 1, we suppress the index). From Lemma 5.1 it follows that

1
{1

00

C1 (x) :=

+1 (ht +I:hn +p;)(u- x) dF;(u)
00

ht(X- u) dFt(U)

0

x

00

iE E

neU;

h1(x- u) dFt(U)

iE M.

Before computing the expected costs of echelon i at the end of an arbitrary period, denoted by
D1(S1, IJI1), we have to decide how to ration the available stock when a stockpoint bas insufficient
stock to satisfy all demand. Suppose that at the beginning of an arbitrary period Gust before rationing),
stockpoint i bas an echelon stock of x products. Each successor j E V1 want to raise its echelon inventory position to Si. Hence, if x ;::: Lnev, Sn the echelon inventory position of stockpoint j just
after rationing becomes Si, and the remainder x - Lnev, Sn is retained at stockpoint i. However, if
x < Lnev, Sn we have to deal with the main difficulties of divergent multi-echelon systems: how
should we ration the available stock over these successors? For that purpose we introduced the allocation function Zj (x) inSection 2.4. This means that the rationing policy allocates the products such
that the echelon inventory position of stockpoint j after rationing equals Zj(x). Since no products are
retained at stockpoint i, we have

I:zn(x) =x.
nEVt

(5.3)
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Unlike the prevîous Chapters 3 and 4 we lîke to determine the optimal allocation function, and thus
do not require a specific form of Zj(x). What we mean with optimalis explained in the next section.
This means that when a stockpoint i rations the available echelon stock x over its successors j E V;,
the echelon inventory position of every stockpoint j just after rationing is at least as large as it was
just before rationing. The next lemma enables us to determine the expected costs in ech (i) per period,
denoted by D;(S;, 'l!;), provided that stockpoint i is always able to raise its echelon inventory position
to S1 and that the control parameters downstream of stockpoint i are given by 'l!;.

Proof. Consicter a replenishment policy (S;, 'll;). Suppose that at the beginning of an arbitrary review
period t the echelon inventory position of stockpoint i is raised to S; and the total demand in the periods
t up to and including period t + L 1 - I equals u. Hence at the end of period t + L; - 1 (just after order
arrival) the echelon stock of stockpoint i equals S; -u. Therefore at timet+ L; the expected costs
incurred for echelon i equals C1 ( S1 - u).
lf at the beginning of period t + L 1 it holds that S; -u > LieV, Si, every stockpoint j E V; raises its
echelon inventory position to Si. Therefore at timet+ L 1 + L i the expected costs incurred for echelon
j equals Di(Si, 'lij).
However, if at the beginning of period t + L 1 we have S; - u < LjeV; Si, every stockpoint j E V;
raises its echelon inventory position to Zj(S; -u). Therefore at timet+ L 1 + Li the expected costs
incurred for stockpoint j equals Dj(Zj(S;- u), \lij).
By conditioning on u and using the above mentioned relations the theorem follows.
D
In the following analysis, we assume that F; (x) is a differentiable cdf for x ::: 0. Hence, from Lemma
5.2 it follows that D 1(S;, 'll1) is also a differentiable function with respect to S 1• Substitution of the
definition of C; (x) in (5.4) yields
D 1(S1)

= h 1(S1 D;(S;, lV;)

(L; + 1)J.t;) +

f'XJ (h; +I.> i+ p;)(u

Js,

= h;(S;- (L; + 1)J.t;) + L

i~

(

S1)dF?;+ll(u),

iE E (5.5a)

jeU,

(5.5b)

[Dj(Sj, 'lij)+

j"Vi

Dj(Zj(S;- u), 'lij)- Dj(Sj, \lij)) dp;<L 1)(u)],

iEM.

The objective of this chapter is todetermine the cost-optimal control policy (St. W
1 ) which minimizes D 1(S 1 , \liJ) (where index 1 denotes the most upstream stockpoint). To achieve this we propose
system decomposition, as in Langenhoff & Zijm [1990] and Van Houturn & Zijm [1991b]. Applying
system decomposition means that after the determination of the downstream control parameters, we
first determine the allocation functions {zi }j ..,v1 minimizing D; (S;, 'l!;) (given Ui "v1 (Si, Wi)), and next
determine the order-up-to-level S1 which minimizes D1(S;, '11;) (given W;). InSection 5.3.2 we derive
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several properties of the allocation functions minimizing Di (Si, \fli ). These properties enable us to devel op an algorithm in Section 5.4.1 to determine these allocation functions. Furthermore, we make a
classification of the allocation functions basedon their properties. InSection 5.3.3 we concentrate on
thedetermination of a traetabie expression for äDi(Si, \fl;)/äSi. From this derivative wedetermine in
Section 5.4.2 the order-up-to-level which minimizes Di (Si, \fli). Also we derive some additional properties of this cost function. These are required for the proof that decomposition is exact (see Section
5.5).
5.3.2 Properties of the allocation fnnction
For our convenience we introduce some definitions.
Definition 5.1. z1 is optima! (given 1111) when D1(z1(x), 1111) is minimized for all x.
1 is optimal (given 1111) when 1 = argmin {SiäD1(S, 1111)/fJS = 0}.

0

Definition 5.2. l{li := ujEVi (Zj, Sj. Wj) is locally optimal when for every j E V;:
(i) the allocation function 1 is optimal (given 1111).
(ii) the order-up-to-level 81 is optimal (given 1111).

0

Definition 5.3. 'Î'i is optima/, if lll1 is locally optima! for every j

0

s

s

z

E

ech(i).

In Definition 5.1, we defined the order-up-to-level Sh however, it is unclear whether there exists
such an optimal S1. Moreover, if indeed Si exists it is unclear whether Si is a minimum or a maximum.
InSection 5.3.3, we prove that 1 exists and is a global minimum. Next, in Lemma 5.3, we present a
very important property of the optimal allocation function 1, which is used throughout this chapter.

s

z

Lemma 5.3. The optima[ allocation functions {21 }Jev, minimize Di(S;, llli)
À; (x)

such that

fJD·(S·
1 111·)
1
1
'

as.J

I

= À;(x)

forevery jE V;

if there exist a function
(5.6)

and x E IR.

Sj=Zj(X)

Proof. We give an outline of the proof. When the echelon stock of stockpoint i, say x, is not sufficient
to raise the echelon inventory positions of all successors j E V; totheir echelon order-up-to-level
S 1, the echelon stock x is rationed over these successors. Lemma 5.2 implies that in order to do this
optimally we have to solve
min
Zj

L D1(z1(x), 1111)

s.t.

l:z 1(x) =x,

E"R. jEVi

}EVi

where n represents the set of all possible allocation functions.
Using the Lagrange-multiplier technique yields that the allocation functions {z 1 }1ev1 can only be optimal when (5.6) holds.
0

s

s

z

Lemma 5.3 proves that the derivative of D 1(Si>ll1 1) with respect to 1 in the point 1 = 1(x) is
independent of stockpoint j. This is very important in order to characterize the cost-optimal control
policy. With Lemma 5.3, we are able to derive several properties of {z 1 }Jev,. For example, in Lemma
5.4, we prove that every optimal allocation function 21 is non-decreasing.
Lemma 5.4. lffor every stockpoint j

E Vi the costfunction D 1(S1, 1111) is convex with respect to S 1,
then there exists a set of optima/ allocationfunctions {21}jE V, such that

dz
1<x)
~:::::: 0

forall

x,

jE V;.
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Specijically, iffor every stockpoint j E V; the costfunction DJ(SJ, \)IJ) is linearly decreasing for Sj <
xj and strictly convexfor S1 ?: xj, thenfor thesetof optima! allocationfunctions it holds that
dz·(x)
~ > 0 for x 2: x;,

j

E

V;,

where xt equals 0 for each end-stockpoint i, and equals min{xlzJ(x) ?: xj for j E V;} for each
intermediate stockpoint i.
Proof. Let D1(S1, W1) be convex with respect to s 1 for every j E v;. Assume forevery set of optima!
allocation functions {z1 }1evi there exists an m E V1 such that dîm(x)fdx < 0 forsome x. Then there
exists an E > 0 such that Zm (x + E) < Zm (x). Let us distinguish between two cases:
• There exists a stockpoint k E V; such that
aDk(St. wk)
oSk

I

aDk(sb %)
oSk

>

S,=2t(x+E)

I
St=4(x) •

From Lemma 5.3 it follows that

oDJ(SJ, WJ)I
> oDJ(Sh WJ)I
forevery jE V;,
oS}
Sj=z;(x+<)
oSj
Sj=Zj(x)
Since D1(S1, W1) is convex with respectto S1 weknow thatz1 (x +E) > 1 (x) forevery jE

z

v;.

This

contradiets our earlier made assumption.
• For every successor j E V1 holds

8Dj(Sj. Wj) I
asJ
s;=zj<x+•)

(5.7)
::::

Suppose there exists.a stockpoint k E V1 such that

éJDk(Sk, \)Ik) I
< éJDk(Sk, \)Ik) I
.
éJSk
S<=4(x+<)
oSk
Sk=4(x)
Then applyingLemma5.3 usingtheconvexity of Dj(Sj. \)Ij) yields Zj(X+E) < Zj(X) forevery j E vj.
So, ~evi ZJ(x + E) < Ljevi ZJ(x). This contradiets (5.3), which states Ljevi ZJ(X + E) =x+ E >
x= LJeVi ZJ(x). Hence, equation (5.7) reduces to

I

I

= aD1(sJ. IJ11)
(5.7*)
for j E V;.
Sj=Zj(x+<)
oS}
Sp=Zj(X)
Next, we construct a set of optimal allocation functions {ZJ })evi' for which ZJ(x +E) ?: ZJ(x) forevery
j E V1• This contradiets our earl i er made assumption that for every set of optimal allocation functions
{ZJ }JeVi there exists an m E V; and E > 0 such that Zm(X + E) < Zm(x). Let us define the allocation
functions ZJ identical to ZJ for every iE Vt. except in x+ E:
aDj(S1, IJ11)
oSj

-(

Zj

x+ E

)·-{ZJ(x)
.-

A

(

Zj X

)

+ qjE jEA;
}. E Bi

with
and
jE B;.
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From Îm(x + E) < Îm(x) and (5.3) we conclude that both A; and B; are non-empty sets. We prove
thatz 1 is anoptimalallocation functioninx +E. First, itcan be shownthat LJEV; 1(x +E) =x +E.
Next, we prove that equation (5.6) is satisfied in x+ E.
(1) We have

z

jE A;.

av1cs1, w1) I

= aD1(S1, w1) j
.
()Sj
Sj=Zj(X+é)
()Sj
Sj=!j(X)
So, {z1}je V; is a set of optimal allocation functions. However, z1(x + E) 2::
tradiets our earlier made assumption.

z1(x) for all j

E

V; con-

Assume for every stockpoint j E V; the cost function D1(S1, \111 ) is linear decreasing for s1 < xj
and strictly convex for S1 :::: xj. Let xt := min{xlz1 (x) :=: xj for j E V;}. Now we prove that
1(x) is strictly increasing for x 2:: x(. Assume fora stockpoint m E V; holds dî.m(x)jdx .::; 0 fora
x 2:: x;. Then there exists an E > 0 for which Îm(x + t=) :::;: Îm(x). Since Dm(Sm, Wm) is a convex
function, we obtain

z

8Dm(Sm. Wm)
(}Sm

I

:::

Sm=Îm(x+e)

oDm(Sm. Wm)
éJSm

I

.

(5.8)

Sm=Îm(X)

Using Lemma 5.3 and (5.8) we obtain,

aDj(Sj, Wj)

as}

I

< aDj(Sj, Wj)

Sj=2j(X+e) -

as}

I

forevery

jE V;.

Sj=Îj(X)

z

2Since x 2:: x; and z1 (x) is non-decreasing in x it follows 1 (x) :=: xj. The cost function D 1 (Si> w1) is
strictly convex in
=~j(X) :::: xj. Hence, Zj(X + E)::::: Î.j(X). So, LjeV; Zj(x+ E)::::: LjeV, zj(x).
Thiscontradicts (5.3),whiéh states LjeV; Zj(X+E) = x+E >x = LjEVi Zj(X). Hencedîm(x)jdx >
0 for :=:
D

si

x x:,

Besides the fact that Lemma 5.4 states a very important property of an optimal allocation function (i.e.,
it is a non-decreasing function), this lemma is also required to prove that the cost function D1(S;, \11;)
is convex with respect to S1 (see Theorem 5.4). Another important property ofan optimal allocation
function is given in the next lemma.

Lemma 5.5. lffor every stockpoint j

E V; the cost function Dj(S1, \111) is convex with respect to S1,
thenfor alocal optimal \lfi = ujEV;(Zj. Sj, Wj) it holds that ZJ(LneV; Sn)= Sj.
Proof. This proofis by contradiction. Assume D1(S1, \111 ) is convex with respect to S1 for every jE
V;. Suppose there exists a stockpoint k E V; for which Zk(LneV; Sn) <
From the definition of
and the convexity of Dk(Sk, \lik), we conclude

sk.

I

I

()Dk(Sk, \lik)
< ()Dk(Sk, \lik)
&Sk
S•=ML..v, S.)
oSk
St=S•

sk

0.
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Hence, from Lemma 5.3 it follows that À;(Lnev, Sn) < 0. Since Ljev, Zj(Lnev, Sn) = LneV; S,.,
there has to be a stockpoint, m say, for which Zm(Lnev, Sn) > Sm. Using similar argumentsas above
it can be shown that À; <Ene V; Sn) 2: 0. This leads toa contradiction. Hence, Zk(LneV; Sn) 2:
Analogous we can prove Zk(LneV; Sn) ::::
Thus Zk(LneV; S,.) =
0

sk.

sk.

sk.

If the echelon stock of stockpoint i drops just below Lnev, S11 , say Ln.;:V; Sn - E, then rationing is
required. Hence, the echelon inventory position of a successor j E V1 Gust after rationing) equals
Zj(Lnev, S11 - E). However, if the echelon stock of stockpoint i equals or exceed LneV; Sn then the
echelon stock position of successor j Gust after rationing) equals Si. From Lemma 5.5 we know that
liine~o Zi(LneV; Sn- E) =Si, so the continuity ofthe number ofproducts allocated to successor j is
guaranteed. Furthermore, this lemma is used throughout the chapter. lt plays an important role in the
proof ofTheorem 5.4 (to prove the convexity of the cost function).

5.3.3 Properties of the cost fundion
So far we concentraled on characterizing the optimal allocation function. In this section, we focus on
obtaining properties of the cost function D;(S;, '11; ). Todetermine the optimal order-up-to-level S1,
weneed a traetabie expression for aD1(S1, '111)jaS1• In Theorem 5.1, we derive such an expression.
With the result presented in Theorem 5.2 we can simplify this expression considerably (see Theorem
5.3). Finally, in Theorem 5.4, we derive several properties (e.g., convexity) of tbe cost function to
characterize the behavior of an optimal allocation function (Section 5.4.2), and to prove that system
decomposition is exact (Section 5.5).

Theorem 5.1. For every stockpoint i
aD;(S;, 111;)

----=~..;..

as;

aD;(S;, lil;)
IJS;

E M with a locally optimal\111 it holds that

= h1 +
(""

= h; +Jo

1""o

(L·l

À;(S1 - u) dF1 '(u),
(

~~) d

À;(S;- u

F;

(L;))A;

111 < 0,

for

(u),

for

111 2: O,

where À; (x) is defined in ( 5.6).
Proof From (5.5) we obtain

a {h;(S;- (L; + l)JL; + ""
~ Di(Si, lili)+

aD;(S;, 1111)
oS·
= oS·
I

l

JEV;

i~ Dj(Zj(S;
= h
I

u), 'lij)- Dj(SJ> 'lij) dFj<L;)(u)}

+ ""100 dzj(x)
L..
jEV;

d

A;

X

li

x=S,-u

aDj(sj.
IJS·

'~~i) I

dF<L•)c >
I

Sj=!j(SI-u)

J

u.

Since 1111 is locally optimal, {Zj }jev1 satisfy (5.6). Applying Lemma 5.3 yields
oD;(S;, 111;) = h;
as;

+

1""

L

À;(S;- u)

jEVi

Ài

I

dzj(X)
dF;(Li)(u).
dx x=Si-U

Since equality (5.3) holds for every allocation function, using this property yields
oD;(S;, '11;) - h +
oS·
- 1
l

100
ll.j

À·(S
,

1

u) dF(L,)(u).
1

(5.9)
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=

When l:l.; < 0 the proof of the theorem is trivial from (5.9), since Fi(L;J(u) 0 when u < 0.
Por the case l:l. 1 ?: 0, writing u* for u- l:l. 1, after substitution of u* in (5.9) we obtain

BD;(S1, \fli)

= h1

as;

+LX> A (S
1

1-

l:l.1) dF;(L,J(u* + l:l. 1)

u*

00

h; + {
Jo+

À;(St- u*- l:l.;)

d(F?•>t• (u*).

Since \111 is locally optimal, fromLemma 5.5 we know that A1 (S1 - l:l. 1) = 0.

0

Fromresults obtained by Gong, De Kok& Ding [1994], we feit that BDt(S1, \fl1)joS1 presented in
Theorem 5.1 could be simplified toa more insightful expression. Gong, De Kok & Ding proved that
the optimal order-up-to-level S1 of a stockpoint i in aserial system satisfies a newsboy-type equation.
Since we suspected that this result could be extended to divergent systems, we derive an expression
for the non-stockout probability of an end-stockpoint in Theorem 5.2. It tums out that, indeed, the expression for the non-stockout probability bas a lot in common with the expression of aD; (si' '11;) I i) S;
presented in Theorem 5.1.

Theorem 5.2. Let at(S1) denote the non-stockout probability of an end-stockpointkin a divergent
echelon system, in which the most upstream stockpoint i has an echelon order-up-to-level S1• lffor
every allocationfunction in stockpoint i it holds that Zj(LneV; S,.) sj. then
FILk+l)(Si)

I

iE E,

r" ak(Zj(S;- u)) dF;(L;)(u)

Jo
Jo
{

00

j

ak(Zj(S;-

iE M,

u- l:l.;)) d Fi '

(L·))A;

(

À;

<0

(5.10)

(u) iE M, l:l.;?: 0,

for every j E V; and k E Ei.
Proof. This proof is by induction on i. When i

E E it is trivial.
Suppose equality (5.10) holds fora divergent system with most upstream stockpoint j (induction assumption). Then the non-stockout probability of an end-stockpoint k equals af (Sj), where Si equals
the order-up-to-level of this stockpoint j. Next, consider a divergent system with most upstream stockpoint i, and j e V1• Let
denotes the non-stockout probability of this stockpoint k as aresult of the
rationing decision at the beginning of period t.
When at the beginning of an arbitrary period t the echelon stock of stockpoint i is less than the sum
of all the order-up-to-levels of its successors, rationing is necessary. This means that every successor
j E V; gets Zj(S1 - D;_L1) insteadof order-up-to-level Si. From the induction assumption we obtain
that for j E V1 and k e Ei

aL

S;- D!-L,,t <

L Sn

===>

aL,(S;)

(5.11)

nEV;

However, if at timet the echelon stock at stockpoint i is sufficient, all its successoes raise their echelon
inventory positions to their order-up-to-levels. From the induction assumption, we obtain that for j e
V1 andk e Ei

S;- D;_L,,t?:

L Sn
nEVi

===>

aL(Sï) = ai(Sj).

(5.12)
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Since tbedemand processis stationary we may suppress the index t ina{ 1(S1). From (5.11) and (5.12)
it can be verified that for j E V1 and k E Ei,
Ä;

=>

<0

Ä.; 2:::

100 ai

ctk{S;) =

0 =>

ct!(S;)

(5.13)

(Zj(S;- u)) dF/L')(u),

00
ctk(Zj(S;
la,

= f"'' ctk(Sj) dF? )(u) + {
1

Jo

u)) dF/L1 )(u).

(5.14)

Rewriting (5.14), using the assumption that Zj(Lnev, Sn)= Sb yields that for jE~ and k E Ei
Ä;

> 0

roo ctk(Zj(S;- !!:.

i

=>

ctk(S;) =Jo

j

(

(L;))tJ.;

u))d F1

1-

(5.15)

(u).

From (5.13) and (5.15) it follows tbat equality (5.10) also holds for i.

0

From Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, we are able to derive anexplicitexpression for öD1(S1, W1)föS1 when

W1 is optimal.
Theorem 5.3. For every D1(S1, W;) with optima/ W1 it holds that
aD;(S;, W;)

as.

""

""

neU,

nEUt

1

= -(L.thn + Pk) + (hk + L.t hn + Pk)ctk(S;) for every k

1

E E 1.

(5.16)

Proof. This theorem is proved by induction on i. First, consider an end-stockpoint i E E. Then by
differentiating (5.5a) to S1 we obtain

dD;(S;)

h; - (h;

+ ""
L.t hn + p;)(l -

dS;

L

I)

F/ 1+ (S;)).

(5.17)

neU1

F/L

1 1
Since ct) (S1) =
+ )(S1) (see (5.10)) we know tbat (5.16) is valid for i E E.
Next, consider a stockpoint i EM. Assume the tbeorem holds for every successor j E V1 (induction
assumption). Let S; < Lnev1 Sn. From Theorem 5.1 it follows

aD;(S;, Wt)

as;

= h; + rJO À;(S;- u) dF;(L;)(u).

lo

Substitution of tbe definition of À; (S1 - u) in the equation above yields
aD;(S;, 'ÎI;) = h·

as

I+

joo aDj(Sj,
wj) I
as.

I

0

1

dF(L;>c )

Sj=Zj(SJ-U)

I

u

forevery

jE V1•

Using tbe induction assumption we have
aD;(S;, 'Ît;)
aS·
= h;
1

""
j
(L·}
+ 100 -( ""
L.t hn + Pk) + (hk + L.t hn + Pk)ctk (Zj(S; -u)) dF; ' (u),
A

0

neUj

Theorem 5.2 directly completes tbe proof for S1 <

S; 2:::

LjEYt

Sj.

nEUt
Lnev

1

Sn.

The proof is completely analogous for
0

Van Houturn & Zijm [199la] derived a similar expression for 8D1(S1, \ÎI1)faS1 (fora serial system), although, they used a convolution of several distributions instead of the non-stockout probability at(S1). From Theorem 5.2, it is immediately clear tbat the optima! order-up-to-level satisfies a
newsboy-type equation. InSection 5.4.2, we elaborate on tbis.
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Finally, in Theorem 5.4 we derive some additional properties ofthe cost function D 1(S;, IÎI; ). These
yield insight in the behavior of the optima! allocation function (Sectio u 5.4.1 ), and are required to prove
the optimality of the decomposition (Section 5.5).

Theorem 5.4. For each end-stockpoint i wedefine x; := 0, andfor each intermediate stockpoint i
wedefine x;:= min{xizj(X) 2:: xj forevery jE V;}. Then the costfunction D1(S1, IÎ11) with optimal
IÎ11 is
{i). linear decreasing with slope -<EnEU, hn + pn for S; < xj.
( iz). convex with respect to S1• Specijically, ijfor every end-stockpoint k E E 1 the de mand function
Fk(x) is strictly increasingfor x 2:: 0, then D;(S;, IÎI;) is a strict convexfunction of S1 2: xt.
(iil} fJD1(S;, 'ÎI;)föS; tends to h; when S; goes to infinity.
Proof This proof is by induction on i.

x;

First, consicter an end-stockpoint i E E, and define
:= 0. Result (i) immediately results from
(5.17), since F}L'+l\x) 0 for x::::; 0.
Result (ii) immediately follows from differentiating (5.17) to S1• This yields

=

d2D;(S;) = (h; + :~:::>n + pJ/;(L;+I)(S;) 2': 0.
nEU;

Finally, we note that when x goes to infinity, F;(L,+l\x) increases to 1, which proves (iii).
Next, consicter a stockpoint i E M, and define x;" := min{xiz1 (x) 2: xj for every j E V;}. Assume
the theorem holds for every successor j E V; (induction assumption). First we prove (i). Let x <x;.
Then, there exists a stockpoint m E V; for which Îm(x) ::::; x;. Using the induction assumption and
Lemma 5.3 we obtain thatÀ;(x) -(LnEUm hn + p~). From the definition of À;(x) we have

=

J..1(x) = iJ

Dj~~: IÎIJ) I
J

= -( L hn + p:),

Sp=lj(X)

x <x;,

jE V;.

(5.18)

nEUm

Substitution of À; (x) in the formulas of Theorem 5.1 yields

öD;(S1, IÎ11)

as;

-_ h·
l

"
"
(L....t hn + p:) = -(L....,hn + p:).
nEUm

nEU1

=

Next, we prove p~
p;. Suppose there exists a j E V; for which p~ > pj. Using the fact that
Dj(S1,1Î11 ) is convex wîth respect to S1 and the induction assumption we have

öD1(S1, IÎ11 ) > - ( " h + ~)
öS·
L....t n P, .
J

nEUJ

But, since p~ > pj and Um = U1 we also know

öDj(S1, IÎ11)
öS·
>
J

-("

L....t

h

*)

n

nEUm

+ Pm

This contradiets (5.18). Thus, a necessary condition for mis
p~

::::; pj

for every

j E V;.

·
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Hence, p;;, = p;, which proves (i).
Next, we prove that D;(S;, IÎI;) is convex with respect toS;. From the induction assumption we have
that Dj(Sj, IÎ!j) is convex with respect to Si for every j E V;. Then from Lemma 5.5 we know that
Zj(LnEV; Sn) = Si. Using this result, after substituting x = LnEV; Sn in (5.6), yields À;(LnEV; Sn) =
0. This property and (5.9) yields
2
a2D;(S;,IÎI;)
[')()
dzj(S;-u) a Dj(Sj,1Î1j)l
dF(L;)()
2
=
i
2
aS;
S;-L.ev,Sn
dS;
aSj
Sj=Zj(S-u)

Js

u

f

or every

· V:
1 E ;.

From Lemma 5.4 (using the induction assumption) it immediately follows that a 2D; (S;, IÎI;) jaS? 2: 0.
Specifically, let x ::=: xj. lt can be shown that LnEV; Sn ::=: x;. Thus, there exists an u ::=: 0 such that
x - LnEV; Sn :S u :S x - xj. Then from Lemma 5.4 and the induction assumption it follows that
D;(S;, IÎI;) is strictly convex forS; ::=: xj.
Finally, we prove that when S; goes to infinity aD;(S;, IÎI;)jaS; tends to h;. From the induction assumption and Lemma 5.3 it follows

- (h;

+ .~::)n + p7) :S À;(x) :S h7-

(5.19)

neU;

From (5.9) and (5.19) it follows

When S; tends to infinity both the lower and upper bound converge to h;.

0

Note that from Theorem 5.4 it follows that if h; is positive, a minimum ofthe function D; (S;, IÎI;) exists
forS; ::=: xj. Specifically, if at every stockpoint k E E; the demand function Fk(x) is strictly increasing
in x ::=: 0 the uniqueness of this minimum is guaranteed. However, if h; equals 0 the minimum is
attained in infinity.

5.4 Optimal control policy
From the results in the previous section we are able todetermine the cost-optimal control policy. In
Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2, we present how todetermine the optima! allocation function and the optima!
order-up-to-level, respectively.

5.4.1

Optimal allocation fundion

Consicter the situation where we already determined the optimaliÎ!j for j E V;. Next, wedetermine
the optima! allocation functions {Zj }jE V,. From Theorem 5.3 we know that

aDj(Sj, IÎ!j)
"
aS
= -(L..- hn + Pk) + (hk

i
+ "L..- hn + Pk)ak(Sj),

H~

]

H~

Substitution of the equality above in Lemma 5.3 yields (after some elementary algebra)
À;(x)+ Lhn+Pk

·
ai (Zj(x))

=

nEUj

hk

"

+ L..J hn + Pk
nEUk

,

j E V;,

k

E

Ej.
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The À;(x) is determined such that Lnev; Zn(x) =x. This can be done by a one-dimensional biseetion
procedure where -(h; + LneU; hn +pi) ::S À;(x) ::S hi (see equation (5.19)). So the whole procedure
works as depicted in Figure 5.1.
(0. Initialize x, and E > 0.
(il). Choose -(h;

+ l:hn + pt) ::S À;(x) ::S h1.

nEU;
( iil). Determine i (x) from

z

À; (x)

+L

hn + Pk

nEUj

jE V;,

(iv). if LneV; Zn(x) <x E then increase À;(x) andreturn to step (ii).
if LneV; Zn(x) >x- E then decrease À;(x) andreturn to step (ii).

Figure 5.1. Algorithm todetermine the optima/ allocationfunctions {Zj }.
The way to adapt À; (x) as suggested in step ( iv) of Figure 5.1 is valid, due to the convexity of the cost
function Dj(Sb \Îij) for j E Vj. Unfortunately, we have to apply the procedure above for every x.
Hence, it is not suited for practical purposes. However, it does provide insight in the behavior of these
optima] allocation functions.
From the results of the previous section, we derive some interesting properties of {Zj }je V;. These
properties are formalized in Theorem 5.5. This states that if the echelon stock of stockpoint i just before rationing, x say, is less than or equal to x;, the optima! allocation policy ensures that only the
echelons j with the lowest penalty cost (p7) get a small (or even negative) echelon inventory position
after rationing. If x is very large, the optimal allocation policy ensures that the major part of x is allocated to the successors j with the lowest added value (ht). Afterpresenting this theorem we elaborate
on the behavior of an optima! allocation function, by giving some examples of the behavior of such a
function.
Theorem 5.5. For every optimal set of allocation functions it holds that
(i).Zj(X)EL!. ~.:!j] for

x::sx;=I:x:+

(ii).Zj(X)<xj

forevery

x

and

:!k

and

jEV;\V~.where

~ := argmin { aD(S·'Îf)
a~:
1

x

L

jEV;\Y;.

kEV;\1:::;

kE.!:J

1

'""

-(L...t hn

J

nEUJ

+ p7)

l
l

!.} := argmax { oD·(S
Ja~: \ÎI·)
J

'""
= -(L...t
hn + p7)

\ÎI·)
1
x·1 ·=argmin { oD·(S
J•
J
·
x
asj

=h~

X

nEUj

J

'

}

for

j E V;\ V;.
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Proof. (i). Suppose a stockpoint i has to ration its echelon stock x ::; x; over its successors. Consider
a successor, m say, for which p~ > p'[. So, m E \1;\Y,. We prove (i) by showing tpat Îm(x) ::::!.!.,
and Zm(x)::; ~. respectively. For both cases the proofs are given by contradiction.
• Assume Îm(x) < ~· From the convexity of Dm(Sm. Wm) with respect to Sm, and the definition of
~we obtain

I

oDm(Sm. Wm)
oSm

<

S.,=Z.,(x)

oDm(Sm.IÎim)
OSm

I
S,.=!l.,

-- -("'
h
*)
L,.. n + P; ·
nEUm

From Lemma 5.3 we obtain
À;(x) < -(h;

+ Lhn + p7).

(5.20)

neU;

=

Next, we consider a stockpoint, j say, for which pj
Dj(Sj. \Îij) and Theorem 5.4 it follows

Pt· So, j E

oDj~~: wj) :::: -<2: hn + pj) =

From the convexity of

-<Lhn + p7).

nEUJ

J

L·

nEUJ

Again using Lemma 5.3, we obtain
Ài(X) ?: -(hl+

L hn + p~).

(5.21)

nEU;

Equation (5.20) and (5.21) lead to acontradiction. Hence Îm(x):::: ~·
• Assume Zm (x) > ~· Similar to (5.20) it can be shown that
À;(x) > -(h;

+ Lhn + p7).

(5.22)

nEU;

After substitution of (5.3) in (5.22), we have that for every stockpoint j E V; \L
oDj(sj. wj)
oS·
J

I

•

>

S;=z;(x)

-<"'
h
~) =
L.. n+P,
neU1

oDj(Sj. Wj)
oS·
1

Since Dj(Sj, Wj) is convex with respect to Si weknow that Îj(x) >
we obtain

Lîn(X) =x- L
ne]0

În(x) <x-

nEV;\,!0

So, there exists a stockpoint j
this stockpoint j

Sj=!.j

.

Using this and equality (5.3)

:!.!; =x -xt + l:x; :S
ne]0

neV;\]0

EL for which Zj(X)

l:x;.
ne.J::;

< xj. From Theorem 5.4 (i), we know that for

"'
*
"'
*
= -(L....
hn + Pj) = -(L.... hn +Pi).

I

oDi(Si, \Îii)
oS·
1

L

!.j·

I

Sj=Îj(X)

neUJ

nEUJ

Again using Lemma 5.3, we obtain
À;(x)

= -(h; + Lhn + P7).

(5.23)

nEU;

Equation (5.22) and (5.23) leadtoa contradiction. Hence, Îm(x) ::; ~· So Îm(x) E

L!.!,., ~].
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(ii). Suppose some stockpoint i has to ration its echelon stock x (with x ::: x7) over its successors.
Consider such a successor, m say, for which hm > ht. So, m E V;\ V;. Assume that Zm(x) 2: Xm.
Since Dm(Sm, Wm) is convex with respect to Sm we have

aDm(Sm, Wm)
aSm

I

> éJDm(Sm. Wm)

Sm=Z..(x)-

I
Sm=Xm

=h;.

So from Lemma 5.3 it follows that À; (x) 2: h7. From Theorem 5.4 it is clear that for a stockpoint
j e V; holds aDj(Sj, Wj);asi < h i = h'[. Then Lemma 5.3 leadstoa contradiction, since we
obtain À;(x) < hi. This proves Zm(x) < Xm.
D
In case the cdf of the customer demand is strictly increasing for every end-stockpoint, it can be shown
that !.~ = !.} . So in that case i (x) equals !.} for j rf. .!:; and x ::: xt. In the more general case where
there is no strict monotonicity of the customer demand cdf, it can be shown that there exists a set of
optima! allocation functions such that Zj(X) equals !.) for j rf..!:; and x :::x;*. In the remainder of this
chapter, we consider this specifîc set.
From Theorem 5.5, it is possible to distinguish between four classes of allocation functions. Figure
5.2 depiets an example of an allocation function for each class.

z

r-----~-------------

i

x

X

(a) j E Yt· j

</.V;.

r-----~~-----------

x*I

(c) j E

Yt,

j E

x

Y;.

Figure 5.2. The behavior of an allocation function for the jour different classes.
Note that in Figures 5.2 (a) and (b) the amount of products allocated to successar j tends toa limit when

x goes to infinity. The allocation functions in Figures 5.2 (c) and (d) do nothave an upperbound. To
understand the behavior of Zj (x), suppose stockpoint i has to allocate x products. Since high penalty
costs are incurred for every backordered product, we would like to allocate as much as possible to
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successor j. However, holding costs are also incurred which assures that not too much stock is kept
at the various stockpoints. It is clear that there is a trade off between penalty and holding costs. If the
amount x which needs to be allocated is large, then the allocation decisions are mainly based on the
holding costs, since the penalty costs are very small. Specifically, if x goes to infinity the reduction
of the penalty costs of echelon j by allocating an extra product to j equals 0, while the additional
holding costs are h j. Therefore, an extra product will be allocated to those successors with minimal
added value.
Also note that in Figures 5.2 (b) and (d) the amount of products allocated to successor j is fixed when
x is sufficiently small. This does not hold in Figures 5.2 (a) and (c). If x is very small (or even negative) there is an incentive to allocate the major part to the successors j which (indirectly) supply endstockpoints with high penalty costs (j f/. I:_;). The actual amount allocated toa successor j f/. Y, is
such that the marginal costs in ech(j) equals the marginal costs of a successor j EI:_;.

5.4.2 Optimal order-up-to-level
From Theorem 5.3 it follows that the optimal order-up-to-level S; bas to satisfy
Lhn+Pk

a{(S;)

= -"-"....,u~=·=---hk

+ L.t hn + Pk

for every

k

E

(5.24)

E;.

neUk

Note that condition (5.24) resembles the classica! newsboy result, which prescribes the optima! critical
ratiofora single location inventory system to be pf(p + h).
In the next chapter we prove that if we restriettoa specific class of linear allocation functions then
the newsboy-type formulaobtained in (5.24) also yields the optimal order-up-to-level. Hence, equation
(5.24) yields the optimal order-up-to-level fora larger class of allocation functions.

5.5

Optimality of decomposition approach

We now apply the results from the previous sections to develop an optimization scheme for (St. 'Îi 1)
where index 1 denotes the most upstream stockpoint of the N -echelon system. We show that the problem of finding this optimal (St. 'Îi 1) can be decomposed into solving one-dimensional problems sub(i). n :=I.
(ii).

• Initialize 'ÎI;

0 foreach stockpoint iE E.

• Determine the optimal order-up-to-level
(iil). n := n

S; for each stockpoint i

+ 1.

(iv). Determine for each stockpointi E W11 :

• The optimal allocation functions {Zj bev1 for every x.

• 'Îii := UjeV;(Zj, Si, 'Î'j) for iE Wn.
• The optimal order-up-to-level S;.
(v). If n < N then return to

(iii).

Figure 5.3. Decomposition approach.

E

E.
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sequently. In order to prove that the approach depicted in Figure 5.3 yields the optima} policy we introduce Definition 5.4 which is used in Lemma 5.6.

Definition 5.4. Let so := Sr u ujEVJ (Zj, Sj, Wj) denotes an arbitrary policy. Then Sn is defined as the
control policy in which for every stockpoint i E Wn+l:
(i). The order-up-to-levels and allocation functions upstream of i are the same as in the policy s0 .
(ii). The order-up-to-level of stockpoint i is the sameasin the policy s0 and the allocation functions
of stockpoint i are the same as in the optima! policy W;.
(iii). The order-up-to-leveland the allocation functionsdownstream of i are the sameasin the optima!
policy W;.
D

Lemma 5.6. Let gn(sn) denote the expected total costs ofthe stockpoints in U'J= 1Wj when the multiechelon system is controlled by policy Sn. Then,
n = 1,2, ... ,N.
Proof Suppose s0 is an arbitrary replenishment policy. Let us consicter a stockpoint i E Wn+l· For
our convenience we introduce some additional notation. Let g; (sn) denote the expected total costs in
ujEV; ech(j), due tO the replenishment OrderS p}aced by policy Sn at timet. The allocation function
fromstockpoint i to successor j when applyingpolicy Sn andsn-l is denoted by Zj andzj, respectively.
The order-up-to-level of j when applying policy Sn and sn-I is denoted by Sj and Sj· We distinguish
between LjEV; Sj < LjEV; Sj and LjEV; sj > LjEV; Sj .
• L:sj < L:sj.
jEV;
jEV;
If the echelon stock of stockpoint i/ is sufficient to raise the echelon inventory positions of all
successors j E V; totheir order-up-to-level, the expected costs of echelon j equals Dj(Sj, wj)
and Dj (Sj, Wj) for replenishment policy Sn and Sn-I, respectively. Hence, from the fact that Sj
minimizes Dj ( Sj, Wj) for Sj we obtain

i/~ L Sj
jEV;

===> g;(sn) = L

jEV;

Dj(Sj, Wj) S L Dj(Sj, Wj)
jEV;

= g;(sn-1).

However, if the echelon stock of stockpoint ij is not sufficient, all this echelon stock is allocated
to the successors j E V;. Hence, from the fact that zj minimizes Dj (z j (x), Wj) we obtain

i/ S L Sj
jEV;

===> g;(sn) = L

jEV;

Dj(Zj(i/), Wj) S L Dj(Zj{i/), Wj)
jEV;

= g;(sn-1).

Finally, we analyze the situation where LjEV; Sj < ij < LjEV; Sj. Then policy Sn rations all
the echelon stock ij over the stockpoints j E V;, while policy sn-I raises the echelon inventory
positions of stockpoints j E V; totheir order-up-to-levels Sj, and the remainder {if- LjEV, Sj)
is retained at stockpoint i.
The allocation function Zj, defined by

Zj(x) := Sj -qj(Lsj
jE V;

-x)

with
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s

s

s

has the property that SJ ~ z1(Îj) < 1 if s1 ~ 81, and 1 < z1 (Î/) < s1 if S1 > 1• From
this property and the fact that D1 (SJt \111 ) is convex with respect to S1 (with the minimum in
S1 = S1) it follows
(5.25)
L Dj(Zj(Îj), 'Îtj) ~ L Dj(Sj. ~Î~j)·
jeV;

Since

jEV;

z1 is at least as good as ZJ. and equation (5.25) it follows that
SJ===> g;(sn) = L

L_si < Îf < L
jeV1

jeV1

DJ(ZJ(Îj), IÎI1) ~ L

jeV1

DJ(Zj(Îf), IÎIJ)

jeV1

~ LDJ(Sj, ~Î~j)

= g!(sn-J).

jE V;

• L_s1 > L_s1.
}EV;

jeV,

Analogously, we can prove that
Îf?: L_si

===> g;(sn) =

jeV1

Îj S L Si===} g;(sn) =
jEV;

L

si < j: < L

jeV1

L_Di(Si,

wJ)::: L_D1(S1, wJ) =

L Dj(Zj(Îj), Wj) S L Dj(ZJ(Îf), Wj) = g;(sn-J).
jEV;

jEV;

Sj

===}

g;(s11 _,).

jEV1

jeV;

g;(sn) = L

Dj(Sj. Wj)

jeV,

jEV1

sL

Dj(Zj(Îf), Wj)

= g:(sn-J).

}EV;

Note that when LJEV; S1 = LJEV; S1 the convexity of D1(S1, IÎ11) with respect to SJ (with the minimum in S1 S1) immediately results in g:(s11 ) S g;(sn-J).
So for an arbitrary period t and an arbitrary stockpoint i e Wn+l it holds that (sn) ::: (sn-I).
D

g;

g;

From Lemma 5.6, we prove in Theorem 5.6 that decomposition is exact (given the balance assumption).

Theorem 5.6. The decomposition approach yields the cost-optimal control policy, i.e., minimizing the
long-run average costs, provided that the balance assumption is satisfied.
Proof. This proofis very similartothe proofsin Van Houtum[1990] and VanHoutum&Zijm [l991b].
Consicter an arbitrary replenishment policy s0 • For both s11 and sn-I the behavior of the stock at all
stockpoints in uf=n+t W1 is identical. Hence, for n = l, ... , N holds
gN(Sn)

Kn(sn)

gN(Sn-1)- gn(s,._,).

(5.26)

Using (5.26) and Lemma 5.6 yields
gN(SN) S gN(SN-J) S · • · S gN(so).
Because replenishment policy SN does not have costs larger than an arbitrary policy, specifically the
optima} policy, we conclude that SN is cost-optimal.
D

5.6 Extensions
In this section, we like to address two model extensions. First, inSection 5.6.1, we show to what extend
the results obtained in this chapter can be used for the model where the lead times are not a multiple
integer of the review period R. Second, in Section 5.6.2, we show to what extend the results obtained
in this chapter can be used for the model where the added value h; is not only incurred for the products
in or downstreamof stockpoint i, but also for the productsin the pipeline towards stockpoint i.

5.6. Extensions
5.6.1
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Arbitrary fixed lead times

In this section, we give an outline of the proof that the results obtained in the previous sections can
also be applied to the model with lead times which are not multiple integers of the review period R.
To illustrate how the results can be extended we consicter an example. Consider a 3-echelon system
(see Figure 5.4 (a)) in which the most upstream stockpoint 1 supplies a stockpoint 2, which supplies 2
end-stockpoints (stockpoint 3 and 4). The times at which orders arrive are depicted in Figure 5.4 (b).

Stockpoint 2

Stockpoint 3

Stockpoint 4

0

R

2R

time---(a) System layout.

(b) Times at which orders arrives.

Figure 5.4. Example of a divergent 3-echelon system (fig. a) and its arrivals (fig. b).
By definition the orders of stockpoint 1 arrive at times 0, R, 2R, .... Like Section 5.2 holding costs
h 1 are incurred for the amount of products in stockpoint 1 ju st before an órder arrival at stockpoint 1.
The costs incurred at time 0 equals

ht(JJ- Jg).
Immediately after the arrival of an order at stockpoint 1, an order is placed by stockpoint 2. This order
arrives at time L 2 • Since the lead time is not an integer multiple of R, the arrival of thîs order does not
coincide with an order arrival at stockpoint 1. Let Oi denotes the time that stockpoint i has to wait after
an order arrival at its predecessor till an order arrival at stockpoint i (e.g., in Figure 5.4 (b) 83 equals
0.75R). By definition 8t := 0. The orders arrive at stockpoint 2 at times~. R + oz, 2R + ~ .... Just
before an arrival holding costs h 1 + h 2 are incurred per product. Hence the costs incurred at time 82
equals
(ht

+ hz)(l~~

llz

1~).

Finally, in end-stockpoint 3 the orders arrive at times 82 + 83, R + 82 + 83, 2R + 82 + 83 ... Besides
holding costs ht + hz + h3 per product, also penalty costs P3 are incurred per backlogged product.
Hence, the costs incurred at stockpoint 3 at time ~ + 83 equals

(ht

+ hz + h3 )(JtzH)+ + P3( -llz+ó3)+ ·

Similarly, the costs incurred at stockpoint 4 at time 8z

(ht

+ 84 equals

+ hz + h4)(J~~+<54 )+ + P4( -1~+.~4 )+.
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By adding up all the aforementioned costs we obtain

~(h; + ~h ..)(Ji- ~1/.) + &;;( (h; + ~h")(lt;)+ + p;(-1~)+).

(5.27)
where t1 := 0, and t1 := t; + o1 for every j E V;. Note that the costs of (5.27) equals the sum of the
costs incurred at all the black signs in Figure 5.4 (b). Rewriting (5.27) (using the proof of Lemma 5.1)
yields

Jitpre(i) ) •
(5.28)
Note that 11'pre(t).
Jt'J equals the customer demand at end-stockpoints k E E; during [tpre<O• t;). Hence,
rewriting (5.28) yields

Lh;J~ + "'L.(hd/, +(Pi +h; + Lhn)(-1j,)+)iEM

iEE

nEU;

L (Lhn)D:pre(i).li"
iEMUE nEU;

(5.29)

The result in expression (5.29) coincides with Lemma 5.1. Holding costs h; are incurred per product at
each stockpoint i (just before an order arrival at i), whereas at an end-stockpoint extra costs are incurred
when it is in a backlog position. These extra costs r.tre penalty costs p; per backlogged product, and
holding costs h; + LneU; h 11 per backlogged product. By comparing Lemma 5.1 with (5.29) we note
that expression (5.29) has an additional term. This term, however, is irrelevant from the perspective
of determining the cost-optimal control parameters. The average costs per replenishment cycle are
smaller due to this extra term, but the optima! order-up-to-levels and allocation functions are the same
for both cases. Since Lemma 5.1 constitutes the basis of the decomposition all the results derived in
Sections 5.4 and 5.5 remain valid.

5.6.2 Different cost structnre
So far we assumed that the holding costs per product in stockpoint i or in transfer towards one of its
successors equals h; +LnEU; h", where h; can beregardedas an additional holding cost due to the value
added in stockpoint i. In this cost structure the value is added to a product immediatel y after arriving at
a stockpoint In practice one could also imagine cost structures where this value is added just before
shipping the product to one of its successors. In that case the results developed in this monograph
still can be applied. To explain this, we show how to assign costs to a stockpoint such that we can
decompose the system.
Using similar argumentsas in (5.1) and (5.2) we know that

LL(h;+ Lh")I/ = LL(Lh")I/ = L (Lh,.)I:.
iEM )EV;

nEU;

iEM )EV; neUi

iEMUE nEU;

From this it follows that the costs which are incurred at time t equals

L(h; + Lh")(J/- "'L.I/) + L((h; + Lhn)U}- 1/) + (h; + Lhn)(J/)+ + p;(-1j)+)
iEM

nEU;

jEV1

iEE

nEU;

nEUt

= L(h; + Lh,.)I: LL(h; + Lhn)I/ +
ieM

niiiU;

iEM jEV;

neU;

"L.((h; + "L. h,.)u: - 1h + (h; + "L. h")u: + c-J/)+) + p;( -Jf)+)
iEE

nEU;

nEU;

= "'L.h;If + "L.(hd/ + (h; + Lh" + p;)c-J/)+).
ieM

ieE

neU1
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Since we consicter stationary demand the expected systemwide costs per period for this cost structure is
identical to the expected systemwide co st per period of the 'original' cost structure except fora constant
value LieMuE h;L;~-t;. Since this value doesnotaffect the cost-optimal control policy we can apply
the results obtained in this chapter to determine this control policy.

5.7 Conclusions
The objective of this chapter is to determine a cost-optimal replenishment policy (i.e., a policy which
minimizes the expected mean holding and penalty costs per review period) for the divergent multiechelon inventory system as formulated in Chapter 2. We proved that the decomposition approach
as in Langenhoff & Zijm [1990] can be extended to divergent N-echelon systems given the balance
assumption. Hence, the complex multi-dimensional problem of determining the cost-optimal policy
reduces to the problem of determining: (1) the optimal order-up-to-level at every stockpoint, and (2)
the optimal allocation functions to its successors.
We used the result of Gong, De Kok & Ding [1994] to prove that the first problem coincides with
the classical newsboy problem. The second problem is solved by applying the Lagrangian-multiplier
technique. From this we obtain insight in the structure of the optimal allocation functions. An algorithm is developed to actually determine these functions. Based on several properties of the optimal
allocation functions we classify these functions into four classes (see Figure 5.2). It is cumhersome
and time-consuming to determine the set of optimal allocation functions. Therefore, there is a need
for a more practically applicable approach to determine a replenishment policy which is almost costoptimal but easy and fast to determine. In the next chapter, we develop such an approach.
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6
Cost minimization: linear allocation functions

6.1

Introduetion

In Chapters 3 and 4, we developed beuristics to detennine the control parameters of the system as
formulated in Chapter 2 such that the target service levels constraints are satisfied. Insteadof this 'service related approach', in Chapter 5 we concentrated on determining the control parameters such that
the expected total costs per review period are minimized. We considered a cost structure where only
penalty and holding costs are incurred at the end of each review period. The penalty costs equals p; for
each backlogged product at end-stockpoint i. The holding costs equals h; + LneU; hn for each product
in stockpoint i or in transfer to one of its successors. Todetermine the order-up-to-levels and allocation
functions minimizing the expected costs per review period we applied the decomposition approach as
introduced by Langenhoff & Zijm [1990]. In the previous chapter, we proved that this approach is
exact given the balance assumption. lt decomposes the complex multi-dimensional problem into several single-dimensional problems. However, it still remains rather cumhersome and time-consuming
to determine the optimal allocation function j (x), since for every x we have to apply the algorithm
as described in Figure 5.1. Hence, this algorithm is not suited for practical purposes. Therefore the
subject of this chapter is to develop a practically applicable algorithm which is fast and yields good
results (not necessarily optimal). One way of not having to apply the algorithm ofFigure 5.1 for every
x is by restricting to linear allocation functions. In that way, it is much easier and less time-consuming
to determine the allocation function. In this chapter, we restriet to a specific class of linear allocation
functions. In Section 6.2, we introduce this specHic class and argue the appropriateness of this class.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we present an average cost analysis for the
divergent N-echelon system as formulated in Chapter 5, given that each allocation functîon is within
the specific class. In Section 6.3, wedevelopan algorithm todetermine all the control parameters
such that the expected total costs per review period is minimized. Besides the balance assumption, we
also need that all stockpoints have a positive added value. In Section 6.4, we try to obtain insight in
the performance of the algorithm by constructing an ex perimental design of 500 instances in which we
compare the results obtained by the algorithm with those obtained by simulation for each instance. We
coneinde that for most instances the performance of the algorithm yields very good results. In Section

z
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6.51 we explain why the algorithm of Section 6.3 cannot be used for systems in which some stockpoints
do not add any value to the product. By applying the algorithm to an example we illustrate where an
extension of the algorithm is required, and how this extension works. In Section 6.6, we formalize this
extension. In Section 6. 7, we validate the performance of the extension of the algorithm by applying
it to the same instauces as presented inSection 6.4 (except that every intermediate stockpoint does not
add any value). InSection 6.8 we give a first step in deriving an upperbound for the error we make
in this chapter by restricting to the specific class of linear allocation functions instead of the optima!
allocation functions derived in Chapter 5. Finally, inSection 6.9, we give a few concluding remarks.

6.2

Analysis

In Chapter 5, we proved that the decomposition approach yields the cost-optimal control policy given
the balance assumption. For practical purposes, however, it is rather cumhersome to determine the
optima! allocation functions. Therefore we propose to use linear allocation functions instead of the
optima! ones. In this chapter, we restriet to a specific class of linear allocation functions. In Section
6.2.1, we define this class and give a motivation for this restriction.
The decomposition approach presented in Chapter 5 has proven to be a fruitful approach to determine all the control parameters in the system. Therefore we suggest to apply this approach again,
however, in this chapter the control parameters are determined under the restrietion that each allocation function is within the specific class (see Section 6.2.1). Like in Chapter 5 we refer to the length
of a review period as one period (R := 1), and the lead times are multiples of R. From the arguments
stated in Section 5.6.1 it can be seen that this is not really a restriction.

6.2.1 Specific class of linear allocation fundions
In this chapter, we restriet to a specific class of linear allocation functions. We assume that for each
stockpoint j E V; the allocation function is given by
Zj(X)

= Sj- qj(L Sn- x)

with

Lqn

= 1,

qn > 0

for all

n E V;.

(6.1)

neV;

nEV;

There are several reasons to restriet to this specific class. First, many properties of the optima! allocation functions also hold for the class of linear allocation functions given by (6.1). Specifically, the
properties derived in both Lemma 5.4 and 5.5 are satisfied.
Second, allocation function (6.1) is a reasonable and easy way to ration the material, and has already been used in many papers, see for instanee the papers on CAS and BS rationing policies addressed in Chapter 3. In order todetermine the allocation function Zj(x), we only need todetermine
the allocation fraction qj, besides the order-up-to-levels {Sj}jEV;· Hence,
\11;

= U<zj, Sj, \lij)= u(qj, Sj, \lij).
jE V;

jE V;

Third, for 2-echelon systems with identical holding and penalty costs at the end-stockpoints the
optima! allocation function is within this class. Let us give a proof for this. Consicter a divergent 2echelon system, where the most upstream stockpoint (denoted by index 1) supplies a number of endstockpoints. Let us assume that: (1) hj := h, and (2) pj := p for every end-stockpoint j E V1• Then
from Theorem 5.2 and the algorithm depicted in Figure 5.1 it follows that
p<Li+!)(z·(x))=Àt(x)+ht+P
1
J
ht +h + p ,

jEVt.

(6 .2 )
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Suppose the demand at each end-stockpoint is normally distributed. Then equation ( 6.2) can be rewritten to

Hence,
A

Zj(x) = (Lj

rr-11 -l
+ l)Mj +a'j-yLj
+ 1 tP

(Àt(X) + ht +
h +hi + p

p) ,

(6.3)

z

Si nee the optimal allocation functions { i} ie v1 satisfy property ( 5.3) we obtain that

(6.4)

Substitution of (6.4) in (6.3) yields
(6.5)

z

In order to prove that i given by ( 6.5) is an allocation function within the class of allocation functions
satisfying (6.1), we proceed as follows. First, wedetermine the cost-optimal order-up-to-level Si for
every stockpoint j E V1 by miniruizing Dj(Sj) for Si. Second, we show that by defining the allocation fractions appropriately the allocation function Zj(x) given by (6.1) (with Si := Si for j E V1)
coincides with (6.5). Todetermine Si we use the newsboy-style equation (5.24). This yields
hl

tP-1 (

+p )
+p

'

h+ht

jE Yt.

(6.6)

Substitution of (6.6) in (6.1) yields

Zj(x) = (Lj

+ l)Mj + qj(x- L)Ln + 1)~-tn)
nev,

+ tP- 1 (h hth+ p )
+ l +P

(ajJLj

+ 1- qj L

an)Ln

+ t),

(6.7)

neV1

Next, by defining,

we note that (6.7) coincides with (6.5). The optimal allocation function (6.5) coincides with the allocation function of the well-known FS rationing policy of Eppen & Schrage [ 1981].
Finally, InSection 6.8 we consider 2-echelon systems with non-identical holding and penalty costs
at the end-stockpoints. For these systems we provide some evidence that the error introduced by restricting to this specific class is smal!.
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6.2.2

Analysis cost function

In the remaioder of this section, we derive conditions for the order-up-to-levels and allocation fractions minimizing the expected total costs per review period. Furthermore, we introduce the following
definitîon.
Definition6.1. IÎI; := ujEV;(Zj.sj. Wj) isquasi-optimalifforeverysuccessor jE V;:
(i) SJ is optimal, i.e., 1 = argmin {SlaD1(S, \IIJ)faS = o}.
(ii) 1 is quasi-optimal.

s

w

0

In Theorem 6.1, we derive a traetabie expression for aDJ(SJ, W1 )jaS1, by using Theorem 5.2, which
enables us to determine a quasi-optimal control policy.

Theorem 6.1. Let ai(S1) denotes the non-stockout probability of an end-stockpoint k E E1 in a divergent echelon system, in which the order-up-to-level of the most upstream stockpoint i equals S1•
Th en,
aD;(Si) _ h·

(h;

- '

as~

For an intermediate stockpoint i

E

+L

hn

+ p;)(l -a; (S;))

iE E.

(6.8a)

nEU;

Wn with quasi-optima[ W1 holds

av~cs~.
"'
asi W;) = h; + 'L....-

(

+' "
L....-' q;n-2 ( ... +

qÎn-l h;n-l

{6.8b)

ln-2EV;n-l

ln-t€Vi

L (h;J - (h;l + L

hn + p;J(l- af1 (S;))) .. ·) ).

qi1

i1EV;2

nEU; 1

Proof The proof is by induction on i. If i is an end-stockpoint equation (6.8a) immediately results
from differentiating (S.Sa) to S1• For an intermediate stockpoint i we obtain from (S.Sb)
aD;(S;, W;)

as.

=

I

a
as

I

+

h;(S;- (L;

"'

l}fLd +

~

L....- Dj(SJ> \111 )+

JEV;

'

~

00
(

Js;-'E,•• v

s.

(

(Lt)

DJ(Zj(Si- u), \lij)- Dj(SJ, \lij) dF1
A

"'1""

)

(u)

I

1

= h·,+L....jE V;

S;- E•• v1

dzj(x)
d

s.

I

X

aDj(Sj, Wj)

x=S,-u

as.

I

dF.(L;)( )
I

S1=z1{S1 -u)

J

u.

Differentiation of z1 (x) to x yields qi. Hence,
aD1(S1,

as.'

W1 )

= h·,+L....-q
" ' . (""
ls

aDJ(S1, W1)

1

S;-'E,•• v1

je V,

as.J

s.

I

dëL')( )

u.

1

SJ=ZJ(S;-u)

Lne v, Sn and S; 2:.: LneV; S In the former case we obtain
aD;(S;, W;) = h· " '
aDj(Sj. Wj)l
dF.(L;)< )

We distinguish between S; <

11 •

·loo

'+ jEV
L....-qJ

as.
l

1

0

In the latter case we obtain
aDi(S;, W;) =.h·

as.
I

" ' ' ("" aDj(Sj. Wj)

'+ jE
L....-q, lo
V;
0

as.

J

asJ

•

Sj=Z1{S1 -u)

I
Sp=Zj('E,•• vi

u ·

d (F(L;))S;-E.ev;Sn ( )

s.-u)

I

u .
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In order to prove the theorem we note that

aDj(sj. w1)
as.J

= aD1(sj. wj)

J

Sp=zi (Lnev;

as.J

S.l

=0

J

Si=Si

·

Next, we use Theorem 5.2. Since the class of linear allocation functions is given by equation (6.1)
we know that the condition to apply (5.10) is satisfied. To complete this proofwe use induction and
equation (5.10).
o
From Theorem 6.1 we prove convexity properties of the cost function D 1{S1, W;) with respect toS;
(see Corollary 6.1). From these properties and Theorem 6.1 we are able to derive the existence, the
unicity and the nature ofthe extreme point S1 for which 8D1{S1, \ÎI1 )jaS1 = 0.
Corollary 6.1. The cost function D; (S;, IÎI;) with quasi-optima[ policy IÎI; is convex with respect to S1•
Specijically, if F1(x) is strictly increasing for x 2:: 0 then D1( S1, W
1) is strictly convex with respect to

"

S;.

Proof. Taking the derivative of (6.8) to S1 yields

as?
I

I

(h;

a2D;(S;, W;)
=

.

+ L..... hn + p;) daf(S;)
~
neU;

L

q;n-1 .

ln-1 €Vt

i E E

I

L

q;n-2 • • •

ln-2EVin-l

.L q;l (h;l + L hn +Pit) dal~dS·{S;)
11 eV;2

nEUî 1

i EM.

t

Using the monotonicity of the non-stockout probability completes the proof.

0

Consider a divergent multi-echelon system with positive penalty costs at the end-stockpoints. We
conetude that if h; is positive then there exist a finite S; such that D 1(Si. IÎ11) with quasi-optimal W; is
minimized for S;. Specifically, if F; (x) is strictly increasing for x 2:: 0 the unicity of this minimum
is guaranteed. These results follows from Corollary 6.1 and the observation that if S1 tends to minus
infinity then D; (S;, IÎI;) converges to- LnEU' hn- L;n-1~~v:l q;._ 1 L;n-2 e"·Y'n-l q;._2 ••• L;lç~v.'2 q; 1 Pit < 0,
and if S; tends to infinity then D;(S;, W1) converges to h 1• So, if h; equals 0 the order-up-to-level S;
equals infinity. Unfortunately, this results in an allocation function z; (x) which is intractable. This is
the reason why we distinguish between two types of stockpoints:
(i). Stockpoint i adds a positive value to the product, i.e., h; > 0 (results in a finite S1).
(ii). The stockpoint does not add any value to the product, i.e., h 1 0 (results in an infinite S;).
Due to the intractability of the allocation function for the latter type we first address the divergent Nechelon systems where in each stockpointsome value is added to the product (see Sections 6.3-6.4).
Later, we address how to deal with N -echelon systems in which forsome stockpoints no value is added
to the product {see Sections 6.5-6.7).
From (6.8) we derive the following optimality conditions fora quasi-optimal control policy (given
the linear allocation functions of (6.1)):
The order-up-to-level S1 of an end-stockpoint i satisfies

h;- (h; + Lhn

+ p;)(l

ai(S;))

0.

(6.9a)

nEU;
The order-up-to-level S; of an intermediate stockpoint i and its downstream allocation fractions satisfy
h;

+L
t,_ 1EV;

q;,_t (hi,_t :

L

r,-2EV;,_ 1

q;,_2 (.

..

+

L q;, (hit ltEV12

(h; 1 +

L hn + Pl )(1 -a;, (S;))) ... ))(6.9b)
= 0,
1

n€U; 1
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where the allocation fractions of each stockpoint in ech(i) sum up to one, and are positive.
In Chapter 5 we proved that the order-up-to-level of a stockpoint i in the cost-optimal control policy
satisfies a newsboy-style expression:

Lhn+ Pk
ai(Si) = -"-e....,u=r= - - - - for every k
h~c+
hn + Pk

E

Ei.

(6.10)

In this chapter we approximate the optimal allocation functions by linear allocation functions. Therefore (6.10) does not necessarily have to hold any longer. However, when (6.10) is satisfied for each
stockpoint, then the optimality conditions of (6.9) arealso satisfied.

6.3

Algorithm

In this section, wedevelopan algorithm todetermine all the control parameters of the divergent multiechelon system. As already mentioned in the previous section, we first restriet ourselves to divergent
N-echelon systems where in every stockpointsome value is added to the product.
Figure 6.1 depiets procedure Main, which determines the order in which the control parameters
are computed.

procedure Main
begin
n := l;
whilen < N do
begin
fori E Wn do
begin
ifhi > Othen
begin
for k E Ei do à~:= c~::nEUi h" + Pk)f(hk + LnEUk h" + Pk);
ComputeParameters(i);
Adaptation( i)
end
end
n := n + l;
end
end
Figure 6.1. Decomposition algorithm.
This order results from the decomposition approach as explained inSection 5.5. This means that we
first determine the order-up-to-levels at the end-stockpoints. Next, we continue with the determination
of the control parameters of stockpoints with LLC= 2, LLC= 3, respectively, until we reach the most
upstream stockpoint in the system. As can be seen in the procedure ComputeParameters in Figure 6.2
we distinguish between end-stockpoints and intermediate stockpoints, since for an end-stockpoint we
only need to compute the order-up-to-level, whereas for an intermediate stockpoint we also need to
determine the allocation fractions.
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procedure ComputeParameters(i)
begin
if i E E then detennine by service-equation
ComputeLocalParameters( S1, { q J } Je v,)
end

si

a! (S;) = áf else

Figure 6.2. Procedure todetermine all the control parameters of stockpoint i.
For an end-stockpoint i, we detennine the order-up-to-level from

Lhn+Pi
i ""
a 1 (S1)

Ai

nEUi

=ai:=----;""=----,
h; + L,_;hn + p;

iE E.

(6.11)

nEU,

For an intermediate stockpoint i we detennine the order-up-to-level S; and the allocation fractions
{qj }je V, from the procedure ComputeLocalParameters (see Figure 6.3).
procedure ComputeLocalParameters(S;, {qJ }Je V)
begin
initialize S;, e, and stepsize;
repeat
!::..; := S; LneV1 Sn;
for jE V1 do
begin
for k e EJ dodetermine qJ(k) from a~(!::.;, qJ(k)) = ák;
qj := LkeEi qj(k)/IEj I
end
if LneV; qn :::: 1 e then S; := S; + stepsize;
if Lnev, qn 2:: 1 - e then S; := S; - stepsize;
untill LneV qn -11 < e

S;

:=S;

'

end
Figure 6.3. Procedure todetermine the order-up-to-level S1 and the allocationfractions {qJ }Jev, of an
intermediale stockpoint i, when this stockpoint and all its successors have positive added values.
This procedure is basedon the CAS1 beuristic as described inSection 3.2.1. When LLC(i)=2 the
aforementioned beuristic coincides completely with the procedure ComputeLocalParameters. This
means that we start with some initia! value for Si. Then we compute !::.i := St- Lnev, Sn. Next, the
allocation fraction qi is detennined from

Lhn+PJ
i (

)

~i •

ai !::..;, qJ =ai

.= --""::::,.----,
nEUj

jEE;.

(6.12)

hj+ L,_;hn+Pi
nEUj

Since we require Lnev, qn = 1 we adapt S; until this additional constraint is also satisfied. Due to
the monotonicity of the non-stockout probability we may use a biseetion scheme for Si. Note that in
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the determination of qi from (6.12) we use the already determined order-up-to-levels {Sj}jev1 • The
beuristic can not be extended straightforwardly fora stockpoint i with LLC(i) > 2. To illustrate this
we consicter the following example. Suppose the decomposition algorithm already computed the allocation fractions qg, q9, and the order-up-to-levels Ss. S6, Ss and of the system as depicted in Figure
2.1. In order to obtain a quasi-optimal control policy we have todetermine qs, q6 and S3 such that
the service level equations given by (6.12) are satisfied for each end-stockpoint, and q 5 + q6 = l. lt
is clear that in general the existence of such qs, q6 and
satisfying these constraints is not guaranteed, since the number of constraints (four) exceeds the number of variables (three). In order to still
use the decomposition approach we suggest to define qi as in procedure ComputeLocalParameters
(see Figure 6.3). This metbod is only justifiable when the differences between the values of qi(k) for
the end-stockpoints k E Ei are small. Because otherwise averaging these allocation fractions qj(k)
implies that for some end-stockpoints the defined value qi is too large and consequently the resulting
service performance is too low, or the defined qi is too small and consequently the resulting service
performance is too large. This probably results in a bad performance of the control policy, since (6.9)
does no longer hold.
After the determination of the order-up-to-level of an intermediate stockpoint, it may occur that
this level is less than the sum of the order-up-to-levels of its successors. In that case, we adapt the
order-up-to-level of every successor as depicted in the procedureAdaptation (see Figure 6.4).

s9

s3

procedure Adaptation(i)
begin
if < LneV, Sn then
begin
forjEVido
begin

si

Sj := Zj(S;);
Adaptation(j)
end
end
end

Figure 6.4. Procedure to adapt the order-up-ta-levels.
This procedure is based on the following theorem.

Theorem 6.2. Consider a multi-echelon system with most upstream stockpoint 1. The allocationfunctions are dejined as in (6.1). IJS, < Lnev1 Sn then we redefine the order-up-to-levelofeachsuccessor
jE V 1 asfollows Sj := Zj(S1). Forthisadaptedcontrolpolicyholds
(i) The total expected casts in the multi-echelon system do not alter.
(ii) The non-stockout probabilities at the end-stockpoints do not alter.

Proof. (i) For our convenience we denote the order-up-to-level and the allocation functian after the
adaptation by a A (e.g., zj(x) becomes zJ(x)). An important property of the adapted order-up-tolevels is

L s:

nEVt

LZj(S,)
nEVt

= s,.

(6.13)
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From the definition of Zj(x) (see (6.1)) and (6.13) it follows
zJ(x)

Sf-qj(L_s:

x)=zj(SI)-qj(SI-X)=Zj(X),

(6.14)

nEVt

So this adaptation of Sj into Sf does not influence the allocation function. Then result (i) follows
immediately by substitution of (6.13) and (6.14) in (5.5).
(ii) From (5.10) we obtain an expression for the non-stockout probability of an end-stockpoint when
& 1 < 0. Due to (6.14) the non-stockout probability doesnotalter after adaptation.
D
6.4 Numerical results
In this section, the performance of the algorithm of Section 6.3 is tested by consiclering 500 instances
of the divergent 3-echelon system as depicted in Figure 6.5. The lead time of each intermediate stockpoint is drawn from a uniform distribution on {1, ... , 8}, and the lead time of an end-stockpoint is
drawn from a uniform distribution on {1, ... , 5}. The mean demand and squared coefficient ofvariation per review period at an end-stockpoint is drawn from a uniform distribution on [10,25] and [0.5,
1.5], respectively. Every stockpoint adds some value to the product. The amount added is uniformly
distributed on [0.1, 3].

LLC

3

2

Figure 6.5. Divergent 3-echelon inventory system.
Let Hk denotes the holding costs of one product at end-stockpoint k per review period, i.e., Ht =
+ LnEUk hn· Fora quasi-optimal control policy which satisfies (6.10) for all i E M U E we have
that the non-stockout probability attained at end-stockpoint k equals

ht

Pk
,
Hk+ Pk

ak

=

Pk

ak
= --Hk.
1- ak

k E E.

(6.15)

k

(6.16)

Rewriting (6.15) yields
E

E.

In practice the service non-stockout probability required at an end-stockpoint usually is large, therefore we draw ak from a uniform distribution on [0.85, 0.99]. So by defining Pk as in (6.16) we know
that if the algorithm would be exact then the non-stockout probability of end-stockpoint k equals ak.
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Figure 6.6. Performance of algorithm.
Unfortunately, the algorithm of Section 6.3 approximates the quasi-optimal control policy, since (1)
the algorithm uses an approximate step in procedure ComputeLocalParameters by averaging the allocation quantities qi(kl• and (2) the non-stockout probabilities which are computed in the algorithm
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use the method as described in Section 2.4.1. Therefore the non-stockout probability in stockpoint k
resulting from the algorithm, denoted by af, generally differs from ak. Next, every instanee is simulated with the control parameters obtained by the algorithm. In case the imbalance would notaffect the
However, usually the phenon-stockout probability attained at stockpoint k, it would be equal to
nomenon of imbalance does have some effect on the stockout probability. Hence, stockpoint k attains
a non-stockout probability of af
Figures 6.6 (a) and (b) depiet the absolute differences af - ak> af- af and af- a1c for an endstockpoint k with a1c ::S 0.95 and a1c > 0. 95, respectively. Note that af -a~c represents the 'Algorithmic
error' due to averaging qj (k) in procedure ComputeLocalParameters and using the approximate metbod
as described in Section 2.4.1 to compute the non-stockout probabilities, af - aff represents the 'Imbalance error' due to the violatien of the balance assumption, and af- ak represents the 'Total error'.
We distinguish between these two cases a1e ::s 0.95 and a~c > 0.95, since an absolute error of 0.01 is
acceptable in case akisnot to large (e.g., 0.85), although, when a1c is large (e.g., 0.99) such an error is
intolerable. Comparing these two figures indicates that when a1c is large the absolute errors diminish.
Furthermore, we conclude that the algorithm works very well. Most of the difference between a1e and
af is caused by imbalance.

at.

6.5 Extension of the decomposition algorithm
Unfortunately, the algorithm addressed in Section 6.3 can only be applied if every stockpoint adds
some positive value to the product. The case where some of the stockpoints does not add any value
is also interesting from a practical point of view. Therefore, in the remainder of this chapter we analyze divergent multi-echelon systems where forsome stockpoints no value is added to the product.
Typically, such situations occur when components or subassemblies are shipped from the out-bound
stockpoint of a supplier to the in-bound stockpoint of a customer (see Figure 6.7). Note that such a
situation occurs in many real-world supply chains.

,.------------,

1 Value added
I through other parts

1 Value added
I through other parts

I

1

H - - - - ''-:llo-\

Production

Vl
1

<

Customer
demand

I

\ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .!I

Figure 6.7. Supply chain with altematingof stockpoints withand without added value.
Forthese situations the decomposition algorithm of Section 6.3 cannot be applied. By consictering
an example, it becomes clear where an extension of the algorithm is required. Consider the distribution
system as depicted in Figure 6.8.
First, the algorithm determines the order-up-to-level of every end-stockpoint by solving (6.11).
Since h 3 = h 5 = 0 it follows from (6.11) that à~
á~ = 1. Hence, the order-up-to-levels of endstockpoints 3 and 5 are infinite, i.e., s3 = Ss = 00. On the other hand h4 and h6 are positive, therefore
&! and &g are less than 1. Hence, the order-up-to-levels of stockpoint 4 and 6 equals some finite value
and
respectively.
.
Second, the algorithm considers stockpoint 2 (with low level code 2). From (6.12) we determine
á~ and
Since stockpoint 2 does not add any value to the product we have that
= a~ and a~ = &g.
Hence, S2
oo. Since the algorithm uses the linear allocation functions of (6.1 ), it is not clear how

=

s4

s6,

aj.

a;
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Supplier

Figure 6.8. Divergent 3-echelon system with some stockpoints which add no value.
todetermine appropriate allocation fractions.qs and !'16·
Finally, we consider the most·upstream stockpoint 1 (with low level code39. Again, the target nonstockout probabilities for k e {3, ... , 6} are defined by (6.12). Since stockpoint 1 bas at least one
successor with an infinite order-up-to-level, it follows that upon an order arriva1 at stockpoint 1, these
products are immediately ordered by stockpoint 2 and 3. This means that stockpoint 1 neverholds any
stock, so St := 82 + s3 + 84. Using similar arguments we have !h = 85 + 86. So At = A2 = 0.
Using sample path arguments the remaining control parametersneed to be determinedS\'IChthat

&i

A

Pr(Sk -

&•k -

{

J

q~cDL 1 -

r.k

LFit+l :::::

k E {3, 4}

0)

Pr(S~c- qk(D'f2 + q2Di) -

~1n

DL+t ::::: 0) k

E {5, 6}.

From equation (6.17) with k = 4 the allocation fraction q4 is determined. The cost-optimal conditions does not impose any constraints on q2 and !'13· We have one degree of freedom in choosing these
allocation fractions q2 and q 3 , since the allocation fractions of stockpoint l have to sum up to 1. We
suggest to use this degree of freedom to minimize the expected imbalance at stockpoint 1, since the
decomposition approach requires that there is no imbalance at every stockpoint in the system. The
BS rationing policy tries to establish this. Like inSection 3.2.2 we distinguish between two variants,
referred to as BS 1 and BS2. In the BS 1 rationing policy the allocation fractions are determined such
that the mean imbalance at stockpoint i (i.e., nf) is minimized. InSection 3.2.2 we determineall allocation fractions such that an approximate expression of the mean imbalance is minimized. However,
in this chapter some of the allocation fractions may already be chosen in order to minimize the expected total costs (e.g., in this example !'14 is already known). Let the set A; denoting those successors
of stockpoint i for which the allocation fractions result from the cost minimization, while the other
successors are denoted by B;. Note that

A; := {j E Vilh; > 0},

B; :={jE Vilh; = 0}.

So, for every successor j E A1 the allocation fraction q1 is determined by the algorithm of Section 6.3.
The BS 1 rationing policy determines the allocation fractions {q1 }je 81 such that
H

dE[nu J
dqi

A.

__..::_ = "'

(!::!!i)
"
11,j

ao,j

T; (2qp;2

aj)

=

c;,

jE B;.

(6.18)
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We use biseetion to find c; such that the allocation fractions {qi }jeB1 sum up to I - LneA; q11 • In each
step of the bisection, the corresponding values for {qj beB1 are found by another bisection, where

[O,a]/(2o}))

q. E
1

I

[ aJ /(2a?),

_Lqn > 0.5

j E B;

neA1

1]

Lq

11 :::;

0.5. '

nEAi

Another variant of the BS rationing policy is referred to as BS2. Insteadof minimizing the meao imbalance, we suggest to minimize LJeB,
subject to LnEB, qn = 1- LneA1 q 11 • The Lagrange-multiplier
technique yields

aii,i

ql =

a

2

I (

~2 + -IB·I
I

L qn- nEBi
L 2a2)
~~.z ,
a,

1-

jE B;.

(6.19)

nEA;

l

Both the BS 1 and BS2 beuristics are validated in Section 6. 7. By applying one of these two variants
appropriate values for q2 and q3 are determined. Substitution of q2 and S6 in {6.17) with k 6 yields
q6. Next, qs = l - q6. Similarly, substitution of q2 and qs in {6.17) with k = 5 yields Ss. Finally,
substituting q3 in (6.17) with k = 3 yields

s3.

6.6

Algorithm

In Section 6.5 the extension of the decomposition algorithm is explained by applying it to the system depicted in Figure 6.8. In this section we formalize the extension. Note that only the procedure
ComputeParameters needs to be adapted, while the procedures Main, ComputeLocalParameters and
Adaptation remaio val id. Figure 6.9 depiets the adapted version of the procedure ComputeParameters.
procedure ComputeParameters(i)
begin
if ;i ·e Îf; then determine S; from
S;)
else
lbegin
if.E;-= (tzJtfhen((JmnputeLocalParameters( S;, {qj }jev.) else
'bl:!gin

al (

àl

A;::=O;
'for i E Attlo
b®n
<forAkre E JdO deterrnine qj (k) from aw~i' (J j (k)) = à~;
qi:='LteEi qJ<k>fiEJI
end
for j E B; dodetermine qi by BS rationing such that LneB; qn = 1 - LneA; qn;
for j EB; do ComputeParameters(j);
S; := LneV1 Sn
end
end
end
Figure 6.9. Procedure todetermine all the control parameters of an intermediate stockpoint i and all

the unknown parameters of its downstream stockpoints.
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By closely examining procedure ComputeParameters we observe that when stockpoint i has positive
added value, Ît not only determines the Order-up-to-leve) Si and the allocation fractions {qj }jeVp but
also the control parameters of the downstream stockpoints j E ech(i) which: (1) qoes not add any
value, and (2) all stockpoints on the path from i to j do not add any value. This is accomplished by
the fact that the procedure is recursive. The computational effort of this procedure is dominated by
the effort to solve several one-dimensional service equations. These equations are solved by a biseetion scheme on the unknown parameter, e.g., in equation (6.17) we solve aJ (q4 ) = &J by biseetion on
q4 E (0, 1). Like in procedure ComputeLocalParameters we use the technique of averaging the qJ(kJ
when the number of the stockpoints in E1 exceeds one. As already mentioned inSection 6.3 this is
only justitiabie when the differences between the valnes of qJ<kl for k E E 1 are small.

6.7 Numerical results
In this section, the performance of the extension of the decomposition algorithm of Section 6.3 is tested
by consiclering the same 500 instances of the 3-echelon distri bution system as depicted in Figure 6.5.
Only in this experiment we assume that all end-stockpoints (except for the most upstream stockpoint)
have no added value. Hence, withoutlossof generality Hk := 1 for k E E. So from (6.16) we know
that by detining Pk := ak/(1 - ak) for k E E the non-stockout probability attained at end-stockpoint
k would be equal to ak if the algorithm would be exact. From Section 6.4, however, we know that the
algorithm uses two approximate steps.
Figures 6.10 (a) and (b) depiet the absolute differences af - ako af af and af - ak for an endstockpoint k withak :S 0.95 and ak > 0.95, respectively. Note that at -ak represents the 'algorithmic
error' (Alg. error) due to the two approximate steps, and af -af represents the 'imbalance error' (Imb.
error) due to the violation of the balance assumption. Like in Section 6.4 we distinguish between the
two casesak :S 0.95 and ak > 0.95.
For both cases the 'algorithmic error' of BS 1 and BS2 are al most identical and very small. This
would advocate to use BS2 since it is much easier than BS 1, which requires a nested biseetion scheme.
However, it turns out that the variability of the 'imbalance error' is smaller when applying BS 1 instead ofBS2. Comparing Figures 6.10 (a) and (b) suggests that the effect becomes stronger foraknot
to large. Furthermore, this tigure shows that the 'algorithmic error' is considerably smaller than the
'imbalance error'. Hence in order to improve the performance of the algorithm it is probably more
efficient to focus our attention to the latter error. A way to rednee this error is by keeping some stock
in every intermediate stockpoint i for which the algorithm suggest not to hold any stock, i.e., !:..; = 0.
This means that we increase !:..; in order to keep some productsin stock. Like inSection 3.5.1, we
detined !:..; as in (3.12). In Figure 6.11 this adaptation of the algorithm is denoted by !:.. > 0, while the
original algorithm is denoted by !:.. 0. Figure 6.11 depiets the mean of the expected costs per period
for allSOO instances, for bothBS 1 and BS2. It turns out that differences in costs between BS 1 and BS2
are negligible. Furthermore, the difference between the expected total costs per period computed by
the analysis and resulting from the simulation is much smaller in the case !:.. > 0 than !:.. = 0. This is
due to the rednetion of the imbalance in the case !:.. > 0. Finally, Figure 6.11 shows that the expected
total costs per period by adapting the algorithm increases.
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Figure 6.10. Performance of algorithm.
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6.8 Error made by linearizing allocation functions
In Chapter 5, we derived several properties of the optimal allocation functions. From these properties we developed an algorithm (see Figure 5.1) to actually obtain these functions. Usually it is rather
time-consurning and cumhersome to determine these functions. Note that there are some exceptions
(e.g., the 2-echelon system with identical holding and penalty costs at the end-stockpoints). Hence,
for practical purposes we restricted ourselves to a specifïc class of linear allocation functions. By this
restrietion the expected costs incurred in the system per review period will probably be larger. To obtain insight in the magnitude of this increase we analyze the difference between the expected costs per
review period in a system when applying the optima! allocation functions {z1 }1ev1 and when applying
the linear allocation functions {z 1 }Jev1 given by (6.1). For presentational purposes we consider the 2echelon system as depicted in Figure 6.12. Withoutlossof generality we assume that pz :5 p 3• When

Figure 6.12. A divergent 2-echelon system with two end-stockpoints.
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the order-up-to-level in each stockpoint is identical for both cases, then from Lemma 5.2 it follows that
Dt (St. \11!)

D1 (St, IÎit)

L 1"" DJ(ZJ(St
jEVJ

with Wt := U1ev1 (ZJ, SJ) and Wt :=

(S~o Wt)

1u'
L 1""

=L

Dt(St, IÎit)

(6.20)

U1ev,(ZJ, Sj). To obtainan upperboundfor(6.20) wedistinguish

between 8 1 :::5 u <u* and u 2::: u*, where u*
D1

DJ(ZJ(St- u)) dF1(L 1l(u),

u))

Ê>I

jEVt

At

jEVt

u*

+ maxjev ~

flt

1 (

Dj(Zj(St- u))

).

So,

D 1(z1(St- u)) dF? 1\u)

u))- DJ(z1(S 1

DJ(Zj(St

+

u)) dF1(L 1\u).

(6.21)

In orderto obtain an upperbound for (6.20) we derive an expression for the latterterm of (6.21 ), whereas
the former term remains a topic for further research. For developing such expression for this latter term
weneed the values of z1(S1 - u) and 1(S1 - u). First, from (6.1) it follows that

z

ZJ(St

u)= SJ+ qJ(flt

u),

j E Vt.

(6.22a)

Second, from Theorem 5.5 we know that for u 2::: St

z1·(St

xi J.

= 2
(6.22b)
1= 3
u) :::5 0. Thus, from (6.22a) and (5.5a) it follows that

U) __ { St

u-

x;

Let us assume that u 2::: u*. Then z1(S 1 DJ(ZJ(St- u))= (ht + PJ)((LJ

+ l)JLJ- S1- qi(b.t- u)),

j EVt.

Since u 2::: u* implies u 2::: St. we use (6.22b) to derive an expression for D1(z1(S 1 -u)). Before
substituting (6.22b) in D1(z1(St u)) we prove that indeed u 2::: S1• For each j E V1 we have that
u 2::: u* 2::: 8 1 + S1jq1. Aftersome algebra we obtain that q1(u
8 1) 2::: 1 for each j E V 1•
Summarizing over j E Vt on both sides yields u- flt 2::: Lnev1 Sn. Using the definition of flt proves
u 2::: S1• From u 2::: St. (6.22b) and (5.5a) it follows that

s

D·(z·(St _u))_ { (ht + p 1)((L1 + l)JL1 - St+ u +x~)
1 1
(ht + PJ)((LJ + l)JLJ- xn + (ht + h1 + PJ)E[Cxt

}=2

nL+t>+] J =

3.

After some elementary algebra we obtain

L

Dj(Zj(St- u))- Dj(Zj(St -u))= (P3- P2.)(x~-

- (ht

s3- q3(.àt -u))

+ h3 + P3)E( (xi- Df 3+t)+]

pz)(xi- S3- q3(.àt u)).
(6.23)
p 3 the upperbound (6.23) is tight, since then xi = 0. From (6.23) it follows that
:::5 (p3

Note that if p 2

L
jEVt

1

00

DJ(Zj(St- u))

Dj(z 1(St -u)) dF1(Ltl(u)

u*

:::i""

(p3

Pz)(XÎ- S3- q3(.à1

u*

= (p3

Pû(x;

= (p3-

Pz)((xi

S3

u)) dF1(Lt)(u)

q3(.àt- u*))(l

Z3(St- u*))(l

F? 1>(u*)) + (p3- pz)q3E[CDL- u*)+]

F 1(Ltl(u*)) +q3E[(DL- u*)+J).

(6.24)
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Note thatif S 3fq 3 2:: Sz/q2 wecansimplifythis upperboundevenmoresincez 3 (S1-u*)

= 0, otherwise

Z3(St -u*) < 0.

The upperbound given by (6.24) is small for most instances. Therefore we exp~ct we that by restricting to the specific class of linear allocation functions given by (6.1) we do notintroduce a large
error. But to draw to this conclusion we also have to obtain some insight in the impact of the former
term of (6.21) on the error. For that purpose wedetermine the optimal allocation functions and the
optimallinear allocation functions for a small example. Consider the divergent 2-echelon system as
depicted in Figure 6.12. Stockpoint I has a lead time L 1 = 3, and the added value equals h 1
7.
Stockpoint 2 has a lead time L 2 = 2, the demand process has the following characteristics J.Lz = l 0
and a 2 = 8, and the penalty costs equal p 2 = 15. Stockpoint 3 faces a lead time L 3 = 3, the demand
process has the following characteristics J.L3 = 20 and a3 = 16, and the penalty costs equal p 3 = 20.
Then Figure 6.13 (a) depiets the optimal allocation functions and the linear allocation functions (obtained by applying the algorithms of this chapter) for h2 = 3 and h3 = 5. Note that the behavior of
stockpoint 2 and 3 coincides with the behavior depicted in Figure 5.2 (c) and (b), respectively. The
dotted lines in Figure 6.13 (a) show the optima! order-up-ta-levels Sz = 46.28 and = 122.32. For
x :::: 2 + 3
158.60 the behavior of the optimal allocation functions are irrelevant, since then
each end-stockpoint can raise its echelon inventory position to the order-up-to-level and the remaioder is retained at stockpoint 1. From (6.21) we know that the allocation function is evaluated around
x
St- u. Since u equals the lead timedemand of stockpoint 1, we know that approximately 98%
of the times u E (0, 72]. Since St = ~I + Sz + s3 and t.l = 53 we have that 98% of the times
x E [139, 211). Hence, the range for x E [139, 158] effects the cost function the most From tigure
6.13 (a) we conclude that the optimal allocation functions are very well approximated by the linear
ones for x > 50. Therefore, we expect that the error made by linearizing the error is very small for
this example. Also the upperbound derived in (6.24) is very small. Since xj = 47.68 and u* 232.5
we obtain an upperbound of approximately 0.1!
Figure 6.13 (b) depiets the optima! allocation functions and the linear allocation functions (obtained by applying the algorithm developed in this chapter) for h2 = 5 and h3 = 3. Note that the
behavior of stockpoint 2 and 3 coincides with the behavior depicted in Figures 5.2 (a) and (d), respectively. Using simHar argumentsas stated above we expect that the error made by linearizing the optimal
allocation function as suggested in Chapter 6 is smalt.
It is difficult to derive a good upperbound for the first term of (6.21). This remains a topic for further research. But by consictering a numerical example of the divergent 2-echelon system as depicted
in Figure 6.12 we illustrated that the linear allocation functions derived in this chapter approximates
the optima} allocation functions very well for the most important part. Therefore we expect that the
error made by linearizing the allocation function is acceptable. An extensive numerical experiment is
required to determine how the error relates to the parameters of the system. This is also a subject for
further research.

s s

6.9

s3

Conclusions

In this chapter, we addressed the problem of determining the control parameters of the divergent multiechelon system as formulated in Chapter 2 such that the expected holding and penalty costs per review
period are minimized. In Chapter 5, we proved that a decomposition of the system is exact given the
balance assumption. Hence, the complex multi-dimensional problem of determining these parameters
reduces to the problem of determining (for every stockpoint): (1) the optimal order-up-to-policy, and
(2) the optima! allocation functions to its successors. It is rather cumhersome and time-consuming to
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Figure 6.13. The optima[ allocation function j (x) and the linear allocation function z j (x) for the
divergent 2-echelon system as depicted in Figure 6.12for j = 2, 3.
determine these optima! allocation functions. Therefore, we restricted ourselves to a specific class of
linear allocation functions. An algorithm is developed to compute the order-up-to-level and its allocation fractions such that the expected total costs is minimized as much as possible. The algorithm is
validated by a numerical experiment on a 3-echelon system, which shows very good results.
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7
Lateral transshipments

7.1 Introduetion
So far we studied the basic model as formulated in Chapter 2 todetermine the control parameters such
that the service level constraints at the end-stockpoints are satisfied (Chapters 3 and 4), and the expected systemwide holding and penalty costs are minimized (Chapters 5 and 6). In this chapter, we
study the same divergent multi-echelon system. But now we allow for lateral transshipments between
the end-stockpoints. By these transshipments we can deercase the expected holding costs needed to
operate the system, but still guarantee the target customer service levels. On the other hand by allowing
these lateral transshipments extra transportation (and handling) costs are involved. So the appropriateness of using lateral transshipments depends on the trade offbetween the extra costs involved with the
transshipments and the decrease in holding costs. The objective of this chapter is to determine the
control parameters in a divergent multi-echelon system with lateral transshipments between the endstockpoints, such that all these end-stockpoints satisfy their service level constraints. From this analysis, we are able to compare the model without transshipments with the model with transshipments.
This enables us to quantify the deercase in holding costs and the increase of transshipments costs when
allowing the transshipments. Hence we can determine for which instances it is profitable to allow for
these lateral transshipments.
The major part of this chapter is devoted to a divergent 2-echelon system consisting of a central
depot (CD) supplying a number of retailers. Both the CD and every retailer control their stock by a
periodic review echelon order-up-to-policy, i.e., every review period a replenishment order is issued
that raises the echelon inventory position to its order-up-to-level. Lateral transshipments between the
retailers are allowed. In fact, we assume that periodically the cumulative echelon stock of the retailers
is rebalanced by these transshipments. To keep the analysis of this model traetabie we assume that all
the retailers have the samelead time. This is reasonable, since usually the transportation times between
the central depot and every retailer are approximately identical. Furthermore, like Karmarkar & Patel
[1977], Hoadley & Heyman [1977], Cohen, Kleindoffer & Lee [1986], Tagaras [1989], Tagaras &
Cohen [1992] andDiks & De Kok [1996a] we assume that these transshipments are instantaneous,
i.e., all transshipment lead times have a zero duration. In practice this may correspond to shipping
127
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stock overnight. In this way the inventory system experiences zero transshipment lead times, while in
reality it takes some time to ship the stock.
The model with non-zero lead times are extremely hard to deal with analytically. To our knowledge only the paper of Jönsson & Silver [1987] gives an analysis of a divergent 2-echelon system with
positive transshipment lead times. Such an analysis is possible due totheir assumption that the review
period exceeds the sum of the depot lead time and the retailer lead time, so that at most one order is
outstanding at any point in time. In this chapter, however, we do not make this assumption, so that it
is possible that more than one order is outstanding at the same time. As already noted by Diks & De
Kok [1996a], this complicates the analysis considerably.
Diks & De Kok [1996a] analyzed a divergent 2-echelon system with lateral transshipments. They
adopt the CAS 1 rationing policy both to allocate the stock at the CD and to rebalance the stock at
the retailers. However, the extensive numerical experiment performed in Chapter 3 indicates that BS
rationing outperfarms CAS rationing, at least in divergent multi-echelon systems without lateral transshipments. Having good hopes that this result can be extended to systems with lateral transshipments,
we study the samemodel as Diks & De Kok [1996a] in this chapter except that at the CD and at the
retailers we adopt the BS2 rationing policy.
Finally, we briefly like to address the paper ofTagaras [1989], which analyzes a 2-echelon distribution system with lateral transshipments. In our opinion the usefulness of their model is doubtful due
to the restrictive assumptions (only two retailers are considered, and the CD has an infinite capacity
with a zero replenishment lead time). His model is characterized by complete pooling in that if there
is an economie incentive to transship one item, then the maximum amount will be sent.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7 .2, we describe the system under consideration.
InSection 7.3, we present the allocation policy adopted at the CD and the rebalancing policy adopted
at the retailers. For both policies we use the BS2 rationing policy. InSection 7 .4, all the control parameters of the system are determined in case the cumulative echelon stock of the retailers is rebalanced
every review period. In Section 7 .5, we extend the results to divergent N -echelon systems. InSection
7.6, we present some numerical results of our model, and compare them with the model of Van der
Heijden [ 1997b] (which uses BS rationing and transshipments are not allowed) and the model of Diks
& De Kok [1996a] (which uses CAS rationing and transshipments are allowed). InSection 7.7, we
briefty address an extension of the model such that the cumulative echelon stock of the retailers is not
rebalanced every review period, but only when the cumulative echelon stock of the retailers drops below a certain level. Finally, we give a few concluding remarks in Section 7 .8.

7.2

Model description

Consider a divergent 2-echelon system consisting of a central depot (CD) supplying a number of retailers (see Figure 7.1 ). The CD can place orders at an external supplier, which has sufficient capacity
to deliver any order within a fixed lead time.
The inventory system is controlled by a periodic review policy. That is, every period the CD (denoted by index 1) issues a replenishment order that raises the echelon inventory position to its orderup-to-level S 1• This order arrives aftera fixed lead time L 1, where L 1 is a multiple integer of the review
period R. Without loss of generality we assume that R := 1. Therefore, in the remaioder of this chapter we refer to a review period as a period. Upon arrival it is decided how to allocate the order to the
CD and the retailers. When allocating stock there are two possibilities:
(i). The physical stock at the CD is sufficient to raise the echelon inventory position of each retailer
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Figure 7.1. Schematic representation of a divergent 2-echelon system with lateral transshipments.
j to its order-up-to-level Sj· Then the required amounts are sent to the successors and excess
stock is kept at the CD to be allocated at the next occasion.
(ii). The physical stock is not suftleient to raise the echelon inventory position of each retailer j to
its order-up-to-level Si. Then material rationing is required to allocate the available stock to the
retailers appropriately.
It takes a tixed lead time of L i periods to ship products from the CD to retailer j. We assume that all
retailers have the samelead time l (where lis an integer). Hence, Li = l for every j E V1. Immediately after the arrival of shipments at the retailers, it is decided whether the cumulative echelon stock
of all retailers should be rebalanced or not. In case of rebalancing, some products are shipped from
retailers with excess inventory to those which are low on inventory. In this chapter the rebalancing
policy corresponds to the BS2 rationing policy as introduced inSection 3.2.2.
The order in which the rationing policy at the CD and the rebalancing policy at the retailers are
applied influences the material flow in the system. We use the following order:

(i). Arrival of shipments at CD and retailers.
(ü). Decide on whether to rebalance the cumulative echelon stock of all retailers or not. In case of
rebalancing the BS2 rationing policy is used.
(iii). Retailers placetheir orders at the CD.

(iv). Decide on how to allocate the echelon stock of the CD by using the BS2 rationing policy.

(v). CD places order at the extemal supplier.
The objective of this chapter is todetermine all the control parameters in the system such that every
retailer attains a predeterrnined target fill rate. Besides attaining the target fill rates we also like to
minimize the holding costs and the lateral transshipments costs.

7.3 System dynamics
In this section, we explain how the material flows through the system in case all the control parameters
are known. This enables us to deterrnine the behavior of the stock levels at both the CD and the retailers.
From that we derive: ( 1) the fill rates attained at the retailers, and (2) the expected amount transshipped
per period. Next, in Section 7.4 we determine how to set the control parameters such that every retailer
attains its target fill rate at minimal expected costs.
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For sake of clarity, we derive the system dynamics in this section under the assumption that every
period the echelon stock of the retailers is rebalanced. InSection 7.7, we suggest how the results could
be extended to the case in which not every period rebalancing takes place.
For the mathematica! analysis we use some additional notation as listed below:

Stockpoint status
For all order arrival times t 2: 0 we define
J/ Echelon stock of a stockpoint i E M U E at time t just befare order arrival.
1/ Echelon stock of a stockpoint i E M U E at time t just after order arrival, but befare
rebalancing.
i/ Echelon stock of a stockpoint i E M U E at time t just after rebalancing.
Amount of products arriving at retailer i E E at time t due to the rebalancing.

Control parameters
Si
Order-up-to-level of a stockpoint i

s;

t.;

E M U E with respect to the echelon inventory position.
Order-up-to-level of a retailer i E E with respect to the echelon stock.
Control parameter of a retailer i E E defined by t.; := S; - s;.

Performance measures
T
T;

7.3.1

Expected amount of stock transshipped between retailers per period.
Expected amount of stock transshipped by a retailer i E E per period.

Rationing policy at the CD

Consider the system at the beginning of an arbitrary period, say t - L 1• At this time the CD places an
order at the extemal supplier to raise its echelon inventory position to S 1• Since the lead time equals
L 1, this order arrives at the beginning ofperiod t. So the echelon stock ofthe CD justafter the arrival
of this order equals
I

~~

Jt =St- DI-Lt,l'
If 1/ 2: Lnev1 Sn then each retailer j is able to raise its echelon inventory position to order-up-to-level
Si. Thus,

DJ_L,,r ~At

=>

Î/ =Si,

j E Vt.

(7.1)

However, if 1/ < Lnev1 Sn then the complete echelon stock of the CD is allocated to the retailers by
using an appropriate rationing policy. For practical purposes we suggest to apply the linear allocation
function given by (2.7). This means that
I

Dt-Lj,l > t.t

=>

The allocation fractions {q11 } 11ev1 both satisfy
and (7.2) it follows that
Aj

I,

t

Aj

11 =St- qj(Dt-LJ,t- t.t).

Lnev q
1

=si- qj(D l

1_L 1. , -

11

•

1

E

= 1 and qi > 0 for each j
+

At) ,

i e

(7.2)

Vt.

E Vt. From (7.1)

Vt.

(7.3)

The amount of products which are allocated to retailer j at timet (at the CD) equals

qf=i/ I/,

qf

jEVt.

Reeall that
< 0 may occur forsome j and t, which means that a negative amount of the physical
stock at the CD is allocated to retailer j at time t. In practice this is usually impossible. Therefore, in
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this chapter we also assume the balance assumption. Note that in this chapter the balance a8sumption
is even less restrictive then before since the echelon stock at the retailers is balanced every period.
InSection 3.2.2, the allocation fractions {q1}jev1 are determined such that an approximate expression for the imbalance is minimized. This yields

1

(7.4)

+ 21Vd'

Despite the fact that in the development of these allocation fractions we considered a divergent 2echelon system without lateral transshipments we propose to use these allocation fractions. There are
several reasous for this. First, it simplifies the analysis considerably. Second, the allocation fractions
are easy to compute and therefore very suited for practical purposes. Third, we expect that these allocation fractions does not play a very important role due to the rebalancing every period.

7.3.2

Rebalancing policy at the retailers

After the allocation at the CD at time t, it takes l periods to ship the products from the CD to the retailers. During these perîods: ( 1) retailer j faces a customer demand of D{t+t• and (2) the cumulative
echelon stock of all retailers is rebalanced at time t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + l 1. Therefore the echelon
stock of retailer j at time t + l Gust after the order arrival, but before rebalancing) equals
j

- lAj
]Ai
t+l- t

Dt.t+t

t+l-1

+L

'.

{7.5)

rj'

s=t+l

where rf either denotes the amount of products which arrives at retailer j at times due to rebalancing
(if rf 2: 0), or denotes the amount of products which are shipped from retailer j to the other retailers
at times due to rebalancing (if rj < 0). By definition,

.= 1-;t 1/.

r ti .

(7.6)

iE E.

=

Since rebalancing only reallocates the available stock we know that Ljev1 r/
0 for every t. From
(7.3), (7.5) and the aforementioned property it can be shown that the cumulative echelon stock of all
retailers at time t + l equals

L 1,"-tt = L Sn- (Di-r.J,I- ~~t- v:.t+l'
IIEYt

(7.7)

IIEVt

We suggest to use the BS2 rationing policy to reallocate these products to the retailers. Por that purpose
we introduce the control parameter S) for each retailer j. This Sj can be interpreted as the order-up-tolevel of retailer j with respect to its echelon stock, in contrast with Si which represents the order-up-tolevel of retailer j with respect to its echelon inventory position. An important distinction between the
allocation policy used at the CD and the rebalancing policy used at the retailers is the following. The
allocation policy at the CD allows for retaining stock at the CD (therefore we distinguished between
Df_L 1, 1 ::5 ~~ and DÇ_L 1•1 > ~J). However, the rebalancing policy at the retailers cannot retain any
stock since all the available products need to be allocated. In order to accomplish this we assume
(7.8)

Assumption (7.8) guarantees that Ljev1 1/+1 < LJEV1 Sj for any timet, which means that rationing is
always required (we do nothave to distinct between two cases anymore). So one might think of Sj as a
control parameter in order to ration the stock appropriately, instead of the number of products retailer
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j really requires to have after rebalancing. The amount of produels short in order to raise the echelon
stock of each retailer j to its order-up-to-level Sj equals

L

(I: Sn

s~

n€Vt

(Di-Lt.l-

6-,t- Di,t+l)) = (Df_L,,t- 6-,t + Di.t+l"

nEVt

The BS2 rationing policy suggests to divide this shortage over the retailers by the allocation fractions
{qj }jev1 given by (7 .4). Hence,
(7.9)
Using (7.9) we are able to derive the fill rate equation for each retailer j

fJJ
7.4

=1

j
~ +
E[(Dt+l.t+t+l- J,+z) ]

~ +
E[(-Jt+t) ]

{tj

jE V,.

(7.10)

Determination of the eontrol parameters

In this section, we determine the control parameters. This is done by decomposing the problem of
the determination of these parameters into subproblems. First, wedetermine 6.1 = Si
Sj for every retailer j by minimizing the expected total stock transshipped per period (Section 7.4.1). Second,
assuming 6. 1 is given, we delermine {Sj}Jev1 such that the customer fill rate constraints are satisfied
(Section 7.4.2). Finally, wedetermine 6. 1 such that the expected total holding costs per period are
minimized (Section 7.4.3).
7 .4.1

Determination of the control parameters of the rationing policy

From (7.9) and (7.10) it follows that the fill ratePi is independent of S1. These degrees offreedom are
used todetermine Ó.J = Si- Sj such that the expected total stock transshîpped per period (denoted
by T) is minimized. Note that this corresponds to minimizîng the expected transshipment costs per
period in case the cosls of shîpping stock from one retailer to another are equal. The problem we have
to solve can be formulated as a non-linear optimization problem with IV11variables
min T({ó.J}Jev1)

s.t.

L

Án

= 0.

(7.11)

nEYt

The objective function T can be computed as follows

T({ó.J}jev1) = LTJ(ó.J)

with

TJ(ÁJ) := E[('r/+1)+].

}EVt

In order to compute the expected arnount of produels arriving at retailer j due to the rebalancing at
timet +I, denoted by T1(6. 1), weneed to have a traetabie expression for 1• Substitution of (7.3) in
(7.5), and substituting the result and (7.9) in (7.6) yields

r:/+

~i -DJ
"t+l l,t+l

Define f/

(7.12)

:=DLu- qJDi- 1,1 - T/, then from (7.12) it follows that
t+l

I: :r; =
s~t+l

Áj.

(7.13)
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If'tj isknownforl-1 subsequent timeperiods,say s = t+ 1, t+2, ... t+l-1, then i/+1immediately
results from (7.13). Specifically, i/ = i/+kl for any integer value k. Assuming {r/Jr is a stationary
process, i.e., E[r/J = E[t/+d for any t, then from (7.13) and the definition of i/ it follows that i/ =
lij/I. Hence,
.
.
1
rI1 -- Dt-l,t

1
q) D t-l,t

D.j

(7.14)

-~-,

Before continuing our analysis, let us elaborate on how to choose the initial state of the system
such that indeed { h is a stationary process. Suppose the initial state of the system is cha.racterized
by {n/ }~=O• where JTÓ denotes the echelon stock of retailer j E V1 at time 0, and
(1 ::::; t ::::; l) denotes
the amount of products arriving at retailer j in exactly t periods. The pipeline and on hand stock of
the CD are irrelevant. At the end of the first period holds

r/

Since

1r/

r/ = 1/ -1/ we obtain
r/ = Sj

q1

(I: s~- L:<1r3 + 1rî) + Dó.
IIEYt

1) -

(1ró + :~r{} + D&.

1•

nEVt

1 - q D 1, - r 1. Hence,
· · r-i1 = Do.t
By defi mtion
1
1 01

i{ =

(1TÓ

+ 1r{) -

q1

I: (1TÖ + 1rf) + q1 I: s~ - Sj,

nEVt

(7.15a)

nEVt

= i/ -

i/

Let us now derive a simila.r expression for when 1 < t ::::; l. For 1 < t ::::; l we know that r/
1
11
. . 0 fth e de fi llltiOD
. . 0 fJ-t1 .=
· S'j - qj ("
J"i1 = J-11 - (J-11_ 1 - D l-l,l
+ 1T11) • SUbSt1tilt!On
i ....mEVt S'n- "..::....mEVt J-1 )
in the aforementioned expression yields

r/ = q1 (L: J,n- I: J,n_,) + DLu -1T/,
nEVt

j E V,,

1 < t ::::; l.

nEVt

Note that Lnev1 it- Lnev1 i 1"..c 1 equals the amount of products arriving at all retailers at timet minus
the demand at all retailers during [t- 1, t). Hence,

r/ = qj (I: 1TI

11
-

D:_,,t) + DLI.t- 1T/,

v,,

j E

1 < t ::::;

l.

neV1

Substimtion of r:/ := Df_l.t - qJ Di-t.r ï-i
1

= 1Ttj

- qi

r:/ in the definition of i/ yields

""'
~
neV1

From (7.15) it followsthatin orderto have
{1T/} such that
.

l

1TÓ

+ 1r/

= JLJ

1T1n ,

1· E V J,

i/= liJf l for j

E

1 < t :5 l .

V, and 1 ::::;

+ qJ L:<1rö + 1Tf- JLn) + sj

t ::::;

qj

H~

1T/

=

J.l,j +qj

L:(1T~- JLn),

neV1

(7.15b)

I: s~

H~

1<

t

:5/.

l, we have to detennine
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An initial state satisfying the above equalities is

:n-6

:= sj - qj

L s~.

~j .
· - 11
- t"'j•

1 ::s t

"I

::s l.

nEV1

Under the balance assumption this initial state yields stationarity. Unfortunately, due to imbalance we
cannot guarantee the stationarity of r/.
To compute the expected amount transshipped to retailer j per period (i.e. Tj ( D. j) ), we use a twomoment approximation for r/. Because r/ has a probability distribution function on the entire interval
( -oo, oo) we approximate this distribution by a normal distribution. Since Tj(D.j) = E[(r/)+], we
obtain
(7.16)
with
J.t,;

:= J.tj- qjJ.tt- ~j

and

ar/

:=Jo- 2qj)aJ + q]af.

(7.17)

Applying the Lagrange-multiplier technique on (7.11) yields
dTj(D.j) __ ,
dD.j

11.

jE

'

V

(7.18)

I·

By differentiating (7.16) to D.j, and substituting the result in (7.18) yields

~ (:::)=À,

jE V,.

(7.19)

Substituting (7 .17) in (7 .19), and rewriting the result yields
D.j

From Ljev1 D.j

= l(J.tj- qjJ.tt- ~- (>..)a,;).
1

= 0 it follows that ~- (>..) = 0. Hence,
D.j = sj- sj = L(J.tj - qjJ.tt).
1

jE Vt.

(7.20)

Substitution of (7.20) in (7.17) yields J.t,i = 0. This means that each retailer j is in 'balance', since
the mean amount of products which is shipped out of retailer j per period equals the mean amount of
products which is shipped to retailer j per period. This is intuitively clear, since if J.t,i would be less
than 0, then the CD is systematically allocating to much products to retailer j. Theref~re upon arrival
some of these products are immediately shipped to other retailers.
Substitution of J.t,i = 0 in equation (7 .16) yields a simple approximation for the expected amount
of products which ar~ transshipped to retailer j per period,
(7.21)

7 .4.2

Determination of the control parameters of the rebalancing policy

In this section, we elaborate on how the order-up-to-level S 1 and the control parameters {Sj}jev1 are
determined given 1:1 1 • The control parameter Sj is implicitly defined by target the fill rate fJj. This can
be seen by substituting (7 .9) in (7 .10), which yields
. _ _ E[(\lltj- Sj)+]- E[(qj\11 2
{J1 - 1
J.tj

-

Sj)+]
,

j

E

V,.

(7.22)
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with W1j := qj((DL- .ó.!)+ +Dl)+ D{ and Wz :=(DL- .ó-1)+ +Dl.
Todetermine Sj we suggest to solve {3j = f3j numerically. We use a similar approach as inSection
2.4.1. To apply this approach we first need todetermine the mean and varianee ofboth Wij and w2 .
Because the random variables DL, Dl and D{ of W1j are independent, we know that the mean and
varianee of W1j are

E[W,j] = qj (E[(DL- .ó-1)+] + l~tl) + lti• var[Wij] = qf (var[(DL - .ó- 1)+] +laf)+ aJ.
The mean and varianee of (DL - .ó- 1)+ are determined by fitting a mixed Erlang distribution to the
lead timedemand DL, and next applying formulae (2.20a) and (2.20b). Analogously, the mean and
varianee of w2 are determined. Next, we fit mixed Erlang distributions to the first two moments of
the random variables Wij and W2 • Again, by applying the formulae (2.20a) and (2.20b) we compute
E[(W1i- Sj)+] and E[(Wz- Sj)+]. Now, Pi = f3j is solved for Sj by using bisection.
Finally, we determine the order-up-to-level at the CD by
SI = .ó.l

+L

Sn = .ó.l

+ L s~.

(7.23)

Since Sj is known for each retailer S1 immediately results from (7.23).

7.4.3 Determination of .ó- 1
InSection 7.4.1, we have determined {.ó.j }jE V; such that the expected total amount transshipped per
period is minimized. From (7.20), it follows that every .ó.i is independent of .ó- 1. Next, inSection
7.4.2, we have determined {Sj}jEv, such that each retailer attains its target fill rate. From (7.22) it
is obvious that these control parameters depend on .ó- 1• In this section, wedetermine how to set .ó- 1
such that the expected total holding costs at the end of every period (just before an order arrival) is
minimized. Following Chapters 5 and 6, holding costs h 1 are incurred for every product at the CD or
in one of the pipelines towards a retailer, and holding costs h 1 +h i are incurred for a product at retailer
j. For this cost structure, the expected total holding costs at the end of a period equals

HC(.ö.,) := h1E[S1- DL+d +

:?= hjE[sj- qj(<DL- .ö.,)+ +Dl)- Di]
JE VI

+ ?:<h1 +hj)E[-(sj- qi(<DL- .ó.!)+ +Dl)- D{r].
JE VI

= h1 ( .ö.,

+ L sj jEV1

(L,

+ 1)~t,) + L hj (si- qj ( E[ <DL jEV1

.ö.,)+]

+ l~t1) - /Lj)

+ L:<h, + hj)E[-(s1-

qj(<DL- .ó-1)+ +Dl)- Dir].
JEV!
A one-dimensional search over .ó- 1 yields the optima! value .& 1 which minimizes HC(.ó- 1 ). Since in
distribution systems usually no (or little) value is added to the product at retailer level (h i ~ 0), empirically we find that .& 1 usually lies between 0 and 0.95L 1JL 1• This means that no stock or very little
stock is retained at the CD. This coincides with the results of other studies (cf. De Kok, Lagodimos &
Seidel [1994]).

7.5 Extension to divergent N -echelon system
In this section, we extend the results to divergent N -echelon systems. We illustrate how to extend the
results by consirlering the example in Figure 7.2, which depiets a single-item 3-echelon distribution
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: Pooling
group 1
Production
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: group2

... ________

I

}

Figure 7.2. Example of a3-echelon distribution system.

system. First, there is a production facility which supplies a national distribution center (NDC). Second, this national depot center supplies two regional depots (RDCl and RDC2). Finally, both regional
depots supplies two retailers. The retailers which are supplied by the same regional depot is referred to
as a pooling group (cf. Lee [1987]). We make the assumption that the lead time ofeach retailerwithin
a pooling group is identical. In this section, we only consider the model where lateral transshipments
are allowed between the retailers of one pooling group. The model where also lateral transshipments
between intermediate stockpoints (e.g., the regional depots) are allowed is a topic for further research.
The material flow in the upstream part of the network has already been analyzed in Chapter 2. At
the beginning of a period, say t - Lt. the NDC raises its echelon inventory position to S1. Since the
lead time equals L 1, this order arrives at the beginning of period t. So, the echelon stock of the NDC
just after the arrival of this order equals
Al

]I

=SI

1

Dt-L"t•

If 1/

:::: s2 + s3 then both regional depots are able to raise their echelon inventory position to its orderup-to-level. Thus,
I

St - D1_L 1, 1

::::

S2 + S3

==;.

Aj

Ir =

s1,

j

e {2, 3}.

(7.24)

Otherwise the complete echelon stock is allocated to both regional depots by using the linear allocation
function of (2.7). Thus,
St- Df_L 1, 1 < Sz + S3

==;.

Î/ = S1- qi(L Sn- (S1- n:_L 1 ) ) ,
nEVt

j E {2, 3}.

(7.25)

From (7.24) and (7.25) it follows

!/ =SJ

qj (D:_LI,I

.Ó.)t

j E {2, 3}.

(7.26)

Next, we consicter one of the regionat depots, say RDCl. At the beginning of time t this regional
depot places an order at the NDC to raise its echelon inventory position to S2 • However, since the
regionat depot is supplied by a stockpoint with a finite capacity, it is possible that this order can only be
satisfied partially. This (partial) order arrives at the beginning of period t +L 2 • Hence, at the beginning
of period t + Lz the echelon stock of the RDCl equals

J2t+L2 -- f2t

Dzt,t+L2'
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If ~"4-Lz 2:: S4 +Ss then both retailers in pooling group 1 are able to raise the echelon inventory position
to its order-up-to-level. Thus,
j

E

{4, 5}.

(7.27)

However, if Jt"4.L 2 < S4 +Ss then the echelon stock of RDCI is allocated to the retailers in pooling
group 1 as follows

r;- v;,t+L2 < s4 +Ss

Î/+Lz =

==}

Sj- qi(L Sn (112- v;,t+Lz) ).

jE {4, 5}.

nEVz

(7.28)

From (7.27) and (7.28) it follows that

Î/+Lz =

Sj qj(L:s..

2

(Ît

j

v;,t+L.)r.

E

{4, 5}.

(7.29)

nEV2

Substitution of (7.26) in (7.29) yields
"j
lt+Lz

= Sj -

qj

(2
Dt,t+Lz -

L\2

+ qz (1
Dt-L1.t

jE {4, 5}.

(7.30)

From equation (7.30), it follows that the cumulative echelon stock of all retailers in pooling group I
at timet + L 2 + L 4 (recall L4 = Ls) equals

L J/+L2+L4 = L Îj+L2- D~Lz.t+L2+L4'
jEVz

jEV2

Substitution of (7.30) in the expression above yields that

Following the reasoning inSection 7.3.2 this stock is reallocated to the retailers by a BS2 rationing
policy. Since LneV2 s~ LnEV2 Sn, we obtain

~~L2+L4 = S~- qk ( ( v;,t+Lz- L\2 + qz (D:_Lt.t

L\1t) + + v;+Lz.t+L2+L4) •

Analogue to the analysis in Section 7 .4.1 it can be shown that
k

e

E

and

pre(k)

= j.

Furthermore, the order-up-to-levels {St} are computed similarly to Section 7.4.2 by solving fit =
for each retailer k, where

fJk = l _

E[(II'Ijk- Sk)+]- E[(q.~;Wzi
f.Lk

with

Sk)+]

fJic
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7.6 Numerical results

In this section, we compare the results of the model presenled in the previous sections (referred to as
the TBS-model) with the very related modelsof Van der Heij den [ 1997b] and Diks & De Kok [ 1996a].
Van der Heijden analyzes the 2-echelon system without transshipments as presenled in Section 3.2.2,
where the CD adopts the BS rationing policy. In this section we refer to this model as the BS-model.
Diks & De Kok analyzes a 2-echelon stock with lateral transshipments. Both the allocation policy at
the CD and the rebalancing policy at the retailers are CAS rationing policies. In this section, we refer
to this model as TCAS-model. Let us briefly elaborate on their algorithm to deterrnine all the control parameters. First, they determine simultaneously the allocation fractions of the CAS rebalancing
policy and the order-up-to-level at the CD, such that the customer fill rate constraints are satisfied.
Second, they determine the allocation fractions of the CAS rationing policy at the CD such that the
expected total amount transshipped per period is minimized. Reeall that the order-up-to-levels for a
CAS rationing policy can easily be determined from (3.1).
Consider the example ofDiks & De Kok [1996a] where one CD supplies 5 non-identical retailers
(see Table 7.1). The depot lead time and the retailer lead time equals 4 and 1, respectively. Every
retailer needs to attain the same target fill rate fJ*.
f..LJ

1
5

2
10

a2

25

60

Retailer j
J

3
4
10 15
60 225

5
20
560

Table 7.1. The demand characteristics of the 5 retailers in the system.
Table 7.2 depiets the safety stock defined by s,- (L 1 + l + l)fl-~> which is required to satisfy the
0. 7,
customer fill rates constraints. We computed this safety stock for three different values of fJ*
0.85 and 0.99. Also we varied the mean amount of stock retained at the CD by consictering a 1 = 0,
0.9 and 1.2, where a 1 := lltf(L 1J,L,). From Table 7.2 we conclude that by allowing transshipments
the safety stock needed to operate the system decreases considerably (between 8% and 22% ). When
transshipments are allowed the TCAS-model appears to be slightly better than the TBS-model for fJ* =
0.7, whereas the TBS-model appears to be better than the TCAS-model for fJ* = 0.99. It is hard to
draw a well-founded condusion about which model is the best model. This can be explained by the
fill rates attained at the retailers for each model (see Table 7.3). For instance, the TBS-model attains
fill rates which exceeds the target fill rate for fJ* = 0.7 (and therefore requires more safety stock),
whereas the TBS-model attains lower fill rates than the TCAS-model for fJ* = 0.99 (and therefore
requires less safety stock).

=

fJ*

BS

0.70
0.85
0.99

45
103
275

a1 = 0
TCAS TBS
35
89
259

38
87
230

BS
47
110
318

a 1 =0.9
TCAS TBS

BS

TCAS

TBS

43
93
253

85
141
334

78
125
288

81
123
264

41
92
266

a1 = 1.2

Table 7.2. Safety stock in a divergent 2-echelon system with 5 non-identical retailers ( L 1

= 4 and

l =I).

Table 7.3 depiets the customer fill rates obtained by simulation. From this table we conclude that
the performance of the beuristic to numerically solve the fill rate equation (see Section 7 .4.2) is excellent. All the attained fill rates only slightly differs from the target fill rate (at most 0.012), except for
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the fill rate attained at retailer 1 in the BS-model. This can be explained by the imbalance experienced
in the BS-model.

at =0
{3*

0.70

0.85

0.99

Retailer
I
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
I
2
3
4

5

BS
0.748
0.703
0.703
0.706
0.708
0.878
0.848
0.846
0.842
0.840
0.991
0.987
0.987
0.981
0.979

TCAS
0.702
0.701
0.70I
0.698
0.698
0.846
0.846
0.846
0.847
0.846
0.989
0.989
0.989
0.989
0.988

TBS
0.706
0.705
0.704
0.704
0.703
0.847
0.847
0.846
0.839
0.838
0.986
0.986
0.986
0.980
0.980

a1 =0.9
BS
TCAS
0.724 0.697
0.694 0.697
0.694 0.697
0.696 0.696
0.695 0.699
0.870 0.842
0.849 0.844
0.848 0.844
0.845 0.845
0.847 0.845
0.994 0.989
0.991 0.990
0.991 0.989
0.989 0.989
0.990 0.989

TBS
0.703
0.70I
0.700
0.702
0.702
0.848
0.848
0.847
0.844
0.844
0.990
0.989
0.990
0.986
0.986

a1 = 1.2
BS
TCAS
0.709 0.708
0.697 0.702
0.697 0.703
0.698 0.698
0.695 0.699
0.858 0.845
0.849 0.845
0.848 0.845
0.847 0.847
0.84I 0.848
0.992 0.988
0.990 0.989
0.990 0.989
0.989 0.989
0.989 0.989

TBS
0.7li
0.706
0.705
0.706
0.708
0.848
0.849
0.848
0.843
0.840
0.986
0.987
0.987
0.983
0.982

Thble 7.3. Customer fill rates attained in a divergent 2-echelon system with 5 non-identical retailers
(L1 = 4 and l = 1).

nr

Table 7.4 depiets
K' i.e., the percentage that the allocation policy of the CD allocates a negative
quantity to at least one of the retailers. From this table we conclude that, indeed, in the BS-model the
imbalance is large (especially for a 1 = 0). A large decreasein imbalance is accomplished by allowing
transshipments (especially for the TBS-model).
{3*

0.70
0.85
0.99

BS
0.43
0.43
0.43

at =0
TCAS TBS
0.16
0.02
0.01

0.01
0.01
O.Ql

= 1.2
CAS
0.08
0.02
O.ül

TBS
0.00
0.00
0.00

Thble 7.4. lmbalance at the CD in a divergent 2-echelon system with 5 non-identical retailers (L 1 = 4
andl = 1).
Table 7.5 depiets the mean amount transshipped per period. For {3* = 0.7 the expected total amount
transshipped per period in the TBS-model is less than in the TCAS-model (for {3* = 0.99 the TCAS-

1.2
a1 =0.9
a1
TBS TCAS TBS TCAS TBS
18.36 I9.52 18.36 19.39 I8.37
18.36 I8.56 18.36 18.36 18.37
18.36 18.03 18.36 18.03 18.37

a1 =0
{3*

0.70
0.85
0.99

TCAS
I9.72
18.62
I8.04

Table 7.5. Mean amount transshipped per period in a divergent 2-echelon system with 5 non-identical
retailers ( L 1 = 4 and l = 1).
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model is slightly better). However, in our opinion the reduction of safety stock is more important than
the reduction in transportation costs. The reason fortbis is that when the model rebalances every review
period, then it is not so important anymore how much to transship. The frequency of transshipping
plays a more important role in the total costs involved with transshipping than the amount transshipped,
since usually these amounts are small. Also note that the expected total amount transshipped per period
in the TBS-model does notdepend on {3* or a1 (this coincides with approximation (7.21)), whereas in
the TCAS-model it both depend on {3* and a1.
The impact of the number of retailers on the reduction of the safety stock is analyzed in Table 7 .6. It
tums out that in the case {3* = 0.7 and {3* = 0.85 the results ofthe TCAS-model and the TBS-model
are similar, but for {3*
0.99 the TBS-model appears to outperform the TCAS-model. Especially,
when the number of retailers is large. Then the reduction of the safety stock can even becomes 24%
(compared to the safety stock neerled in the BS-model).
{3*

I0.10
i

i

i

i

0.70
0.70
0.70
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

IVtl
2
3
4

5
2
3
4
5
2
3
4

5

a1 =0
TCAS TBS
13
13
16
16
19
19
21
21
32
32
41
40
49
47
54
57
89
87
95
127
116
109
143
130
158
172
150
189

BS
14
18
23
27
34
46
57
69

BS
15
20
24
28
36
48

60
72
103
141
178
216

a1 = 0.9
TCAS TBS

15
18
21
24
33
42
50
59
92
119
146
174

15
18
21
24
33
42
50
58
92
119
143
168

a 1 = 1.2
BS TCAS
28
27
39
37
50
46
61
55
46
43
64
57
83
72
102
85
105
92
150
125
194
158
239
195

TBS
27
37
46
56
43
57
71
85
93
122
152
181

Thble 7.6. Safety stock in a divergent 2-echelon system with identical retailers with /Lj = 10 and
80 ( Lt = 4 and l = 1).

aJ

7.7 Extension ofthe model
A disadvantage of the model presented so far is that every period the echelon stock of the retailers is rebalanced. In principle the retailers should only rebalance, when it is really necessary. E.g., when some
retailers face large demands resulting in low inventories, whereas others have excess inventory. In this
section we address a possible way of extending the model as described inSection 7.3 and 7.4 such that
not every review period rebalancing takes place, but only when it is necessary. How to determine the
control parameters for this extended model is a topic for further research.
Suppose that the echelon stock of the retailers is only rebalanced when the cumulative echelon
stock drops below a certain level Q. Let the binary random variabie X1 we indicate whether the stock
is rebalanced (X1 = 1) or not (X, 0). Then from (7.7) it follows that

=

lit+l := Pr(Xt+l = 1) = Pr(L Sn

(D:_LJ,t -

~lt- D:.r+l

<

Q).

(7.31)

nEV1

Note that this lit+l is independent of t since we assumed stationair customer demand. Therefore we
define 8 as the probability of rebalancing the cumulative echelon stock at the retailers at the end of an
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o

arbitrary period. Think of as a managerial parameter. Management probably determines the value of

8 based on the trade off between the fixed costs of rebalancing and the decrease in costs due to making

o

better use of the available stock in the system. Given this value of it is immediately clear how to
choose Q such that the frequency of transshipping matches the target set by management. From (7 .31)
we obtain
nEVt

In our opinion, this an appropriate way to extend the model such that not every review period the
echelon stock of the retailers is rebalanced. There are several reasons for this. First, when the cumulative echelon stock of the retailers is small it is important that this stock is appropriately distributed
among the retailers. The smaller this cumulative echelon stock becomes the larger the probability becomes of having one or more retailers facing backorders while others have excess stock. Second, this
way of incorporating that the retailers do not rebalance their echelon stock every period is still analytically tractable. Finally, management can simply influence the frequency of transshipping by setting
only one parameter.

7.8 Conclusions and further research
In this chapter, we considered a 2-echelon distribution system consisting of a central depot supplying
a number of retailers. Every review period an instantaneous rebalancing of the cumulative echelon
stock of the retailers takes place, by transshipping stock from one retailer to another. We use the BS2
rationing policy as presented inSection 3.2.2 to rebalance the stock. Also the CD adopts a BS2 rationing polîcy to allocate incoming stock to the retailers. In this chapter, we determine all the control
parameters of the inventory system such that the target fill rates are satisfied. Next, we minimize the
expected total amount of stock transshipped per period.
The policy derived in this chapter (referred to as TBS) is easy to imptement and very robust. The
allocation fractions of the rationing policy at the CD and of the rebalancing policy at the retailers are
given by (7.4). The parameters {~j }jev1 are determined by (7.20). Only for the computations of the
order-up-to-levels we used a heuristic. Numerical results indicate that the performance of this beuristic
is excellent. The TBS-policy can easily be extended to divergent N -echelon systems (see Section 7 .5).
Also we compared the results of the TBS-policy with:
(i). the BS-policy of Van der Heijden [ 1997b], who analyzes a divergent 2-echelon system without
lateral transshipments, where the CD adopts a BS2 rationing policy.
(il). the TCAS-policy of Diks & De Kok [1998b], who analyzes the samemodel as analyzed in this

chapter, except they adopt the CAS 1 rationing policy instead of a BS2 rationing policy.
By allowing lateral transshipments the TCAS-model needs far Iess safety stock than the BS-policy.
For the examples considered in Table 7.2 the mean reduction of safety stock is approximately 13%.
The TBS-policy even accomplishes a reduction of 15%, however, the deviation between the actual and
target fill rates are a bit larger than for the TCAS-model (see Table 7.3). Furthermore, the amount of
imbalance for the TBS-policy is negligible (less than the TCAS-policy, and considerably less than the
BS-policy; see Table 7.4).
Finally, inSection 7.7 we suggested a first step to extend the model such that rebalancing does not
takes place every review period, but only when the echelon stock drops below a criticalieveI. More
research should be done on this model, to analyze the trade off between the decrease of the rebalancing
set-up costs and the increase in safety stock needed to satisfy the customer fill rates.
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Conclusions and suggestions for future research

The aim of this monograph was to develop algorithms which enables us to optimize the material flow
in divergent multi-echelon inventory systems by determining the control parameters such that some
prespecified objective is attained. We addressed two different objectives. First, in Chapters 3 and 4
the system was controlled such that some target customer service levels are attained (service measure
objective). Second, in Chapters 5 and 6 the system was controlled such that the expected systemwide
holding and penalty costs per review period are minimized (cost measure objective). For both objectives we developed several algorithms to determine all the control parameters. In the development of
these algorithms, we focussed on numerical tractability and applicability. The strength of our algorithms is that they can handle a general divergent network layout and heterogeneous end-stockpoints,
but moreover it allows us to optimize the system. The need to develop algorithms which can be applied to large systems mainly arose from the analyses of convergent systems (e.g., assembly systems).
Rosling [1989] and Langenhoff & Zijm [1990] independently demonstrated that under some conditions (e.g., noset-up costs) an assembly system can beremodeled as a series system fora specific class
of assembly systems. By relaxing some of the conditions Visschers [ 1996] showed that an assembly
system can be remodeled as a number of divergent multi-echelon systems.
All the algorithms in this monograph were developed under the so-called balance assumption,
which assumes that no negative number of items are allocated to a stockpoint in case of material rationing. Due to this assumption, it was important to validate the performance of each algorithm. This
was done by extensive numerical experiments where we compared the analytica! results with the results obtained by simulation.
In Chapter 3, we compared the performance of two different rationing policies and its variants.
First, De Kok, Lagodimos & Seidel [1994] introduced the Consistent Appropriate Share (CAS) rationing policy. Second, Van der Heijden [1997b] introduced the Balanced Stock (BS) rationing policy. We presented several algorithms to determine all the control parameters such that the fill rate
constraints at the end-stockpoints are satisfied. An extensive numerical experiment was performed
to obtain insight in the performance and differences between all the variants of CAS and BS rationing.
The most important result was that BS rationing performs better than CAS rationing, both on average
and worst case. Within the class of CAS rationing policies, it is remarkable that the simple, original
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approach of De Kok {1990] performs best. The most serious errors occur in case of high imbalance,
especially for relatively low service levels and situations with little or no intermediate stocks. Within
the class of BS rationing policies, the original variant developed by Van der Heijden [ 1997b] is the best
rationing policy. However, from a practical point of view we prefer the BS variant of Van Donsetaar
[1996], because it gives an easy and explicit expression for the allocation fractions, and the performance is excellent
In Chapter 4, we extended the algorithm based on BS rationing model by incorporating random
lead times. Like in Chapter 3, we performed an extensive numerical experiment to validate our algorithm. In this experiment, we make use of a novel technique for generating a random lead time process
without crossing. This technique roodels a random lead time by the sojoum time of a customer in a
G I 1G1I-queue plus a fixed lead time. The experiment revealed that our algorithm is sufficiently accurate for practical applications. This is in partienlar true for situations with little or no intermediale
stocks. Furthermore, we showed the importance of including lead time varlation in the model. Although, frequently the attention is focussed on demand variation, we showed that the effect of lead
time variation may be larger than the effect of demand varlation on the stock levels required to obtain
prespecified target fill rates.
An important drawback of the algorithms developed in Chapters 3 and 4 (consictering the service
measure objective) is the assumption that the mean amount of stock held at the intermediale stockpoints has to be known in advance. The algorithms developed in Chapters 5 and 6 (consiclering the
cost measure objective) do not require this assumption. These algorithms try to compute all the control
parameters such that the expected systemwide holding and penalty costs per review period are minimized. In Chapter 5, we prove that the decomposition along the lines of Clark & Scarf [1960] and
Langenhoff & Zijm [1990] is also exact for divergent N-echelon systems given the balance assumption. Hence, the complex multi-dimensional problem of deterrnining the cost-optimal policy reduces
to the problem of determining: (1) the order-up-to-level at each stockpoint, and (2) the optimal allocation functions at each intermediale stockpoint We proved that the first problem coincides with the
classical newsboy problem. Furthermore, we obtained insight in the structure of the optimal allocation functions. An algorithm was developed to actually determine these functions. Based on several
properties of the optima! allocation functions we classified these functions into four classes.
lt is rather cumhersome and time-consuming to determine the optimal allocation functions. Henee,
there is a need for a more practically useful approach. Therefore, in Chapter 6 we restricted to a specitic
class of linear allocation functions. Under this additional restrietion we developed an easy and fast
algorithm to deterrnine the control parameters such that the expected systemwide holding and penalty
costs per review period are minimized.
A possible way to decrease the holding costs needed to operate the system, but still guarantee target service levels at the end-stockpoints, is by allowing lateral transshipments. In the situation where
some end-stockpoints have exce10s inventory while others face shortages, lateral transshipments have
gained in popularity as the appropriate recourse action to avoid shortages. However, by allowing lateral transshipments extra transportation (and handling) costs are involved. In Chapter 7, we analyzed
divergent multi-echelon systems in which lateral transshipments between the end-stockpoints are allowed. By comparing the model with transshipments to a similar model without transshipment, we
illustrated that a mean reduction of safety stock of 15% is possible by allowing transshipments. Furthermore, the amount of imbalance becomes negligible. Finally, inSection 7.7 a first step was made
to extend the model such that rebalancing does not takes place every review period, but only when the
echelon stock drops below a cri ticalleveL More research should be doneon this model, to analyze the
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trade off between the decrease of the rebalancing set-up costs and the increase in safety stock needed
to satisfy the customer service levels.
Finally, we would like to address some interesting issues which results from this monograph. First,
inSection 8.1, we discusshow the algorithms in Chapters 5 and 6 could be extended by incorporating
service level constraints. Second, in Section 8.2, we give some interesting topics for further research.

8.1

Cost minimization given service level constraints

In this monograph, we considered two different objectives: the service measure objective and the cost
measure objective. To apply tbe algorithms developed for the service measure objective we require
to have information on the mean amount of stock at the intermediate stockpoints in advance. Similarly, to apply the algorithms developed for the cost measure objective we require to have information
on the penalty costs in advance. In principle we would like to have an algorithm which does not require this information in advance. For instance, we need an algorithm which delermines the control
parameters such that the expected systemwide holding costs is minimized subjeeled to some customer
service level constraints. An important contri bution which may eventually result in such an algorithm
is the generalization of the theorem of Van Houtum, Inderfurth & Zijm [ 1996] to divergent N-echelon
systems.
Theorem 8.1. Let (S1, IÎt1) denotes a cost optima! policy with respect to the sum of the expected systemwide holding and penalty costs per period, and suppose that the modijied jill rate attained at endstockpoint j (denoted by Yi) equals Yi· Then (SJ, IÎI1) is also a cost optima[ policy with respect to the
expected systemwide holding costs per period, witkin the class of ordering polides where Yi equals at
least Yi·
Proof. Let us just give an outline of the proof. Suppose (S1, IÎt1) denotes a co st optimal policy with
respect to the sum of the expected systemwide holding and penalty costs per period, and suppose that
the modified fill rate attained at end-stockpoint j (denoted by Yi) equals Yi. Consicter the following
optimization problem
min

Expectedsystemwideholdingcosts+ LPiE[-(J/)+)

s.t.

Yi = Yi•

jEE.
(Pl)

jEE

From (2.19) and Yi = Yi it can easily be shown that E[( -J/)+] = (1 - Yi)ILi· Substitution of this
result in the objective tunetion of the optimization problem (Pl) yields
min

Expected systemwide holding costs +

L Pi (I- Yi)~Li

s.t.

Yi = Yi·

j E E.

jEE

Since (1 - Yi)~Li is a constant, the policy (SJ. IÎ11 ) not only solves the optimization problem above,
but also
min

Expected systemwide holding costs

s.t.

= Yi·

j E E.

Yi 2':: Yi,

j E E.

Yi

Then it is trivial that the policy (Sh IÎit) also solves
min

Expected systemwide holding costs

s.t.

(P2)
0

From Theorem 8.1, itfollows that ifwe know the penalty costs {Pi }jEE such that the modified fill
rate attained at end-stockpoint j equals some predefined target value Yi, we can solve the problem
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(P2) simply by solving (Pl). Problem (Pl) (without the modified fill rate constraints) is solved by the
algodthms developed in Chapters 5 and 6. So, the only open question remains how to determine the
penalty costs {ftJhEE such that Yi = YJ for all j E E. In my opinion this is an important topic for
further research, because if an algorithm would be able to solve problem (P2) for arbitrary values of
{YJ }jeE, this algorithm could also be used for high values of YJ to approximate the solution of problem
(P2) where the modified fill rate constraints are replaced by the more common fill rate constraints.
8.2 Other possible model extensions
In this monograph, we assumed that the inventory at each stockpoint is controlled by a pedodie review
echelon order-up-to-policy. This means that every R period each stockpoint inspects its inventory to

raise the echelon inventory position to its order-up-to-level (note that for the random lead time case
the review period of stockpoint i, denoted by Ri, is a random variabie with mean R). We assumed that
the review period R is the same for all stockpoints in the system. In practice, however, one may face
a situation where the review period depends on the location in the system. For instance, in Van der
Heijden [1992] it is argued that more downstream stockpoints more frequently inspeet their echelon
inventory position than more upstream stockpoints. A possible way to deal with this is analyzed in the
very recent paper of Van der Heijden [1997a].
An other model extension very related to this is not to use a pedodie review echelon order-up-topolicies at each stockpoint, but a periodic review order-point, order-up-to-policy or a pedodie review
order-point, order-quantity policy.
Finally, we note that also the extension from single-item multi-echelon systems to multi-itemmultiechelon systems requires more research.
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Samenvatting
Dit proefschrift is gewijd aan het optimaliseren van de materiaalcoördinatie in een divergent meerechelon voorraadsysteem. Een divergent meer-echelon voorraadsysteem is een netwerk van voorraadpunten, waarin elk voorraadpunt wordt bevoorraad door precies één voorraadpunt, maar zelf meerdere
voorraadpunten kan bevoorraden. Dit soort voorraadsystemen komt veelvuldig voor aan het einde van
een logistieke keten. Bijvoorbeeld, een producent levert een type product aan een centraal depot, die
op zijn beurt dit product distribueert over een aantal warenhuizen. Voor de warenhuizen is het van
groot belang om de voorraad van dit product op peil te houden. Te weinig voorraad zal immers uiteindelijk leiden tot het niet kunnen leveren aan klanten, die daardoor misschien het product bij de concurrent koopt. Hierdoor loop je niet alleen de winst mis die je had kunnen verdienen door het product
te verkopen, maar ook de goodwill van een klant. Aan de andere kant zal te veel voorraad leiden tot
onnodig hoge voorraadkosten. Om de juiste hoeveelheid voorraad te bepalen zal er dus een afweging gemaakt moeten worden tussen de voorraadkosten en de boetekosten (de kosten verbonden met
het niet kunnen leveren). De hoeveelheid voorraad in een warenhuis hangt af van: (1) De regelmaat
waarmee het warenhuis orders plaatst, (2) De grootte van deze orders, en (3) Het voorraad verloop in
het centrale depot, wat op zijn beurt natuurlijk weer afhangt van de regelmaat waarmee het centrale
depot orders plaatst bij de producent en de grootte van deze orders. In dit proefschrift zullen we een
model ontwikkelen om inzicht te krijgen in het verloop van de voorraad in het gehele systeem.
Het doel van dit proefschrift is om algoritmen te ontwikkelen die de parameters bepalen van een
voorraadbeheersingsstrategie van divergent meer-echelon systemen zodanig dat aan een service- of
kostencriterium wordt voldaan. Zo'n strategie bepaalt het voorraadverloop in elk voorraadpunt van
het systeem. In dit proefschrift beperken we onze tot de volgende beheersingsstrategie. Periodiek zal
elk voorraadpunt zijn zogenaamde echelon voorraadpositie inspecteren en op basis daarvan een order
plaatsen om deze voorraadpositie te verhogen tot een vast ophoogniveau. Wanneer zijn leverancier
over te weinig voorraad beschikt om alle orders direct te kunnen leveren, dan zal hij overgaan tot het
verdelen van de beschikbare voorraad op basis van allocatiefuncties. Dat deel van de orders dat niet
direct geleverd kan worden, zal niet nageleverd worden maar gaat verloren. Dit in tegenstelling tot
de klantenvraag bij een eindvoorraadpunt, d.w.z. een voorraadpunt dat in contact staat met de markt
(in het bovenstaande voorbeeld was dit het warenhuis). Kortom, de parameters die bepaalt dienen te
worden zijn: Het ophoogniveau en de allocatiefuncties van elk voorraadpunt in het systeem. Deze
parameters worden bepaalt op basis van een van tevoren gekozen criterium. We beschouwen twee
verschillende criteria: het service- en kostencriterium. Allereerst, ontwikkelen we in de hoofdstukken
3 en 4 algoritmen om de parameters te bepalen zodanig dat de servicegraad in een eindvoorraadpunt
voldoet aan voorafgestelde eisen. Bijvoorbeeld, we eisen dat de fractie van de klantenvraag die onmiddellijk geleverd kan worden gelijk is aan 95%. Ten tweede, ontwikkelen we in de hoofdstukken 5
en 6 algoritmen om de parameters te bepalen zodanig dat de totale verwachtte kosten in het systeem
geminimaliseerd worden. Bij de ontwikkeling van deze algoritmen concentreren we ons met name
op de numerieke stabiliteit en de snelheid, zodat dat we uiteindelijk een stuk gereedschap krijgen om
snel en betrouwbaar voorraadsystemen te kunnen optimaliseren. De ontwikkelde algoritmiek in dit
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proefschrift onderscheidt zich van de meeste technieken in de literatuur, doordat het in staat is de materiaalcoördinatie voor een grote klasse van systemen te optimaliseren (willekeurig grote divergente
systemen met heterogene eindvoorraadpunten).
De beheersingsstrategie zoals die hierboven beschreven is, wordt uitgebreid besproken in hoofdstuk 2. In hoofdstuk 2 introduceren we namelijk een divergent meer-echelon systeem dat de basis
vormt voor de hoofdstukken 3 tim 6. Naast een discussie van alle modelaannamen, karakteriseren we
het stochastische verloop van de voorraad in elk voorraadpunt m.b.v. de 'sample path' techniek. Met
behulp van deze techniek zijn we onder andere in staat om de echelon voorraadpositie in elk voorraadpunt te bepalen, mits alle parameters a priori bekend zijn. De verdeling van de echelon voorraadpositie wordt gegeven door een onvolledige convolutie van continue verdelingsfuncties. Een approximatie
voor deze verdeling kan verkregen worden door gebruik te maken van de recursieve techniek die door
De Kok ontwikkelt is. Deze techniek fit een mengsel van Erlang verdelingen op de eerste twee momenten van een niet negatieve stochast. Dit alles stelt ons in staat om de werkelijke servicegraad in
elk voorraadpunt te bepalen. Verschillende servicegraad definities worden behandeld.
In hoofdstuk 3 presenteren we verschillende algoritmen om alle parameters te bepalen op basis van
het servicegraad criterium. De algoritmen zijn gebaseerd op de Consistent Appropriate Share (CAS)
strategie, ontwikkelt door De Kok, Lagodimos & Seidel [1994], en de Balanced Stock (BS) strategie, ontwikkelt door Van der Heijden [l997b]. Naast het uitbreiden van de toepasbaarheid van beide
strategieën voeren we een uitgebreid numeriek experiment uit om inzicht te krijgen in de prestatie en
verschillen tussen verscheidene varianten die in de loop van der tijd ontwikkeld zijn voor de CAS en
BS strategie. Het experiment bestaat uit het vergelijken van de analytisch bepaalde servicegraad met
de uit simulatie verkregen servicegraad voor vele instanties. Een van de belangrijkste conclusies van
dit experiment is dat de BS strategie beter is dan de CAS strategie.
De algoritmen in hoofdstuk 3 zijn ontwikkeld onder de veronderstelling dat de levertijd van elk
voorraadpunt deterministisch is. Aangezien de levertijd van een eindvoorraadpunt meestal overeenkomt met de transporttijd is het redelijk om deze levertijd als deterministisch te beschouwen. Daarentegen representeert de levertijd in een voorraadpunt meer stroomopwaarts in het systeem meestal de
productietijd. Deze productietijd is stochastisch door, bijvoorbeeld, capaciteitsbeperkingen, het uitvallen van machines of het batehen van orders. Daarom breiden we in hoofdstuk 4 het basismodel uit
door stochastische levertijden toe te laten. Zoals in hoofdstuk 3 ontwikkelen we een algoritme die de
parameters bepaalt op basis van het servicegraad criterium. Vanwege de superieure prestatie van de
BS strategie beperken we ons tot deze strategie. Om in dit model met stochastische levertijden gebruik
te maken van de al eerder genoemde sample path techniek, moeten we veronderstellen dat geplaatste
orders elkaar niet inhalen. Voor het testen van de prestatie van het door ons ontwikkelde algoritme
wordt weer opnieuw een uitgebreid numeriek experiment uitgevoerd. Hieruit blijkt dat prestatie van
het algoritme voldoende nauwkeurig is om het in de praktijk toe te passen. Bij de simulatie maken we
gebruik van een nieuwe techniek om een stochastisch levertijd proces te genereren waarin orders elkaar
niet inhalen. Deze techniek modeleert de levertijd als de systeemtijd van een klant in een G I 1G1Iwachtrij plus een constante tijd.
Een tekortkoming in de toepasbaarheid van de algoritmiek ontwikkeld in de hoofdstukken 3 en 4
is dat de gemiddelde hoeveelheid voorraad in niet-eindvoorraadpunten a priori bekend dient te zijn.
Daarom ontwikkelen we in hoofdstuk 5 een algoritme die deze informatie niet nodig heeft, maar daarentegen bepaalt dit algoritme niet de parameters op basis van het servicegraad criterium, maar op basis
van het kostencriterium. We beschouwen enkel voorraad- en boetekosten. Het algoritme is gebaseerd
op het echelon stock concept van Clark [ 1958] en de decompositie aanpak van Langenhoff & Zijm
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[1990]. In hoofdstuk 5 bewijzen we dat het complexe probleem van het bepalen van alle parameters
gedecomponeerd kan worden (onder de zogenaamde balansaanname). Door deze decompositie kan
voor elk voorraadpunt afzonderlijk het ophoogniveau en de allocatiefuncties bepaalt worden. We bewijzen dat het probleem van het bepalen van het ophoogniveau overeenkomt met het alom bekende
newsboy probleem. Voor het bepalen van de allocatiefuncties ontwikkelen we een algoritme. Op basis van een aantal eigenschappen classificeren we deze optimale allocatiefuncties in vier klassen.
Over het algemeen is het zeer lastig en tijdrovend om voor elk voorraadpunt de optimale allocatiefuncties te bepalen. Daarom is er behoefte aan een meer praktisch toepasbare aanpak. In hoofdstuk 6 beperken we ons daarom tot een specifieke klasse van lineaire allocatiefuncties. Voor deze
klasse ontwikkelen we een algoritme die alle parameters eenvoudig en snel bepalen, zodanig dat de
verwachtte totale kosten vrijwel geminimaliseerd worden.
Een manier om de kosten voor het houden van voorraad te verminderen, terwijl toch aan het servicegraad criterium wordt voldaan, is door het toelaten van overslag tussen eindvoorraadpunten. Wanneer het regelmatig voorkomt dat sommige eindvoorraadpunten ruim voldoende voorraad hebben terwijl andere moeten naleveren kan het interessant zijn om deze naleveringen te voorkomen door overslag tussen eindvoorraadpunten. Het toelaten van deze overslag vermindert de totale hoeveelheid producten in het systeem dat nodig is om aan het servicegraad criterium te voldoen, dit zal leiden tot
lagere voorraadkosten, daarentegen staan daar wel extra kosten (bv. transport- en administratiekosten)
tegenover. In hoofdstuk 7 analyseren we een divergent meer-echelon voorraadsysteem waarin overslag
tussen eindvoorraadpunten toegestaan is. Door dit model te vergelijken met het model zonder overslag, kunnen we bepalen of het winstgevend is om overslag tussen eindvoorraadpunten toe te laten.
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Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift

Cantrolling Divergent Multi-Echelon Systems
van

Erik B. Diks
I
Beschouw een divergent voorraadsysteem met meer echelons, waarin elk voorraadpunt periodiek
een bestelling plaatst bij zijn leverancier. Iedere bestelling arriveert na een constante levertijd
en wordt gebruikt om ofwel aan de vraag van de afnemers te voldoen, ofwel om het locale
voorraadniveau op te hogen. Het deel van de klantenvraag dat niet direct geleverd kan worden,
zal worden nabesteld. Deze nabestellingen brengen wel boetekosten met zich mee. Naast boetekosten, worden er voorraadkosten geheven over alle produkten in het systeem. De boete- en
voorraadkosten worden geheven vlak voor de aankomst van iedere order bij een voorraad punt.
Onder de balansaanname geldt nu dat door decompositie van dit systeem de beheersingastrategie bepaald kan worden die de totale verwachte kosten per tijdseenheid minimaliseert (zie
Hoofdstuk 5 van dit proefschrift).

11
In [1] analyseert Federgruen een 2-serieel systeem met constante levertijden, met als doel de
beheersingastrategie te bepalen die de gemiddelde verwachte kosten minimaliseert. Federgruen
beweert dat deze analyse kan worden uitgebreid naar stochastische levertijden door in alle relevante expressies simpelweg de verwachting te nemen over de marginale verdelingen van de
verschillende levertijden.
a. Bovenstaande bewering kan enkel getoetst worden indien er een nadere beschrijving is
van de momenten waarop de boete- en voorraadkosten geheven worden.
b. Indien deze kosten geheven worden net voor de aankomst van iedere order bij een voorraadpunt, dan is deze bewering onjuist.
[1] FEDERGRUEN, A. [1993], Centralized planning models for multi-echelon inventory systems under uncertainty, in: S.C. Graves, A.H.G. Rinnooy Kan, and P.H. Zipkin (eds.),
Logistics of production and inventory, Handhooks in Operations Research and Management Science 4, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V., Amsterdam, Chapter 3, 133-173.

III
Zij X een continue ka.nsva.riabele op [0, oo) met verwachting p en variatiecoëfficiënt c. Zij Y een
ka.nsvariabele met een hyperexponentiële verdeling, waarbij Y met ka.ns q exponentieel verdeeld
is met parameter Àr en met kans 1-q exponentieel verdeeld is met parameter À2 • Kansvariabele
Y heeft dezelfde verwachting en variatiecoëfficiënt als X, wa.nneer Y als volgt wordt gekozen:
ap.

waarbij q vrij gekozen ka.n worden uit een interval, dat afha.nkelijk is va.n
de keuze voor q volgt de waarde va.n a uit Figuur 1, waarbij
Û!1,2

:=

(1 q)(c2 +I)± J2(1- q)(cZ -1)/q
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Figuur 1: Mogelijke waarden voor q en a, gegeven

e.

IV
Voor het dimensioneren va.n een ATM shaperis het noodzakelijk om meer informatie te hebben
over het aa.nkomstproces, da.n alleen de eerste twee momenten va.n de duur va.n aan- en uitperioden.

[2]

BERG, J.L. VAN DEN, E.B. DIKS, J.A.C. RESING AND J. VAN DER WAL (1995], A
fiuid model of an ATM trajjic shaper, Mernora.ndum COSOR 95-08, Eindhoven University
of Technology.

V
Beschouw een celstroom met constante bit-rate (CBR) die m knooppunten doorloopt. In elk
knooppunt interfereert deze celstroom met andere celstromen. De tussenvertrektijdverdeling
van twee opeenvolgende cellen, nadat de CBR celstroom m knooppunten doorlopen heeft, is
goed te benaderen wanneer
1. De bezettingsgraad in elk knooppunt laag is, zeg kleiner dan 0.8 én m < 20.
2. De bezettingsgraad in elk knoopnut groot is, zeg groter dan 0.9.

[3] BERG, J.L. VAN DEN, E.B. DIKS, J.A.C. RESING AND J. VAN DER WAL (1995],
The change of traffic characteristics in ATM networks, B-ISDN Teletraffic ModeHing
Symposium, Alcatel-Bell, Antwerp, February 1995, 95-98(3).

VI
Beschouw een divergent systeem met 2 echelons bestaande uit één centraal depot (CD) en een
aantal warenhuizen. Elk warenhuis eist een bepaalde graad van dienstverlening. Verder levert
de producent van het CD elke order na een constante levertijd, tenzij het CD de producent
verzoekt om de order te versnellen én de producent in staat is om aan dit verzoek te voldoen.
Of het, vanuit een kostenperspectief, verstandig is om orders te versnellen hangt vooral af van:
(l) de kostenstructuur en (2) de reschedulingcapaciteit van de producent.
(4] MINNER, S., E.B. DIKS AND A.G. DE KOK [1997], A two-echelon distribution system
with supply lead time flexibility, Teehuical report, Eindhoven University of Technology.

VII
Beschouw een GI /G/1-wachtrijsysteem. De tussenaankomsttijd A van twee opeenvolgende
klanten is verdeeld volgens verdelingsfunctie FA met verwachting /tA· De bedieningaduur B
van een klant heeft verwachting P.B < J!A· De systeemtijdS van een klant is verdeeld volgens
verdelingsfunctie Fs met verwachting Jts en variantie o} De correlatiecoëfficiënt p van twee
opeenvolgende systeemtijden is gelijk aan
(P.A
p=l

P.B)P.s + ["

l'"

x(l

FA(x

+ y)) dy dFs(x)

0'~

[5] E.B. DIKS AND M.C. VAN DER HEilDEN (1997], Modeling stochastic lead times in multiechelon systems, Probability in the Engineering and Informational Beiences 11, 469-485.

VIII
Milieu is in de mode.
IX
Menige schertsstelling wordt gevoed door frustraties die in de AIO periode zijn opgedaan.

x
Intelligentie en geduld zijn geen voldoende voorwaarden om de tv-serie Inspeetor Morse te
kunnen waarderen.
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